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Executive Summary
This comparative report presents the systems for appointing judges in the Canadian provinces and
in selected comparator jurisdictions, seeking to identify the implicit purposes of recent reforms and
to set out the issues and choices that are involved. It advances a conceptual framework for
analyzing the choices to be made in this area, and concludes with a set of recommendations as to
the optimal method of selecting judges today.
Judges matter, so it matters who the judges are, and this means that we need to be concerned about
how judges are selected. In general and global terms, there are three methods of judicial selection:
1. democratic election ‐‐ US states
2. merit bureaucratic competitive ‐‐ European civilian systems
3. executive appointment ‐‐ by far the most common in the world, including Canada
But, assuming executive appointment as the preferred method, there are two different
contemporary strategies for containing the extent of executive discretion:
 "after the fact" ratification or rejection of executive appointee (such as US Senate for Article
III judges)
 "before the fact" screening or nominating committees (such as the US state merit selection
committees)
This latter is the more promising route, not least because all provinces have already gone some
distance down it, and it is the one that is explored in this Report. But one must first identify what
the purposes of these structures might be, what goals or ends they are intended to support, and it is
suggested that this should be understood as comprising (or at least including):
 merit
 accountability
 openness
 objectivity
 representativeness
 probity
Part One:
The current practices of Canadian provinces with respect to appointment advisory committees has
been evolving since 1970, and has always shown (and continues to show) considerable diversity.
We can identify a first phase (roughly 1970‐1985) when multi‐purpose Judicial Councils were the
most common (but hardly universal) choice; and a second phase (roughly 1985‐1999) when single‐
purpose nominating committees were widely (but again not universally) adopted. But the diversity
continues: some provinces still use judicial councils, some use standing nominating committees,
and some use ad hoc nominating committees (and one ‐‐ New Brunswick ‐‐ uses a dispersed
advisory group instead of a "committee" as normally understood). Although there is somewhat less
diversity in terms of procedures, there are still some differences that are worth noting.
Part One explores this diversity of structures in terms of several obvious dimensions, those being:
 the membership of the committees
 the chairmanship of the committees
 the procedures of the committees
 the criteria publicised and used by the committee
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Part Two:
The varying structures and procedures can be seen as implying a "silent debate" about the "best"
way of accomplishing the "best" set of priorities among the various purposes. Part Two seeks to
identify the implicit major issues and clarify the choices, these major issues being:
 the size of the committee
 how people are chosen to serve on the committee
 standing committees vs. ad hoc committees
 how much of the selection choice the committee should make
 transparency and confidentiality
All of these issues are contested, in the sense that different provinces have evolved quite different
responses to them. A "conceptual frame" drawn from the expanding global literature on these
issues is suggested as a way of organising and understanding these various responses.
Part Three:
Recent decades have seen a considerable evolution in many comparable jurisdictions of the
methods of judicial selection, although it is important to remember that in different countries the
judicial selection process is designed to deal with specific problems and specific priorities, and this
is relevant to how much we can learn from them and which parts of their process we can draw on.
The specific systems that are examined, and the idea it is suggested we can draw from each, are:
 Canadian federal judicial selection committees: designed from minimal constraints on
executive choice, and demonstrating a vulnerability to partisan manipulation of the
structures
 U.S. state merit nomination committees: an emphasis more on bipartisanship than on non‐
partisanship and recurring concerns about the extent of useful lay participation
 South African judicial selection committees: a central focus on "transformation" from the
apartheid past to a multi‐cultural and black dominated society, involving extensive use of
elected political representations in the committees
 United Kingdom judicial appointment committees: committees that select rather than
screen or nominate, with an unusual attention to independent selection processes for a
strong lay membership
 civilian systems of Europe: merit screening through a formal examination process as a way
of selecting judges without executive discretion
Conclusions and Recommendations
 An independent nominating commission is the appropriate way to select judges.
 A single purpose nominating committee is preferable to a multi‐purpose judicial council.
 A standing committee is preferable to an ad hoc committee.
 A larger committee is preferable to a smaller one.
 A reactive committee is preferable to an anticipatory committee.
 A short list committee is preferable to a pool‐creating committee; and a ranked list, or single
name selection, committee is preferable to a simple short list committee
 A statutory committee is preferable to an executive order committee.
 A substantial and active lay/public member component is preferable to a small and token
one.
 An extended formal set of criteria for appointment is preferable.
 Ex officio membership is preferable to more permissive provisions, and an avoidance of
direct executive appointment of committee members is desirable.
 It is important to have an annual public reporting requirement.
 It is important for the committee to have a visible public presence and spokesperson.
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Introduction
Judges matter, so it matters who the judges are. In strictly logical terms, this has
always been true ‐‐ political scientists have long worked within the paradigm of the
"political system" which identifies rule‐making, rule‐application and rule‐interpretation as
the critical through‐put elements of public policy, with the judiciary dominating (not, of
course, monopolizing) the third of these three functions. However constrained a role
judges might try to play, however tightly they might cleave to originalism or formalism or
strict interpretation, they are still the critical third stage in this three stage process; they
still matter. But to say that judges matter is even more true and even more important in
the 21st century, when judges at all levels play (or have the potential, whenever they so
choose, to play) a significant policy role ‐‐ in Canada, we tend to attribute this development
to the Charter, but many academics see it as a logical outgrowth of a mature social welfare
and regulatory state.1
It is therefore both understandable and appropriate that judicial appointment
practices in Canada have undergone considerable change in recent decades. With respect
to the Supreme Court of Canada, we went through a strange half decade, beginning with the
Minister of Justice appearing before a Commons committee (for the appointments of Abella
and Charron in 2004), then the "nominee" himself appearing before a special Commons
committee after a judicial nomination committee process, with a distinguished law
professor running interference to prevent inappropriate questions (with the appointment
of Rothstein in 2006), and then a return to Prime Ministerial unilateralism (with the
appointment of Cromwell in 2008).2 With two Supreme Court judges retiring in 2013, we
wait with interest for the next chapter in this curious story. With respect to other federally
appointed judges, a nomination committee system was established in 1988 and seems to
be working reasonably well,3 although there are some reservations about the extent to
which it has been effective in limiting patronage in federal judicial appointments.4

John Ferejohn, "Judicializing Politics, Politicizing Law" Contemporary Problems, Vol. 65 (2002) 41.
see e.g. Peter McCormick, "Selecting the Supremes: Appointing Judges to the Supreme Court of Canada"
Journal of Appellate Practice and Process, Vol. 7 (2005); Peter W. Hogg, "Appointment of Justice Marshall
Rothstein to the Supreme Court of Canada" Osgoode Hall Law Journal, Vol. 44 (2006) 527; Peter McCormick,
"A Serendipitous Solution to the Problem of Supreme Court Appointments" Osgoode Hall Law Journal, Vol. 44
(2006) 539; Jacob Zeigel, "A New Era in the Selection of Supreme Court Judges" Osgoode Hall Law Journal, Vol.
44 (2006) 547.
3 Andre S. Millar, "The 'New' Federal Judicial Appointments Process: The First Ten Years" Alberta Law Review,
Vol. 38 (2000), 616.
4 See e.g. Peter H. Russell and Jacob S. Ziegel, "Federal Judicial Appointments: An Appraisal of the First
Mulroney Government's Appointments and the New Judicial Advisory Committee" University of Toronto Law
Journal; Vol. 4 (1991), 5; and Troy Riddell, Lori Hausegger and Matthew Hennigar, "Judicial Selection in
Canada: A Look at Federal Appointments since 1988" paper presented at the 2006 Canadian Political Science
Annual General Meeting; York University, Toronto, Ontario; June 2006. Accessed online at http://www.cpsa‐
acsp/papers‐2006/Riddell.pdf.
1
2
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There has been even more change in the appointment of the "purely provincial"
(section 92) judges, although this has been canvassed very badly in the recent academic
literature. A thorough canvass of provincial judicial councils, which at the time were the
primary mechanism for screening judicial appointments, was published in 1986,5 but by
the time it was published it was already out of date (New Brunswick having assigned this
responsibility to its judicial council after the article was submitted but before it appeared in
print). Friedland's magisterial report for the Canadian Judicial Council in 1995 provides a
brief and solid survey of the state of affairs in the middle of the 1990s, but with some errors
(for example, assuming that Alberta and Saskatchewan still used Ontario‐style veto
processes) and some confusing ambiguities (Manitoba's new committee is simultaneously
ad hoc and specific‐vacancy focused, and yet "more permanent").6 Vaillancourt's 1994
article7 focuses on Quebec but includes a two‐page summary that reasonably summarizes
the changes of the previous decade of several other provinces, but was promptly left
behind by a number of changes in the late 1990s; and Bilodeau and Roy in 2000 provide
the best description of (post 1988) practices in New Brunswick, although without linking it
to, or comparing it with, developments in other provinces.8
The most recent academic commentary on provincial appointment practices is Ted
Morton's piece in Malleson and Russell's edited collection in 2006,9 but his comments are
disappointing to the point where they seriously mis‐describe current practices. For
example: he suggests that there are several provinces where the appointment of provincial
judges is entirely at the discretion of the attorney general, without any screening processes
at all; this number had in fact dropped to one in 1990 and to zero in 1995. He says that
several provinces have a system where the attorney general proposes a name which a
judicial council can then veto; there has been no such process in place in any province since
1990. And he seems to suggest that Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia all have a system
today where attorneys‐general receive a single name which they can (but rarely do) reject;
this is not true of any of them. Unfortunately, Morton's article seems to have become the
"go to" reference for the broader legal and academic community; when the Scottish
government reviewed commonwealth appointment practices in 2008, for example, its

Peter McCormick, "Judicial Councils for Provincial Judges in Canada" Windsor Yearbook of Access to Justice,
Vol. 6 (1986) 160.
6 Martin L. Friedland, A Place Apart: Judicial Independence and Accountability in Canada: A Report prepared for
the Canadian Judicial Council (1995) pp. 243‐246.
7 Louis Vaillancourt, "Je veux devenir juge: à qui m'adresser?" Revue generale de droit, Vol. 25 (1994) 269.
8 Roger Bilodeau and Denis Roy, "Le Processus de Consultation et d'Evaluation Entourant les Nominations a la
Cour Provinciale de Nouveau‐Brunswick" Alberta Law Review, Vol. 38 (2000) 867.
9 F.L. Morton, "Judicial Appointments in Post‐Charter Canada: A System in Transition", in Kate Malleson &
Peter H. Russell, Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from Around the World
(University of Toronto Press; 2006)
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report accepted Morton's summary at face value.10 This study will undertake to correct the
record on this important matter.
The major purpose of this paper will be to examine the range of alternative
practices that have emerged in Canada over the last twenty years, and to present this as a
background against which the Quebec system can be seen and changes contemplated; to
heighten this aspect, it will identify a number of issues and aspects that highlight the
choices that have to be confronted as the judicial appointment system continues to evolve.
Whatever the reservations about Morton's paper, his sub‐title is completely on‐target: we
are indeed looking at a "system in transition," although intriguingly it has been developing
down not one but three distinctly different tracks. Without suggesting that the outcome
has to be, will be, or even should be a single blended Canadian model, it is still useful to
examine all three tracks to see what might be learned. In the process, I will propose and
defend a conceptual framework model to provide a systematic background for discussion,
comparison and evaluation of specific systems.
The secondary purpose of this paper will be to look at the recent experiences of a
small number of comparable judicial systems (specifically: the American states; the English
Judicial Appointments Commission; and the South African Judicial Service Commission) to
see what they have to tell us, both in terms of positive aspects to be emulated and negative
aspects to be avoided. But this is a secondary purpose, something to add to the Canadian
experiences rather than to replace them, because of the well‐known difficulties in dealing
with legal and constitutional transplants from one system to another; the transplanted
institution or practice often winds up looking completely different as it adjusts to a
different context.11 I should note as well that my focus will be on the appointment of trial
judges, especially limited jurisdiction trial judges, and I will therefore not be concerned
with the selection of appeal court judges, and especially not national high court judges,

Scottish Government, "Matters of Judicial Appointments, Conduct and Removals in Commonwealth
Jurisdictions ‐ Research Findings"; accessed on line at
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2008/01/04135549/0 on July 20, 2010. The relevant paragraph
says: "The Provincial Courts system varies from province to province there are 3 models (i) no committees,
the appointments are made by the Attorney‐General (ii) screening committees where the Attorney‐General
conducts the recruitment and then refers to a body for approval (iii) a nominating body where the body
conducts the initial recruitment and gives a list of nominees to government." (at p.5) In fact, although the
systems do indeed "vary from province", they are all variants on the third of the three options listed.
11 At one time, the preferred term for this practice was "borrowing"; the Americans, for obvious reasons,
usually preferred to talk of the "export" of legal and constitutional ideas; the current metaphor of choice is
"migration." See e.g. Sujit Choudhry (ed.), The Migration of Constitutional Ideas (Cambridge University Press,
2006).
10
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since these appointments raise different issues and ‐‐ because they happen so much less
often ‐‐ can be dealt with in much more meticulous and time consuming ways.12

Judicial selection: the basic choices
Essentially, in the broadest terms, there are three major alternative processes for
the selection of judges,13 these being democratic election, merit/bureaucratic, and
appointment by political executives. To briefly consider each in turn:
Democratic election is the preferred device in the US state courts for squaring
judicial authority with democratic legitimacy, and for creating a meaningful mechanism of
public accountability. It was widely adopted in the early nineteenth century as a way of
preventing the elite domination of the judiciary through executive appointment, as well as
containing the possibility of corruption, but it did not take observers long to notice that the
cure was not always obviously preferable to the disease.14 It should be noted that when
judges are elected, they are usually not chosen in a straight "each party presents a
candidate chosen in a simple vote after a partisan campaign." These practices, once
pervasive, have been replaced or modified in most states in a reform process that
dominated the 1960s and 1970s, and the newer choices tend to involve either non‐partisan
elections, or executive appointment responding to a professional and merit‐based
bipartisan nominating commission followed at some interval by retention elections (which
almost never fail to confirm the appointment and to render it more permanent). Although
the device of democratic election does not immediately suggest itself to Canadians (I refuse
to take seriously the occasional public opinion poll that purports to find significant support
for this idea), either in the form of direct partisan contest or nonpartisan elections or
straight "up or down" retention elections, we might learn something from the American
experience with nominating commissions.
The merit/bureaucratic approach is the one used in the civilian systems that
originated in continental Europe and subsequently exported to enough countries to be the
single most popular form of judicial selection. On this model, one chooses pre‐career to be
The Supreme Court of Canada, for example, receives a new appointment about once every eighteen months
(nine judges, serving ‐‐ on average, since 1970 ‐‐ thirteen years each); the Ontario Provincial Court, on the
other hand, has averaged fifteen appointments per year for the last twenty years.
13 One could extend the list ‐‐ the ancient Greeks thought that selection by lot from the body of citizens was
the only truly democratic way of filling offices; historically, some communities convened the whole
community, in the form of councils of elders, to deal with disputes; and in some societies judicial processes
are an extension of religious practices and therefore fall ex officio to religious officials ‐‐ but these are rather
exotic and not particularly helpful for present purposes.
14 It would be a mistake to dismiss the idea too completely, because the principle of directly electing judges on
a partisan basis definitely has its passionate defenders in the United States today. See e.g. Chris W. Bonneau
& Melinda Gann Hall, In Defense of Judicial Elections (New York; Routledge, 2009). For a good‐natured but
scathing critique of judicial elections, see Herbert Kritzer, "Law is the Mere Continuation of Politics by
Different Means: American Judicial Selection in the Twenty‐First Century" DePaul Law Review, Vol. 56 (2007)
423.
12
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either a lawyer or a judge, and takes the appropriate training. (Since a law degree there is
an "ordinary" first degree like Canadian bachelor's degrees in arts or science, the reference
is to post‐first‐degree training at specialized institutions.) The culmination of this training
is an annual competitive examination which ranks all the candidates who sit the exam;
judicial vacancies in declining order of attractiveness and status are then offered to the
most successful candidates, and those who are surplus to immediate requirements can try
again in the next competition. Successful candidates then begin a process driven by both
merit and experience that will carry them higher within a judicial hierarchy that is both
larger and stricter than our own; the role of political officials within this promotion process
has been progressively reduced. The fact that this makes the judiciary much more like the
regular public service bureaucracy is less problematic in Europe than it would be in North
America, because both public service and bureaucratic hierarchy are still more widely
valued there than they often are here. Our own system recruits judges from the ranks of
successful lawyers, treating the judiciary as the capstone (rather than an alternative to) the
legal profession; as Shapiro has argued, this strong link to an ancient and fiercely
independent profession is an often over‐looked element of our concept of judicial
independence. Our system also contemplates a more creative and substantive judicial role,
which make this bureaucratic model less attractive. But since there is a little bit more to
European selection procedures than this out‐of‐school starter‐level core, I will briefly
examine this aspect in Part 3 of the paper.
The third mechanism is executive appointment, which is still "the commonest form
of judicial selection method world‐wide."15 The great accomplishment of the English
system, and the foundation of the judicial independence that has been so important in
anglo‐american practice, was to take the appointment of judicial officials away from the
monarch and vest it instead in the hands of public officials who hold office by virtue of
popular elections; the most important constraint in these terms was the fact that the
appointees were drawn from a fiercely autonomous legal profession. (The continental
approach was rather to contain the recently resented authority of judges by limiting them
to a more mechanical role driven by codified law, but both approaches replace royal
authority with democratically grounded authority.) Until surprisingly recently, this simple
statement is enough to capture the essence of the process ‐‐ assuming the legal credential,
political executives could appoint anybody they wished without further explanation. The
details of this process ‐‐ the way that the choices were gradually narrowed until a single
specific individual emerged as the appointee ‐‐ were far from transparent, although
everyone knew that party connections were important, and sometimes there were
suspicions of less worthy motives. But patronage was not a bad word until relatively

Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth,
1999) p.82.
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recently, and the alternation of parties in office made the practice less problematic than it
might have been ‐‐ everybody got a turn, even if you might have to wait a while for yours.
There are two tracks down which one can pursue a partial retreat from the political
and practical implications of unfettered executive appointment, two more modern
modifications to unfettered executive discretion. The first of these tracks is legislative
ratification, which interposes another democratic actor after the executive choice but
before the appointee takes effective office. The most obvious example is the United States
where the Senate must "advise and consent" to appointments to the United States Supreme
Court, U.S. federal courts of appeal, and U.S. federal district courts. Especially when the
same party does not control both the Presidency and the Senate, or when unusual decision
rules in the Senate effectively require supermajority approval, this can create a very real
constraint on the appointment power. At its best, this can mean a system which
encourages the appointment of judges of solid reputation and moderate views; at its worst
(and recent years seem to have achieved this) it can create a gridlock that stalls the
completion of any appointments for months or years. Either way, it can involve an ordeal
for nominated candidates that many might quite understandably decide they would prefer
not to undergo. Canada went through a rather timid and partial flirtation with this idea
during the appointment of Justice Rothstein to the Supreme Court of Canada in 2006,
although the practice seemed to have been abandoned by the time Justice Cromwell was
appointed in 2008. At any rate, it seems unworkable for the larger complements and the
steadier turnover of the purely provincial (s.92) trial courts.
The second of these tracks interposes a mechanism before rather than after the
executive act of choice, and constrains the field from which that choice might be made. The
merit nomination commissions in the American states are one example of this mechanism
(further democratised by the use of retention elections to confirm in office the name that
emerges from this process); the Canadian provinces have employed a variety of nomination
commissions of varying compositions and procedures; the federal government has had a
similar mechanism in place for provincial superior court judges for more than 20 years;
and a variety of other countries (England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, South Africa) have
adopted the same principle since the turn of the century. This seems the more fruitful
route down which to pursue reforms to the judicial appointment process in the immediate
future, as it is already fully congruent with political, legal, constitutional and quasi‐
constitutional expectations in this country.

What are we doing? The "why" of nominating commissions
To start with the most obvious possible question: what is the point of the whole
exercise? Why is it that we are establishing advisory committees and plugging them into
the appointment process? What values is it we seek to promote, what concerns are we
responding to that make it desirable to use different methods of appointing judges, and
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these particular different methods in particular? What problems is it that we seek to avoid
or to minimize by creating such bodies and such procedures? What kind of a judiciary,
responding in what kind of way, to what kind of a public, is the implicit or explicit target? I
leave aside for the moment the question of what qualities we are looking for in the judges
who are ultimately appointed; most of the committees and councils that are involved in the
provincial appointment process today have laid out a description of the criteria they
employ, sometimes quite detailed, and this will be considered below. My concern here is
the related, but still logically distinct, question of why we are using judicial councils and
committees in the first place. As Charles Geyh pithily but cogently observes, "Ultimately,
which of the various systems [of judicial selection] is best depends on what one is looking
for."16
Kate Malleson raises a somewhat similar point in her book The New Judiciary. As
she introduces her examination of the changes that are pressing upon the English judiciary,
she establishes a basic theme of a response to "increasing pressure for greater
accountability and openness"17 and pursues this idea through the sequential topics of
independence, appointment, training and scrutiny. For my more focused investigation,
addressing the changes that have driven the Canadian movement toward different
mechanisms for judicial appointment, I will pick up on these two elements but will add a
number of others that bear upon this particular set of changes. My list, each element of
which I will expand upon below, is:







merit
accountability
openness
objectivity
representativeness
probity

These are the concerns that have driven the reforms to date, and that will continue to
direct future reforms. To expand upon each of these notions in turn:
1. The first and primary concern in judicial appointments is, of course, always
merit ‐‐ making sure that the people who are appointed are the ones who can do
the job well.18 But merit is not a term that defines itself, and identifying "the
Charles Gardner Geyh, "The Endless Judicial Selection Debate and Its Implications for the Future of Judicial
Independence" Indian School of Law at Bloomington Legal Studies Research Paper Series, Research Paper
Number 85, September 2007; p.23. Accessed online through ssrn.
17 Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The Effects of Expansion and Activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth
Publishing Co.; 1999), p.1.
18 I intentionally avoid the language of "selecting the best" because it directs toward a tournament‐style
approach that is not particularly useful.
16
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best" from any reasonably large and reasonably diverse group is not something
that can be done with any degree of unanimity. But this means that the way we
structure the group that is doing the choosing will to some non‐trivial extent
determine the kind of answer that we get ‐‐ the priorities that are assigned to
different aspects of merit, the evidence that is found to be the most convincing,
and so on. A committee of all judges would tend to favour certain types of
candidate; a committee of all lawyers might incline toward another type; and a
committee of informed laypersons yet a third. Including all three elements in a
single committee that collectively shapes the set of names that goes forward, and
mixing them in a particular balance including particular representative aspects,
is an implicit statement about what matters (and how much it matters) in the
process. This is all the more important because we are not simply talking about
professional merit in a tournament‐like sense,19 some discreet set of
accomplishments and capacities that can be appraised and measured within
clear boundaries; but rather seeking to assess and apply some combination of
professional accomplishment, relevant interests, character, personal style, and
learning potential.
2. A second concern is accountability. It might seem curious to emphasize this,
given that the parliamentary system is built around a double sense of
accountability: the concept of responsible government is all about the
accountability of the cabinet to the legislature every day of the session; and the
concept of mandate is all about the accountability of the government to the
electorate in periodic election campaigns. Governments account for many
things, and the way they appoint judges and the judges who are appointed as a
result are just one of them. But the issues of judicial quality and selection can get
lost in the partisan noise of the legislature, and they typically become small
items on a much longer list during election campaigns, so neither of these
notions can really carry the weight. Members of a council or committee are
doubly accountable ‐‐ first to the organization or office by virtue of which they

19 Stephen Choi and G. Mitu Gulati published a string of provocative papers organized around the idea of a
"tournament" that would objectively score and balance a variety of actors to identify from among a set of
current judges the single judge who was most deserving of elevation; see Choi & Gulati, "A Tournament of
Judges?" California Law Review Vol. 92 (2004) 299; and Choi & Gulati, "Choosing the Next Supreme Court
Justice: An Empirical Ranking of Judge Performance" Southern Californa Law Review, Vol. 78 (2004) 23. They
touched off years of controversy in the American journals, most obviously the special issue of the Florida
State University Law Review (Vol. 32, 2005) devoted exclusively to responses to their ideas. But they can
hardly be said to have carried the day; the obvious questions (what is the complete list of factors? can they
really all be quantified? what is the appropriate weighting between them?) remain unresolved; and they
were, in any event, talking about elevating judges from one appeal court to a higher appeal court.
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are on the committee,20 and second to the other members of the committee who
are engaged in these significant and important activities.21
3. openness is also important, using this term in a double sense. For one thing, the
process is open because everyone knows what the process is, and what the
criteria are, and who is involved in the decision making, and who they report to
with what consequences. Judicial appointments are not something that is
suddenly announced by a politician; they are instead something that follows
from an extended period of careful and thorough consideration by an
appropriate collection of individuals with full access to adequate information.
For another thing, the process is open because everyone with certain objective
credentials is able to enter the competition with a reasonable chance of serious
consideration and even of ultimate success.
4. The fourth purpose is objectivity ‐‐ in the sense that an outcome should be
intelligible and defensible in terms of the objective factors announced
beforehand and the process laid out for evaluating and applying them. One of
the most important elements of the scientific method was replicability ‐‐ the
notion that any scientific experiment that supports a particular model or
hypothesis should be capable of being repeated with identical results by
anybody else. But of the "old" appointment system, the one thing we could
always say with complete confidence was that had there been a different
minister, and certainly had a different party been in power, the appointment
would have gone to somebody else, and this is the antithesis of objectivity. In my
opinion, what we are trying to do is to create a system such that any properly
structured committee applying the same standards in the same way would have
reached the same result; taken literally, this is certainly impossible, but in my
opinion this is the ideal to be approximated.
5. The fifth objective is representativeness, not only in the sense that there should
be a representative dimension to the judges that are selected over any period of
time, but also to the people who are doing the selecting. To be sure, we are
speaking of representation in a very thin sense of that term ‐‐ if I am represented
by someone in a strong sense, this implies that I have had some say in deciding
who is doing the representing, and it implies as well that my representative will
make some direct accounting to me either during or afterward. Nor are we
20 This renders problematic the public members who are selected by the Minister through order in council
appointments, and this is a theme to which I will return below.
21 (Then Chief Judge) Brian Lennox alludes to this when he suggests that the "size, composition and structure"
of the Ontario JAAC effectively frees it from the direct control of the Minister and underpins its functional
independence. See Brian Lennox, "Judicial Independence ‐‐ Judicial Appointment and Judicial Remuneration
in the Ontario Court of Justice" paper presented at the International Conference and Showcase on Judicial
Reforms; Makati City, Philippines; November 2005; Accessed on line at the Judicial Reform Network website
at http://jrn21.judiciary.gov.ph/index.html.
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looking for mirror representation, with various groups and categories having
members in proportion to their share of the population. But it is legitimate to
speak of a system being widely representative if it is demonstrably clear over
any reasonable period of time that no significant and relevant group is excluded
from participating in the process, not just among those who like to be chosen but
also among those who do the choosing.
6. The final purpose of the reformed process is probity ‐‐ we want to be sure not
just that the right factors were considered, but also that the wrong factors were
not permitted to intrude upon the matter at all. Today, one of the things that is
believed to be wrong is patronage. Patronage was once widely accepted as a
way of holding together the political parties that we saw as an important part of
democratic governance; and at one time it could reasonably be argued that as
long as there was some assurance of quality, then patronage was in fact not
objectionable, worked no harm, and might even have some positive effects.22
But public values are changing, and patronage has become a purely pejorative
label; the public outrage over the Liberal sponsorship scandal has both
demonstrated the strength of this feeling and very much reinforced it. A second
thing that is believed to be wrong in the context of judicial appointment is
ideology. It is absolutely taken for granted in American scholarship and politics
alike that the ideological values of a prospective judicial appointee are in
practice a major element in their selection for appointment and in the
mobilisation of opposing interests.23 Were you to attend an American
conference and suggest that ideology and judicial decision‐making are
completely separate and you would be thought naive to the point of absurdity;
but in Canada the stance and the expectations are completely different, and we
don't want to think that judges are selected for their ideology.24 A third
inappropriate consideration would be cronyism (the "old boys network"), such
that people with the right backgrounds and connections and associations have a
For example: of insuring that over time the judiciary did not become too insulated from an evolving society,
but remained connected to the guiding central principles and values of the governing parties.
23 The definitive book on this issue is Nancy Scherer Scoring Points: Politicians, Activists and the Lower Federal
Court Appointment Process (Stanford University Press, 2005). Her two‐fold point is that partisan political
attachment has become such a minor part of the considerations as to be all but irrelevant; and (as her title
suggests) that this applies pervasively through the federal courts and not just for the Supreme Court.
24 This may explain the strange episode toward the end of the 2006 election campaign, when there was
suddenly a ripple of concern that should Harper win the election, he would be able to appoint judges more in
keeping with his views, leading to Harper's strange public announcement that even a majority Conservative
government would be very much restricted by Liberal‐appointed judges and public servants. I take this as
reflecting a concern about the relationship between ideology and judicial appointments that was triggered by
the thought of a Conservative government but somehow not by a Liberal government. The changes made by
the Conservatives to the advisory committees for the appointment of superior court judges (taking a vote
away from the chairing judge, and adding a representative of the law enforcement community) indicate how
ideology issues can impact the design of judicial selection structures and procedures.
22
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pre‐emptive inside track that denies many potential candidates full and
legitimate consideration. And a final inappropriate consideration would be
corruption, by which comment I do not wish to be taken as inferring that
allegations of direct corruption have often been attached to judicial
appointments at either level, but simply that a good system of appointment is
one that minimizes this possibility as well by providing a transparent process
applying clear and objectively desirable standards.
This combination of factors, I would suggest, lies behind the recent reforms, which
in their most general terms reflect an intention to move the selection of judges somewhat
away from the unfettered discretion of political office‐holders, and toward the reasoned
deliberation of a carefully selected committee of independence, experience and
professionalism. The expectations attaching to the selection of judges have changed almost
everywhere in the common law world ‐‐ I will be discussing English developments below.
In Canada, there was a strong move toward modified procedures in the 1970s.25 At the
federal level, and also in most provinces, governments voluntarily created mechanisms
which limited the pool from which executives could make their choice, these mechanisms
emphasising professional values, professional merit and experience. For several decades,
then, the reality of judicial appointment in Canada has been that of significantly and
increasingly constrained executive choice; but the actual structures and procedures that
have been followed are so diverse that any attempt to move beyond these generalities
involves qualifications and reservations.
The paper that follows is divided into four Parts. Part One considers the evolution
of trial judge selection processes in the Canadian provinces over the last forty years,
comparing the surprising diversity of structures and procedures along a variety of
dimensions; it will consider as well whether there is a developmental thrust that runs
through the changes within single provinces and the spread of practices to other provinces.
Part Two returns to these descriptions and comparisons to pull out and elaborate upon the
central choices and alternatives that differentiate the various structures and procedures,
and will evaluate their consequences. Part Three will expand the enquiry to look at the
practices in other jurisdictions, specifically federal appointments to the provincial superior
courts, American state practices, the new commissions and boards that have emerged in
the United Kingdom, and South Africa. It will conclude by briefly examining appointment
procedures in continental Europe as they bear upon "lateral" appointments to the judiciary
as distinct from the normal "bottom of the hierarchy" admissions. Part Four will draw the
It is striking that this is the same time period as the widespread reforms in the United States that moved
the majority of states from the direct partisan election of judges to bipartisan nominating commissions with
subsequent retention elections. But the momentum of this change clearly came to an end in the United States
and those reforms are now under attack; progressive directional reforms to the appointment procedure have
remained an ongoing feature in Canada.

25
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recommendatory conclusions that follow from the description and analysis of the previous
three parts. More detailed factual material will be relegated to the three appendices, one
for the membership listing for each provincial body, a second for the criteria for
appointment in the various Canadian provinces, and a third for the parallel appointment
criteria in some other jurisdictions.
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Part One: Appointing provincial judges in Canada
For Canada's first century, the process of appointing judges to the lowest levels of
courts, the ones that were established by provincial legislatures under section 92 of the
constitution, as distinct from the provincial superior courts alluded to in ss. 96‐100 ‐‐ the
appointment process can be easily described: the provincial minister of justice (usually
styled the attorney‐general) appointed whoever he pleased (whether or not they had
formal legal training and credentials), and they served at pleasure. Things might have been
slightly more formalized in the larger provinces, and a little more hit and miss in the
smaller ones, but the general description captures the mood. But all this changed in the
1970s, an unusual decade of progressive reform and political change from one side of the
country to the other.
In particular, the 1970s was a significant decade for the Canadian judicial system,26
as a wave of reforms transformed the system from top to bottom. The appointment
process for Supreme Court justices was (informally) changed to catch a broader sweep of
possible appointees, and to place an emphasis on academic backgrounds, appellate judicial
experience, and public service other than that directly connected to a political party;27 the
Court was also given extensive (but not quite complete) control over its own dockets, and
used this to promote a steady trend toward larger panels and (at least for a time) higher
levels of unanimity. Separate courts of appeal were established in all ten provinces; and the
provincial superior trial courts were amalgamated to create a single general jurisdiction
trial court rather than the variously named pairs that had been the case outside Quebec.
But the changes were the most dramatic at the bottom of the judicial pyramid, as
"magistrates courts" disappeared and were replaced by "provincial courts" ‐‐ the difference
being that the latter were, as the former were not, courts of record staffed by fully
professional lawyers of good standing. Two major institutional innovations anchored these
changes: the Judicial Council for Provincial Court Judges,28 and the Chief Judge. Both served
to enhance the judicial independence of the new provincial court, the first by providing a
disciplinary process wholly removed from government, and the second by providing an
administrative buffer between government and the daily operations of the judges. These
changes predated the entrenchment of the Charter, but were subsequently confirmed (in
Valente29) as satisfying the basic requirements of judicial independence; the implication is
that to some extent these institutional devices have effectively been "constitutionalized"
26 Although I am using the reference to the decade of the 1970s somewhat loosely, and the period really starts
with the Ontario reforms in 1968; and New Brunswick did not establish its Judicial Council until 1985.
27 See James G. Schnell and Frederick Vaughan, The Supreme Court of Canada: History of an Institution
(University of Toronto Press, 1985).
28 See Peter McCormick, "Judicial Councils for Provincial Court Judges" Windsor Yearbook of Access to Justice
Vol. 6 (1986) 160 for an early, and now somewhat dated, account.
29 Valente v. The Queen 1985 S.C.R. 673.
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themselves, and could not without consequences be abolished or critically diminished. As
the Supreme Court has continued to develop its doctrine of judicial independence through
an extended string of more than a dozen decisions,30 Judicial Councils have received steady
commendation of confidence, although the office of Chief Judge has not been treated quite
so kindly.31
All nine provinces that created Judicial Councils gave them some role to play in the
process of dealing with complaints against judges, although these roles varied
considerably.32 However, as the Supreme Court pointed out in its capsule history of judicial
councils in Ell, perhaps the central motive in the creation of judicial councils in the lead
provinces of Ontario and British Columbia was concern about partisan influences in the
appointment of judges. One important step toward overcoming this perception was
involving an "independent committee that is divorced from political influence." (para. 46)
At least in the early going, the actual operation of Judicial Councils belied this reading of the
history; the Councils were almost evenly divided between those that were involved in some
way (not always the same way) in the appointment process (British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Ontario and Newfoundland) and those that were not (Manitoba, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick33 and Quebec).
In my initial study of judicial councils,34 based on interviews conducted in the early
1980s, I was struck by the fact that although there was a pronounced diffusion effect of the
basic policy idea of having a judicial council, there was no parallel diffusion of the structure
of the councils, or of the way they plugged into the complaint process, or whether or (for
those Councils given such a role) how they were involved in the appointment of judges.
Ontario and Saskatchewan were what I labelled "veto councils" ‐‐ they received a
nomination (of the name of a particular individual, to fill a particular vacancy) from the
Minister of Justice, and then they sought to establish that the individual satisfied the
criteria for appointment. In Ontario, this always involved a personal interview; in
Saskatchewan, it did not. Their response to the Minister was limited to a simple "yes" or
See for example MoreauBerube v. New Brunswick (Judicial Council) 2002 SCC 11, para 43 ‐ 53. "Judicial
councils may be viewed as unique, not only amongst administrative tribunal but even amongst professional
disciplinary bodies." ([para 44]) Ell v. Alberta 2003 SCC 35 also emphasises the importance of the Judicial
Council in a context other than judicial discipline or removal.
31 I have in mind some critical comments in the majority reasons in Reference re Remuneration of Provincial
Court Judges [1997] 3 S.C.R. 3, although the point is made more directly in Canada (Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration) v. Tobiass [1997] 3 S.C.R. 391.
32 Some Councils investigated the complaint themselves and made a recommendation to the Minister; some
created subcommittees from within their own ranks for this purpose; some made enquiries to ascertain
whether the complain was sufficiently serious and well grounded, but then referred it to an outside body or
actor ‐‐ such as a provincial superior court judge ‐‐ to investigate the complain and made any necessary
recommendations.
33 Although Bilodeau and Roy indicate that the New Brunswick Judicial Council became a screening council
after 1985.
34 McCormick, "Judicial Councils for Provincial Judges" op.cit.
30
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"no" ‐‐ they were not, for example, given more than one name and asked which was better.
Although they took their responsibility seriously, there was no indication at that time that
they had ever actually rejected a proposed candidate (although one could suggest that
perhaps their very presence discouraged the nomination of clearly marginal candidates
who might deserve rejection). On the other hand, British Columbia was an example of what
I labelled a "screening council" which received applications from would‐be judges,
conducted enquiries and investigations, interviewed them, and then generated a list of the
qualified candidates from with the Attorney General would make an appointment when
vacancies occurred.
Somewhat more curious was the situation of Alberta, where the legislation was
deliberately modelled on Ontario, and the intention (of the Minister, and of the author of
the Kirby Report which had led to the council being created35) was that it too would
function as a veto council; but in practice, it emulated British Columbia instead, receiving
applications and screening them to generate a pool of qualified candidates. After some
initial friction, the government acquiesced. A similar council‐driven evolution from veto
council to screening council took place in Newfoundland. The collective legislative intent of
the governments and legislatures of the various provinces had been to create one screening
council and four (weaker) veto councils; what they somehow wound up with was one two
veto councils and three (stronger) screening councils.36
Quebec's position was unique, in that they did create a Judicial Council and they did
undertake to constrain the appointing discretion of the Minister of Justice ‐‐ but they did
not use the Council to provide this constraint. Instead, they made provision for an ad hoc
committee of three (judge, lawyer, layperson) to deal with the applications for a single
specific vacancy. This made them doubly unique: first, they were the only province to have
decided before the end of the 1970s to have a single‐purpose structure rather than "piggy
backing" the appointment process onto a broader purpose Judicial Council; and second,
they were the only province to go with an ad hoc committee rather than a standing
committee with an ongoing membership. Both of these decisions have since been copied
by other provinces.
Twenty‐five years later, the situation is rather different. Only three provinces have
essentially the same practices that they followed in the early 1980s, these being British
Columbia (with its clearly mandated screening council), Newfoundland (with its de facto
screening Council), and Quebec (with its non‐Council ad hoc committees). Ontario shifted
the responsibility for considering applicants for judicial appointment from the Judicial
Council to a specialized single‐purpose committee; New Brunswick briefly assigned a
screening function to its Judicial Council in 1985, but then established a unique alternative
35
36

Personal interviews in the early 1980s.
With New Brunswick (briefly) becoming the fourth screening council in the mid‐1980s.
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process in 1988; and Nova Scotia created a screening committee without ever having
assigned the function to its Judicial Council. Saskatchewan retained the Judicial Council as
the mechanism, but its function has changed from a "veto" council (responding to the
Attorney‐General's proposed appointees) to a "screening" council (receiving applications
and recommending qualified candidates) even while the legislation retains the older
wording. Alberta kept its Judicial Council as the screening mechanism, but added a new
advisory committee in 1999 to further narrow the list of candidates for the consideration
of the Minister. And two provinces (Manitoba and Prince Edward Island) have emulated
Quebec by adopting an ad hoc committee to be established when a vacancy occurs for the
express and limited purpose of dealing with that vacancy.
This still represents a considerable degree of diversity, and surprisingly little in the
way of an emulation effect. However, one could suggest a center of gravity from the
diversity of the early 1980s (most provinces constrained executive choice; most of THOSE
provinces did so by utilizing a multi‐purpose judicial council, albeit of varying membership;
and most of THOSE provinces involved de facto screening councils rather than veto
councils) And one can similarly find a center of gravity today: all ten provinces constrain
executive choice; most of those do through single‐purpose advisory committees, either
standing committees (three examples) or ad hoc reactive committees (three examples).
The alternate track to the same goal is the continued use of the "older" model of multi‐
purpose judicial councils (four examples).37 New Brunswick's unique arrangements defy
categorisation in any of these terms. In general terms: multi‐purpose judicial councils were
initially, in the 1970s and 1980s, the vehicle of choice for approving judicial appointments,
but during the last twenty years they have yielded to single‐purpose committees of two
different types.

Judicial selection committees in the Canadian provinces today
Appendix 1 provides the detailed province‐by‐province information on the
composition of the membership of the relevant committees. Table 1 provides names the
committees, the corresponding acronym, and the date of their establishment; this
compilation will be useful because I will often be using the acronyms to avoid the frequent
repetition of the names in full.

This sums to eleven, not ten, because Alberta uniquely uses both a Judicial Council for screening and an
Advisory Committee for interviews and recommendations.
37
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Table 1: Names of appointment advisory bodies
Province
British
Columbia
Alberta
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
P.E.I.
Newfoundland

Structure
Judicial Council

Abbrev.
BC JC

Year
1969

Judicial Council
Provincial Court Nominating Committee
Judicial Council
Judicial Nominating Committee
Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee
Selection committee
Provincial Judicial Appointment Review advisors
Advisory Committee on Provincial Judicial
Appointments
Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee
Judicial Council

AB JC
AB PCNC
SK JC
MN JNC
ON JAAC

1975
1999
1978
1990
198938
1979
1988
1989

NB PJAR
NS
ACPJA
PEI JAAC
NF JC

1995
1975

The membership structures listed in Appendix 1 show a rather confusing diversity,
demonstrating that for appointment committees as for judicial councils in the 1980s, the
spread of a basic idea did not involve shared notions of how it could best be put into
practice. To pull this diversity into a more manageable form, Tables 2 and 3 show the
membership structure of the relevant institutions that have been involved in the
appointment procedures for provincial court judges in the "modern" era (taking the decade
of the 1970s as the starting point). The division into these two tables is logic‐driven rather
than simply convenient: Table 2 includes appointment screening bodies that were also
multi‐purpose judicial councils (the other major purpose being dealing with complaints
against judges, although these two do not exhaust the list), and Table 3 includes single‐
purpose advisory committees. (Table 3 is further divided into two "blocks" ‐‐ the three ad
hoc advisory committees on the left, and the four standing advisory committees on the
right.) It is intriguing to what extent this logical ordering is also a temporal one, and I will
expand upon this point below. Alberta appears in the table twice because it currently has
two different structures involved: the first is the judicial council that has existed in the
province largely unchanged39 since 1975, and the second is the Provincial Court
Nominating Committee that was established in 1999. But the new institution did not
replace the old one; it simply supplemented it. Alberta is the only province to have adopted

As a minister‐sponsored pilot project; legislation passed in 1995.
Except for the fact that the judicial component was reduced by one when the Supreme Court Trial Division
was combined with the District Court to create the Court of Queen's Bench in 1979; and that the
chairmanship was moved away from one of the lay members when this practice was criticized in the litigation
leading up to the Supreme Court's decision in Remuneration Reference 1997 3 S.C.R. 3.
38
39
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such a doubled mechanism,40 but since both institutions are part of the process, both have
been included in the table. The division into two parts also accommodates all eleven
relevant bodies without unduly crowding the presentation of the material.
Table 2: Judicial Councils as Appointment Advisory Bodies
Ontario
B.C.
Alberta Nfld.
Saskatchewan
N.B.
Began:
1968
1974
1975
1975
1978
1985
CJPC
Yes
Yes*
Yes
Yes*
Yes
Yes*
CJCA
Yes*
Yes
Yes*
Yes
CJQB
Yes
Yes
Yes
ProvLawSoc
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
CBA (prov)
Yes
Other prov j
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Lay/public
Other lawyer
Yes (1)
Yes (1)
Other
Size
8
9
6
5
8
5
Council
Council
Council
Council
Council
Council
Type
AH/standing Standing Standing Standing Standing
Standing
Standing
1995
1988
Ended:

The first "wave" of appointment related bodies was provincial judicial councils, and
these dominate the practices of the 1970s. The "began" date in the second row in Table 2
usually gives the year the council was created, but for both British Columbia and New
Brunswick, the judicial council did not initially have an appointment screening role, and
this was added some years later; for these two, the "began" date is the year that they began
screening appointments. But two of those councils (Ontario and New Brunswick, the pair
that book‐end Table 2 and are shown in italics) no longer play the appointment screening
role, this having subsequently been assigned elsewhere; the "ended" row indicates the year
in which this reassignment took place, and Table 3 will show the structure that took the
role on.41
The second wave of institutional accommodation of the appointment screening role
involved the establishment of single‐purpose advisory committees, but these innovations
unfolded down two different tracks. One set of choices involved the formation of an ad hoc
committee, one that was struck on the occasion of an actual or firmly anticipated vacancy in
Vaillancourt suggests that Ontario also employed a similar doubling, only with the Judicial Council involved
after the Nominating Committee ‐‐ see Louis Vaillancourt, "Je veux devenir judge; a qui m'adresser?" (1994)
25 R.D.G. 269 at 271 ‐‐ but this was purely a transitional effect during the "pilot project" period for the JAAC,
and does not apply today.
41 The dates for Ontario do not appear to match, because 1989 marked the beginning of the JAAC pilot project,
and 1995 the year when the relevant statutes were amended to incorporate the JAAC more formally into the
process.
40
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order to deal with applications that were directed specifically at that vacancy; neither the
committee nor the list lasted beyond the specific appointment.42 Quebec's process was
established in 1979, and Manitoba followed suit (explicitly picking up on the basic idea of
the Quebec model, although creating a larger committee in the process) in 1990; Prince
Edward Island likewise adopted the same basic idea in 1995, with a committee size that fell
in between that of Quebec and that of Manitoba.
Table 3: Appointments Advisory Committees
Province
Quebec Manitoba P. E. I.
N.B.
Ontario
N. S.
Alberta
Date estab.
1979
1990
1995
1988
1989
1989
1999
CJPC
Yes*
Yes*
CJCA
Yes
CJQB
Yes
ProvLawSoc
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (2)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
CBA (prov)
Other prov j
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (2)
Yes (2)
Yes
Yes
Yes (3)
Yes (2) Yes (2)
Yes (7)
Yes (4)
Yes (4)
Lay/public oic
Other lawyer
Yes
Yes (2)
Yes (1)
Yes (4)
Yes (1)
Other
Size
3
7
5
9
13
8
11
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Type
AH/standing
Ad Hoc
Ad Hoc
Ad Hoc Standing Standing Standing Standing

The other set of choices involved a standing committee, and this model was adopted
more or less simultaneously in Ontario, and Nova Scotia. Like the Judicial Councils, these
standing committees receive applications on an ongoing basis, not connected to any
specific vacancy, and their purpose is to generate a "pool" of qualified applicants from
which an appointment can quickly be made as needed. Ontario is the exception, the one
that "splits the difference" between its fellow standing committees and the ad hoc
committees of Quebec, Manitoba and P.E.I. ‐‐ although the committee is a standing one, the
receipt of applications for screening is triggered by an advertised vacancy, and applications
are directed specifically at that vacancy (although there are provisions for "remembering"
unsuccessful but deserving recent applications, or for responding to unanticipated
vacancies).
Alberta is unique, in that it has taken part in both "waves" ‐‐ not (as happened in
Ontario and New Brunswick) by starting with a multi‐purpose council and then replacing it
with a single‐purpose committee, but rather by starting with a screening Council and then
adding a standing nominating committee as a second stage in the process. As will be
described below, it is a fairly common practice for councils/committees first to narrow the
Quebec's procedures contemplate the option of selection committees for Montreal and Quebec City that can
remain active for a whole year, dealing with all vacancies in that center and all applications directed to them.
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full set of applicants to a narrow set of "interviewables", and then to us an interview with
the full committee to narrow the list further for its recommendations to the Minister;
Alberta is unusual in dividing these two narrowing functions between two separate and
structurally distinct bodies.

Selecting provincial court judges in Canada: membership
My labels in the left‐hand column are slightly simplified. For one thing, "Chief
Justice/Judge" also includes "or designate"; for another, my "CJQB" is picking up on the
initials of the most common, but by no means the only, label for the (now single tier)
provincial superior trial court. The "lay/public" doubling allows me to include both those
members that are described with the more long‐standing term ("lay members") and those
whose label is the alternate form that is now becoming more common ("public members"),
both being identified as neither judges nor lawyers.
membership 1. judges

Judges are the first of the three groups represented on these bodies. The individual
who is included the most often is the Chief Judge of provincial court (or designate),43 who
serves on six (and chairs two) of the bodies, although there is a pronounced
council/committee distinction here: the CJPC serves on all of the Judicial Councils, but less
than half of the specialized committees, involved in appointing provincial judges. Other
provincial judges serve on nine of the bodies, this sometimes being the (or an) associate
chief judge as a statutory member (B.C.) or appointed by the chief judge (Ontario, N.S.) but
more often it is a puisne judge who has been selected by the puisne judges as a group (e.g.
Manitoba or Saskatchewan), or by the provincial judges association (e.g. B.C.,
Newfoundland, New Brunswick). Quebec is the outlier, with an executive (order in council)
appointment, although the practice here may actually involve a selection by the Chief Judge
that is routinely ratified pro forma by the Minister. The provincial superior courts are
represented on only three of the bodies, two councils (Alberta and Saskatchewan) and one
committee (New Brunswick); and if one of the superior courts (trial and appeal) is
represented, then they invariably both are.
membership 2. lawyers

Lawyers are the second of the three groups. The provincial law society is involved
in every province, and the provincial branch of the Canadian Bar Association in six
provinces. In two provinces, other lawyers' organizations are also involved ‐‐ the Country
and District Law Presidents Association in Ontario, and the Association des Juristes
d'Expression Francaise and the Criminal Defence Lawyers Association in New Brunswick.
43 I am aware that not all of the Section 92 courts in Canada carry the label "Provincial Court of (province)",
and I am aware that not all provinces use the title of "judge" for the judicial personnel who staff these courts.
For simplicity, however, and in the interests of avoiding the awkward wording that would be necessary to
keep acknowledging this, I will adopt the "most of the provinces" labels for both of these.
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In Quebec, the lawyer is an order in council appointee (after consultation with the
organization); more commonly, lawyers are members by virtue of being the president of
their association, or by being designated by the president, or by being voted into the
position (and I assume that the Quebec wording in fact accommodates a similar practice).
membership 3. lay/public members

Public members are the third group, also present on every single one of the relevant
institutions. The older term is "lay member" but this seems to be on the way out, replaced
by either "public member" or "public representative," but the point is still the same: these
are individuals who are neither judges nor lawyers, and they are there to provide a voice
from a more generalized notion of the community over which judges preside. Only on
Quebec's ad hoc committee is there a single such member; at the other extreme, they
constitute a majority (seven of thirteen) of the members of Ontario's advisory committee.
There is a final row that I have simply labelled "other", and it has only a single entry for
British Columbia; this is an order‐in‐council appointment that by convention is always
filled by a judicial justice of the peace (that is to say, not quite a judge, but not a lay person
either).
Table 4: Lay Members on Appointments Advisory Bodies
Type
British Columbia Judicial Council
Alberta (1)
Judicial Council
Saskatchewan
Judicial Council
Newfoundland
Judicial Council
Alberta (2)
Standing Committee
Ontario
Standing Committee
Nova Scotia
Standing Committee
Manitoba
Ad hoc committee
Quebec
Ad hoc committee
P.E.I.
Ad hoc committee
New Brunswick Other

Number
2
2
2
2
4‐6
7
2‐4
3
1
2
2

Term
3 years
Not stated
3 years
3 years
Not stated
3 years
"1 or 2" years
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not stated

Renewable?
Yes
?
Yes (once)
Yes
?
Yes
Yes
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
?

Public members are the distinctive element on modern judicial selection bodies, but
their presence is also the most problematic. Judges and lawyers are there because they
share a profession with the people who are being considered for appointment, and they
likewise share personal working experience that is directly relevant, and typically they
have a specific office or a position (or at least a membership) in an organization that puts
them on the committee; but the public members are present precisely because they lack
both the professional credentials and the professional experience. (Indeed, the term "lay
member" makes this point the most bluntly, suggesting that the people are there for what
they are not, not for what they are, while "public member" at least has a more positive ring
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to it.) And the question as to why this particular person is serving as a public member, and
what they are to bring to the committee, is always and everywhere left very vague.
Understanding the extent and the type of participation that is appropriate for them, and
taking advantage of it to the most appropriate extent, is the major challenge in committee
design and procedure, not just in the Canadian provinces but everywhere, and I will
address this point in a later Part of this report.
This table again demonstrates the variety of practices within Canada, the lack of any
real shared patterns or direction in the structure and the functioning of committees. The
number of lay/public members varies from Quebec's one to Ontario's seven (the fact that
neighbouring provinces, and the two largest provinces, populate both extremes underlines
the variety within Canada); the average is three but the most common number is two. The
length of term is also problematic, in that the notion of "term" is not really meaningful for
the ad hoc committees (where the committee only exists long enough to make
recommendations for a single appointment) or for the New Brunswick process. The
"normal" length of an appointed term for the other provinces and committees would seem
to be three years, although Nova Scotia operates with a curiously vague "one or two" years.
I am sure there is a specific term for the order in council lay appointments on the Alberta
Judicial Council ‐‐ the constitutional strictures from SCC judicial independence decisions
imply stricter rules for these multi‐purpose bodies ‐‐ even though it is not stated in the
legislation or in any document that I could find. I suspect the term is three years and I am
reasonably sure that it is renewable; certainly it was in the 1980s. On the other hand, it
may very well be that service on the Alberta Provincial Court Nominating Committee is less
structured, even to the point of not having a definite term at all such that the service is
effectively at pleasure.44
membership 4. members of other government bodies

There is a fourth group that is conspicuous by its absence, and that is members of
other government bodies. Looking at the phenomenon from a broader comparative
perspective, Garoupa and Ginsburg mention this group (along with judges and lawyers) as
the third leg on the stool; yet they are completely absent from any of the Canadian bodies.45

The Alberta government has used a number of somewhat informal advisory committees to support the
actions of various ministers over the last fifteen or twenty years, to the extent that this might be considered
as part of its normal modus operandi. For example: Premier Ralph Klein had an Advisory Committee on
Intergovernmental Relations for half a dozen years, meeting about once a month to discuss current issues or
problems. I was a member of that group, but there was never any formal letter of appointment, there never
was any talk about a term (and in fact the membership never changed), and ultimately the group was never
formally dissolved but simply stopped meeting. We were told that Premier Klein had set up a number of such
groups on a variety of subject areas, but that our was the most useful to him and therefore it persisted the
longest; nor, we were told, was the Premier the only minister to establish such groups.
45 Nuno Garoupa and Tom Ginsburg, "Guarding the Guardians: Judicial Councils and Judicial Independence"
American Journal of Comparative Law, Vol. 57 (2009), 103 at 120. The argument in this article is more
44
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Judges' organizations, and lawyer's organizations, are represented, but this is a different
matter; similarly, although lay/public members often display organizational connections
and histories of various kinds in such a way as clearly to suggest that this is in fact part of
the reason for their designation, this is not the same thing either. One of the characteristics
of (for example) continental European judicial councils is precisely that they include
governmental representatives as a non‐dominant part of the structure, and this is what is
overtly missing from all of the Canadian councils/committees. (I should note that at the
time of my interviews in the early 1980s, one of the two "lay" members of the
Newfoundland Judicial Council was a representative of the Department of Justice; I do not
know if this practice has been continued, but if it has, it would represent the only "pure"
example among the Canadian provinces of what Garoupa and Ginsburg identify as one of
the standard categories of membership.) There are no cabinet ministers involved either,
but this presumably reflects that fact that these committees are essentially advisors to the
minister of justice, who will in the end act by selecting the person to be appointed.
membership 5. elected representatives

Absent as well are elected representatives ‐‐ that is to say, not ministers or
bureaucrats but legislators. This suggestion is not completely fanciful; to the extent that
Ministers of Justice and the government of which they are a part are accountable for
judicial bodies, it is traditionally the legislature to which this accountability lies. And to the
extent that political patronage has been a concern from time to time in the way that
judgeships are bestowed, involving elected members of parties other than the governing
party would be a reasonable response. There are examples abroad ‐‐ in the United States,
the Vermont Judicial Board includes six elected representative (three from the upper and
three from the lower house) to make up a majority of a committee of eleven; and in South
Africa (as will be discussed below) there are a very large number of parliamentarians on
both of the comparable commissions. Malleson wonders if the exclusion of MP's can be
sustained as an awareness of the growing power of courts becomes more widespread.46
But in Canadian practice, this idea is indeed beyond the pale, and no nominating
council/committee has now, or has ever had, a serving member of the legislature among its
ranks.
membership 6. summary re membership

By way of summary: the composite provincial judge selection body is comprised
31% of judges, 30% of lawyers, and 39% of public members of lay people. The average size
of these bodies is 8; but a better indication of the implicit dynamic is to "pretend" that it is
directly linked to this project than would appear at first glance, because "judicial councils" is being used as a
broader blanket term, and appointment procedures are for them part of the notion of judicial independence.
46 Kate Malleson, "The New Judicial Appointments Commission in England and Wales: New Wine in New
Bottles?" in Kate Malleson & Peter H. Russell, Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power (University of
Toronto Press, 2006), p. 49.
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seven, with two judges, two lawyers and three public members ‐‐ this better reflects the
ratio of memberships at the modest cost of slightly understating the size. Only two councils
are dominated (majority plus) by one of these three elements: Saskatchewan's Judicial
Council by judges, and Ontario's advisory committee by public members. (Alberta's Judicial
Council has three of the six members being judges, and Nova Scotia's committee has four of
the eight members being public members.)
Table 5: Membership on Appointments Advisory Bodies
Province
Judges Lawyers Other Total
British Columbia
3
3
3
9
Alberta (1)
3
1
2
6
Alberta (2)
1
6
4
11
Saskatchewan
5
1
2
8
Manitoba
2
2
3
7
Ontario
3
3
7
13
Quebec
1
1
1
3
New Brunswick
3
4
2
9
Nova Scotia
2
2
4
8
P.E.I.
1
2
2
5
Newfoundland
2
1
2
5
Composite Total
26
26
32
84
But it is more useful to distinguish between those bodies that are single‐purpose
advisory committees on judicial nominations, and those that are multi‐purpose judicial
councils that are involved with the judicial discipline process; the logic of judicial
independence, spelled out in the SCC's Remuneration Reference, requires a higher
proportion of judicial members, and a judicial member as chair of such disciplinary bodies.
And it is also useful to highlight the divergence of more recent committees by
distinguishing between the standing and the ad hoc committees. Table 6 makes this
distinction.
Table 6: Composition of Councils, Ad Hoc & Standing Committees
Judges
Judicial Councils
13 (46%)
Ad Hoc Committees
4 (27%)
Standing committees 9 (22%)
All involved bodies
26 (31%)

Lawyers
6 (21%)
5 (33%)
15 (37%)
26 (31%)

Public
Total N Average
9 (32%)
28
4
7
6 (40%)
15
3
5
17 (41%)
41
4
10
32 (38%)
84
11
7.6

In general: the difference between the multi‐purpose councils and the specific‐
purpose committees, is that the former has more judges and the latter has more lawyers
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and lay members; judges are the largest of the three groups on judicial councils, but the
smallest on advisory committees. The relative size of the group of public members strong
suggests that their participation is a major point of creating these bodies, indicated by the
fact that although they are present both on multi‐purpose judicial councils and single‐
purpose advisory committees, they are rather more numerous (to the point of being the
largest of three groups) on the advisory committees. Working through committee by
committee: as the overall numbers would suggest, all of the Judicial Councils are heavily
staffed by judges, these making up an absolute majority of the Saskatchewan Council, the
largest single element of the Alberta Council, and tied‐for‐most for the Newfoundland
Council (with lay members) and the British Columbia Council (all three groups equal).
Conversely, the lay/public membership is the most pronounced for the committees,
comprising an absolute majority of the Ontario Committee, the largest element of the Nova
Scotia and Manitoba committees, and tied for largest on the P.E.I. committee (with
lawyers). Only one committee ‐‐ that of New Brunswick ‐‐ makes lawyers and lawyer
organisations the largest element of the three; one council (B.C.) and one committee
(Quebec) represent all three groups equally.
The judicial presence is by far the smallest on the Alberta provincial judges
nominating committee ‐‐ a single member in a committee of eleven. This is sufficiently far
out of line with the other bodies as to deserve being singled out for special attention.
Presumably this is at least in part because the initial competency and credential screening
has been done by a judicial council with (like all judicial councils) a much more pronounced
judicial presence; combine the two numbers, and judges make up just under one quarter of
the Alberta two‐committee total, which is very much in line with the overall figures.
membership 7. chairing the committee

Any functioning committee needs a chairperson, to preside over the meeting, direct
its business, lead the discussion when necessary and end it when appropriate, and take the
responsibility for preparing things for the next meeting. Chairs can be assertive or chairs
can be simply facilitative, but (at the minimum) somebody needs to call the meeting to
order, move it through the agenda, and adjourn it at the end. It seems to me that the
smaller the committee, the less the additional influence suggested by being in the position
of chairing the meeting, but this is only my impression and I have no empirical data to
support it. But this simple question ‐‐ who chairs? ‐‐ draws a variety of answers, as shown
in the table below.
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Table 7: Chairmanship of Appointment Advisory Committees
Province
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Newfoundland
Alberta
Ontario
Nova Scotia
Manitoba
Quebec
Prince Edward I.
New Brunswick

Type
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Standing Committee
Standing Committee
Standing Committee
Ad hoc committee
Ad hoc committee
Ad hoc committee
other

Chair
Chief Judge, ProvCt
Chosen by Council
Chief Justice, Province
Chief Judge, ProvCt
Named by minister
Named by minister
Chosen by committee
Chief Judge, ProvCt
Named by minister
Chief Judge, ProvCt
[not applicable]47

I have included the type of council/committee in the table (and put them in a
council/standing committee/ad hoc committee order) just to make the point that there is
only a modest correlation between this factor and the designation of the chairmanship
responsibilities. Working the information in this table back against that in Tables 2 and 3,
there is a very simple way to describe the apparent variety: If one or more Chief Judges or
Justices serve on the committee, then one of them almost invariably chairs the committee ‐‐
this generalization captures five of the six examples. If there is no Chief Judge or Justice on
the committee, then it is the minister who names the chair ‐‐ this generalization captures
three out of the four examples. The two exceptions (Alberta's PCNC for the committees
including the Chief Judge, Nova Scotia for committees excluding the Chief Judge) both
require the committee to select its own chair.
The multi‐purpose judicial councils normally tend toward have chief judges/justices
serving as chairs; since they are involved in complaints and judicial discipline as well, the
principles of judicial independence as enunciated by the Supreme Court of Canada require
a strong, even a dominant, judicial presence in the process.48 The litigation leading up to
the Remuneration Reference involved serious criticism of the Alberta council for having a
layperson serving as chair, although the Supreme Court decision itself did not pick up on
this particular aspect of the case. If screening judicial appointments is something
additional that these complaint/discipline councils do, then a judicial chair is a normal and
predictable consequence. The clear advantage of such a designation is that it provides a
stable basis for the ongoing operations of the committee ‐‐ an easily identifiable "go to"
47 The New Brunswick "committee" is an advisory group, where a designated set of individuals provide their
separate evaluations of applicants in writing to the minister. Since it does not meet to accomplish this ‐‐ my
impression is that it does not meet, ever ‐‐ it does not need, and does not have, a chair.
48 see Peter McCormick "New Questions About an Old Concept: The Supreme Court of Canada's Judicial
Independence Decisions" Canadian Journal of Political Science, Vol. 37 (2004) 839.
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person responsible and an ongoing staff both to keep the records and to ensure a degree of
continuity.
The second most common choice ‐‐ the chair is named by the minister ‐‐ emphasizes
the role of the committee as purely advisory to the minister, and identifies the minister and
the department as the contact point and the repository for records. In the process, it seems
to me that it inevitably de‐emphasises the independence of the committee and its chair. It
would be interesting to see how this discretion has been employed by ministers ‐‐ that is to
say, do they choose judges or lawyers or laypersons to chair, and (for the standing
committees) does the same person chair for a considerable period or do they rotate often,
and is there any pattern (by province or political party or over time) to the way that the
designation power is used ‐‐ but the information that would answer these questions is
simply not available. The only such council/committee for which I have current
information (the Alberta Provincial Court Nominating Committee) is chaired by one of the
lawyer members.
The least common choice ‐‐ the chair is chosen by the members ‐‐ is obviously an
option that is only open to the councils and the standing committees; it makes little sense
to imagine an extra meeting for an ad hoc committee with very little on the agenda save
choosing a chair. This is the most unusual of the chair assignment modes for provincial
nominating bodies with only two examples, one (Alberta) a multi‐purpose judicial council
and the other (Nova Scotia) a single‐purpose nominating committee. Of the choices, it is
the one that best emphasizes the independence of the committee and its opportunity to
develop a coherent identity.

Selecting provincial court judges in Canada: procedures
Because the diversity of procedures is rather less than the diversity of memberships
‐‐ not surprising, because the steps along this path are rather obvious ‐‐ I will in this section
not be proceeding province by province but rather providing a nuanced and annotated
aggregate description of each stage in the process.
The process now begins with an application. This is in itself not a small thing, not
necessarily the most obvious choice, as the older tradition was for lawyers modestly to
wait for a "judicial tap on the shoulder" from the person responsible for making the
appointment; although there may have been lobbying on some lawyers' behalf, or those
lawyers themselves may have been doing some of the lobbying, this was very much behind
the scenes, and the formal appearance was one of passive response to an official initiative.
From my interviews with a number of provincial court judges and chief judges in the
early 1980s, it would seem we should also identify a transition period for the early stages
of the 1970s reforms, and my preferred label for this is "the era of the heroic chief justice" ‐
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‐ the point is to emphasize the very real challenge that this first wave of chief justices faced,
having to establish the credibility of their new court very quickly and from the ground up.
On a number of fronts, we are witnessing a retreat from the central position of chief judges
of provincial courts, and a curbing of the powers and initiatives they exercised ‐‐ in many
provinces, chief judges now serve definite terms, and they are selected in ways that involve
the rank and file judges. But in the early 1980s, chief judges were very active in building
their courts, and this involved extensive recruitments efforts ‐‐ several chief judges told me
that they spent up to half their time finding promising candidates and persuading them to
consider judicial appointment, and many provincial judges told me that they became judges
because they were approached by a chief judge. But this was a transition stage, and the
same normalisation that has so contained the office of chief judge in recent years has also
formalised this beginning step of the appointment procedures.
The process begins with an application ‐‐ although I should qualify this slightly.
There are still provinces where the procedures or terms of reference charge the
council/committee with looking at "nominations" as well as applications; but nominees and
applicants alike must typically fill out a Judicial Candidate Information Form (the labels
vary somewhat) which would strike anyone as a fairly standard application form, laying
out credentials and experience and supplying the names of references. In most provinces,
the expectation is that these "bare bones" forms will be filled out by other supporting
material, most obvious curricula vitae, but in others (for example Prince Edward Island)
applicants are discouraged from attaching such additional items.
But to say "the process begins with an application" begs the question "what is it that
the applicants are applying for?", and this question has two different answers which
identify distinctly different approaches to the process of judicial appointment.
The most common answer ‐‐ the one that is true of six provinces of the ten49 ‐‐ is
that one is applying for a judicial appointment should such a position become available
within a reasonably short period of time (the usual period is three years although
Newfoundland & Labrador stipulates two). It may or may not be the case that the word has
gotten around about a possible elevation, or that an approaching retirement date is
common knowledge, but the application is not a response to a specific vacancy but rather
an anticipation of the eventual possibility of one. "Successful" applicants are those who
clear the council/committee process and whose names are put on a list from which an
appointment will be made should a position become available; this is the pool from which
an appointment can be promptly made at the appropriate time without any further
procedural hurdles. The label I would suggest for the councils/committees that are defined
by such a process is "anticipatory".
Those provinces are: British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland and Labrador

49
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The alternative answer ‐‐ the one that applies to the other four provinces50 ‐‐ is that
one is applying for a specific position that has been specifically and individually advertised,
probably in advance of the actual date of the vacancy, but based on solid knowledge and
not speculation. (By way of contrast: in provinces employing anticipatory procedures,
specific vacancies may or may not be advertised at all, and most or all applications will not
target such ads in any event.) The label I would suggest for the councils/committees that
are defined by this process is "reactive." Under the reactive process, both the submissions
of applications, and the evaluations of the members of the committee, can be more
specifically targeted on the specific details of the position to be filled. One of the concerns
(especially in the larger provinces) is geographical location, some judicial appointments
(typically those in the larger centers) being more attractive than others; but another would
be the increasingly critical specializations that are emerging and becoming important for
many provincial courts. The old idea might have been that "a judge is a judge is a judge" (a
phrase that I heard in a number of interviews in the early 1980s), but now that we have
criminal courts, civil courts, family courts, youth courts, mental health courts, drug courts,
dependency courts and mediation courts all coexisting within the same general framework,
this no longer seems as plausible.
The second stage is a routine check of eligibility: is the person a member of a
provincial law society with the required number of years of experience ‐‐ usually ten, but
five for PEI and New Brunswick, and fifteen for Nova Scotia. This is sometimes the
responsibility of the council/committee, sometimes of the Chief Judge of Provincial Court,
sometimes of the Department of Justice itself. It is relatively straightforward, although only
a few of the information and application forms make it absolutely clear exactly what day
starts the count.
The third stage involves a more formal clearing of an application with respect to the
police and the provincial law society. In my interviews in the 1980s, members of judicial
council were surprisingly uncomfortable about questions relating to this aspect of the
process. With respect to police checks, I was somewhat primly told that no candidate could
be seriously considered who gave any reason for needing a police check (which seems
rather question begging); with respect to the law society, I was told there was no formal
process, but the law society member of the council was usually the chair of the discipline
committee and would be able to bring anything relevant to the council's attention ‐‐ this
was a surprise to the law society member, who was not in fact on the discipline committee
and hadn't realized that he was expected to be. Today, no such exchange would take place.
A standard part of the Candidate Information Form is a signature of consent both for a CPIC
enquiry and for the Law Society to release any relevant material; a few provinces require
the candidate to supply both pieces of information directly themselves.
50

Those provinces are Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and Prince Edward Island.
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The fourth stage involves consultations with various people or groups who might
possess useful information and who are willing to supply it to the committee, or to the
individual members of the committee who approach them to ask about specific applicants;
the English term for this is "secret soundings". Most of councils and committees that
provide applicants with information about the process (not something that can be taken for
granted) specifically caution that the committee will be undertaking "discreet enquiries"
such that they cannot guarantee that word of an application will not leak out. British
Columbia, uniquely, involves the Canadian Bar Association (B.C. branch) to an unusual
extent, the CBA(BC) having created its own Advisory Committee to the Judicial Council
which conducts "thorough and discreet inquiries" of members of the legal community in
order to make a report to the Council. As I will discuss in a later Part, there is some
controversy about this part of the process, on the grounds that it advantages certain types
of candidates and that it creates the possibility that a candidate's application may be
discredited without any right of reply; the major effect may be to compromise the chances
of a more diverse judiciary by handicapping precisely the non‐traditional applicants that
most governments now wish to encourage.
The fifth stage involves a narrowing of the list by the members of the committee.
For New Brunswick and Ontario, this is done by members of the committee deliberating
alone (that is, without a formal meeting of the full committee), individually filling out forms
culminating in recommendations that are centrally tabulated; more typically, it is done by
the full committee/council considering which candidates merit the consideration of a
formal interview. Although I do not have access to numbers from a full range of
committees as to what the ratio is between applicants and interviewees, the committees
that do provide this information give evidence that a serious narrowing is sometimes
involved: the B.C. Judicial Council interviews only about one half of all applicants. The
Ontario committee, on the other hand, seems to interview a much higher percentage.
The sixth stage involves an interview with the candidates.51 (In P.E.I., the judicial
candidate application form just says that it may involve a personal interview; and in
Saskatchewan, the interview may not take place if an applicant is sufficiently well known to
the council.) Typically, the interview is with the entire council/committee; a special
feature of the Ontario procedure (understandably, given its unusually large size) is that
although all members of the committee are present at interviews, individual members pose
questions in only half of the interviews. Interviews are indicated as about 30 minutes in
length (Ontario), or 45 minutes to an hour (B.C.). New Brunswick is very much the odd one
out in this regard: first, because it leaves the interview process to a different set of people,
51 The exception might be Newfoundland and Labrador; I could not find any specific statement either
confirming or denying an interview as part of the process, but given that the Council did conduct personal
interviews in the 1980s, when I spoke with several members of the Newfoundland Judicial Council, it would
be quite surprising if they had stopped doing so.
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and second, because a candidate is interviewed only after the Minister has selected the
name from the pool of qualified candidates for appointment, with the interview committee
approving (or, presumably, at least conceivably not approving) that specific person for that
specific appointment. Alberta is the odd one out in the other direction; applicants are first
interviewed by the Judicial Council, and then separately by the Nominating Committee
(with an overlap of three members, amounting to one half of the Council and about one
quarter of the larger committee); only names that have been recommended or highly
recommended after this double hurdle may be appointed.
The seventh stage involves council/committee deliberations after all candidates
have been interviewed. On some councils/committees, applicants may be divided into
"well qualified" "qualified" and "other" groups (N.B.), or into "recommend" "not
recommend" and "not recommend at this time" groups. The normal procedure is for this
list of names to be made available to the Minister, either immediately (in the case of the
reactive committees), or as requested (in the case of the anticipatory committees).
However, two committees have a more focused responsibility. In the case of Manitoba, the
committee is to provide the Minister with not fewer than three and not more than six
names ‐‐ presumably, a "qualified" list might at least some of the time be longer. And in the
case of Ontario, they are not only charged with recommending at least two names but also
with ranking those names that they do submit ‐‐ a somewhat greater intrusion into the
discretionary choice of the minister.52 Where a "pool" of qualified names has been
generated, names remain active for three years (in Newfoundland and Labrador, the period
is two years); this can be extended upon reapplication through an abbreviated process for a
further period of the same length.

Selecting provincial court judges in Canada: criteria
What is it that councils/committees are trying to assess? What are the criteria that
they use to select qualified candidates, and to screen out the others? There are several
different places to look for these. The most obvious is in the statutes, or regulations, or
guidelines that have been formally laid out defining the roles of each council or committee;
a second is within the advertisements that are published to identify a specific vacancy,
describing the procedures at the same time; a third is explicitly within the application (or
candidate information) forms that are made available to prospective candidates; a fourth is
implicitly within those forms, in terms of the specific material that is requested; and a fifth,
and arguably the most important, is in the criteria that are published by some of the
councils/committees themselves in extended form.

But the Minister can ‐‐ and during the Harris years, several times did ‐‐ refuse the pair of names and ask for
others, or ask for additional names on the list.

52
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These criteria implicitly constitute theories about the nature of judging in a modern
limited jurisdiction trial court, which makes them interesting in themselves. But in the
context of this project, they have another and very important function: they reinforce the
openness and the objectivity of the process by sending clear signals to two different
audiences. The first audience is the universe of potential applicants, to whom the
statement of relevant criteria sends signals as to whether they have (or do not have) the
qualities that the council/committee expects to see, above and beyond basic credentialed
competence. The more mysterious and secret the criteria, the greater the impression that
connections and contacts will play an important part in the decision process; the more
public and the more specific the criteria, the greater the impression that the contest is
indeed open to all comers and decided on the basis of firm information. The second
audience is the broader public, to whom the information is an education in the modern
judicial role and the expectations that are placed upon judges. Both of these opportunities
are lost if the criteria are (on the one hand) stated in cryptically brief and traditional
language or (on the other hand) if they are not widely available to an easy search. Four
provinces (B.C., Alberta, Ontario and Nova Scotia) have drawn up extensive criteria, in lists
running to some twenty items stretching to several pages; Saskatchewan has a somewhat
more concise but roughly comparable set of criteria. On the other hand, only two of these
(B.C. and especially Ontario) make the information readily available such that it can easily
be found by a casual searcher; Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan make the statement of the
criteria available although in rather less obvious places; and Alberta's is extremely hard to
track down.53 Manitoba, Quebec, and P.E.I. provide only the shortest and most cryptic
indication of criteria; and if New Brunswick and Newfoundland supply anything at all, I was
unable to find it.54
My comments that follow are based heavily on the longer sets of criteria that have
been made publicly available ‐‐ that is to say, on Ontario, B.C., Nova Scotia, Alberta and
Saskatchewan. A more complete set of the publicly reported criteria is attached in
Appendix B.
The first criterion is the most obvious: credentialed competence. The basic minimum
is membership in good standing of a provincial law society (not necessarily the province in
which the appointment is being sought, although one assumes that the overwhelming
majority are). Since membership in a law society presupposes both the holding of a law
degree and the passing of a bar entrance examination, and since membership in good
standing presupposes the absence of significant or serious complaints about the practice of
53 Once you find the right person, you are told that the criteria is a public document and they have no
hesitation in releasing a copy, but it is not easy to find the right person to ask. To be fair: I was told they once
had a website and hope to do so again some day.
54 For Newfoundland, one can find the form on‐line (although many of the links from that form no longer
work); for New Brunswick, I could not find anything.
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law, these are obvious threshold criteria. But most of the statements of criteria declare an
expectation of something beyond this minimum.55 Ontario and Nova Scotia specify "a high
level of professional achievement"; BC asks for a "superb legal reputation" and for
"demonstrated excellence." Candidates are also asked for information about any honours
or awards, and asked to list any publications. This correlates well with the fact that only a
fraction of the appropriately credentialed applicants (my estimate is a quarter or a fifth)
are ultimately approved or recommended for appointment, with an even smaller
proportion being "highly" approved or "strongly" recommended or designated as "highly"
qualified in those jurisdictions where the committee has this option. The general message,
quite appropriately, is that something markedly above satisfactory or average performance
is required for appointment.
The second criterion is relevant experience, legal and otherwise. The basic minimum,
of course, is a stated number of years practising law, dating from admission to the bar. The
fairly standard required length of service is ten years, although it is shorter in Prince
Edward Island and New Brunswick (five years) and longer in Nova Scotia (fifteen years).
One would think that another aspect of this experience would be the connection between
the law that was practised and the type of court to which the appointment may be made,
but this is not a routine part of the criteria. In Ontario, this direct connection is "desirable
but not essential", and neither B.C. nor Nova Scotia mention it at all. In those provinces
where the committee creates a pool of qualified applicants rather than responding in terms
of a specific vacancy, this cannot of course be their concern. This can be problematic: for
example, in Alberta there were complaints that more than half of the criminal division
provincial judges appointed over an eight year period had little or no criminal law
experience.56
But if a direct connection between the law practiced and the court to be staffed is
not emphasized, other aspects of legal experience certainly are. There is an emphasis on a
demonstrated commitment to ongoing legal education, and to professional experience "that
keeps one up to date with changes in the law." Also interesting is an emphasis on
experiences that relate to, and reflect an interest in, alternative methods in dispute
resolution, and in mediation. More prosaically, a demonstration of experience or interest
in the purely administrative aspects of a judicial position is also mentioned.
The assessment process also emphasises other aspects of experience, asking
candidates for a "demonstrated commitment" to public service, and the information forms
of the various provinces routinely ask for a list of public and community service
"Most" of course denies "all" ‐‐ the exception, curiously, is Saskatchewan, which mentions only "a minimum
level of educational achievement" and "professional training". I say "curiously" because I very much doubt
that the real expectations in Saskatchewan are that minimalist.
56 "Who's Best for the Bench?" Edmonton Journal; August 12, 2007.
55
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memberships and service. (In Manitoba and Prince Edward Island, the term that is used to
similar purpose is "community awareness.") This goes beyond any "are you a good
citizen?" concerns to something more focused and job‐related; the question is the extent to
which this contributes to a knowledge of the "social problems" that bring many cases
before the courts, and to "sensitivity" to changing social values that relate to criminal and
family law matters. The clear signal is that "legal technicians" in some narrow sense are
not the favoured applicants, but concerned and active members of the broader community
are.
The third criterion is personal characteristics, including such things as an ability to
listen, a capacity for fairness, punctuality in the completion of work, politeness and
consideration, compassion and empathy, "adaptability and flexibility" with regard to the
changing demands of the job, and an ability to cooperate and work with others. It is
interesting that one item on the list is common to Ontario, Nova Scotia and Alberta in
identical wording, that being "an absence of pomposity and authoritarian tendencies." It is
also interesting that all four of the longer lists of criteria pick up on the element of "moral
courage."
The fourth criterion is representativeness, and since the relevant paragraph is
virtually identical for Ontario, Nova Scotia and Alberta, I will simply quote it: "The
provincial judiciary should be reasonably representative of the population it serves. This
requires overcoming the under‐representation of women, cultural and visible and racial
minorities and persons with disabilities." This is obviously a critical concern for the
staffing of the modern judiciary, and one that plays off awkwardly against an emphasis on
merit; I will expand upon this dilemma in a later Part, and emphasise the importance of
"hard" objective criteria as a way of resolving it.
There are a handful of other matters that come up. Language competency is
emphasized in Nova Scotia, and the extent to which a candidate is willing to relocate within
the province is mentioned directly in Nova Scotia and somewhat more coyly in British
Columbia. Only British Columbia and Nova Scotia mention "good health" as a
consideration. Intriguingly, only Nova Scotia explicitly identifies a concern for judges who
can address the policy concerns arising the court's expanded role under the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms; this is an obvious interest to any student of the court
system and its judicial processes, but all of the other documents are silent on this subject.
I have dwelt on these documents at some length because I think they are part of the
public outreach on the part of the courts that is essential in the twenty‐first century. They
are projecting an image of the judicial role not only to the applicants themselves (which is
important) but also to any interested members of a broader public. The failure on the part
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of so many provinces to use this opportunity for a measure of public education and
information is both surprising and unfortunate.
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Part Two: Issues and Choices
The size of the committee: the inclusiveness issue
To begin with the obvious: there is no standard size for the councils/committees
that advise on judicial appointments, no tendency toward convergence in this respect, no
obvious correlation between (say) council/committee size and population ‐‐ even though it
might seem reasonable at first to assume that larger provinces have more diverse interests
wishing representation, which would presumably drive the size of the committee up.
(Quebec's committee is too small, and New Brunswick's advisory group too large, to permit
even a modest appearance of correlation.) In the table below, I distinguish between multi‐
purpose judicial councils and single‐purpose advisory committees, but this simply
increases the diversity ‐‐ curiously, no two councils, and no two advisory committees, are
exactly the same size. The average size of committees is very slightly larger than that of
councils, but only by the smallest of margins ‐‐ eight members, compared to seven
members ‐‐ and at that the advisory committees include both the largest and the smallest of
the bodies. The outliers best make the strongest case for the appearance of randomness:
the largest province has the largest committee, but the second largest province has the
smallest.
Table 8: Sizes of councils/committees, by type
Judicial Councils Ad hoc committees Standing committees
13 members
Ontario
11 members
Alberta
9 members
B.C.
New Brunswick
8 members
Saskatchewan
Nova Scotia
7 members
Manitoba
6 members
Alberta
5 members
Newfoundland
P.E.I.
3 members
Quebec
Organized as they are in the table, there is some logic to the variety: ad hoc single
purpose committees tend to be the smallest; standing single purpose committees tend to
be the largest; and judicial councils tend to be intermediate in size. In terms of the time
sequences for the various options that I described above, this is also interesting: as the
mid‐size judicial councils began to slip from favour as the preferred way of screening
appointments, this happening at the end of the 1980s, the new practices divided between
smaller ad hoc committees and larger standing committees. But the developments do not
seem to be easily explainable in terms of policy diffusion (or even in terms of simple
sharing‐a‐border copying), or in terms of provincial populations size, or whatever; all we
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have is two different models, and even they are not being copied directly in terms of
committee size or the designation of the different types of members.
Is there an optimal size for the screening of appointments? The evolution of
provincial practices suggests that there is no emerging consensus on this question, no
diffusion of a single compelling idea, no convergence over time on a single set of members
and practices. The most that can be said is that the most recently established committees
tend to be the largest, and that every formal replacement of one screening model with
another (Ontario, New Brunswick, Alberta) has involved a significant increase in size. If
there is a trend, then, it is toward larger committees.
What would be the advantage of smaller committees? The first is that it makes
meetings easier to arrange, more likely to suit the schedules of a higher proportion of the
members ‐‐ and especially for the larger committees, the indications of a smaller quorum
should both be taken seriously and regarded as a possible problem. The second
(particularly true for the ad hoc committees, formed to deal with a single specific vacancy)
is that it would presumably be easier to establish a working procedure more quickly with a
smaller number of individuals involved. And a third would be that interviews would seem
more effective if they involved a smaller committee ‐‐ not only must it be considerably
more intimidating for a candidate to face an interview by ten or eleven or thirteen
individuals, but it would be more difficult to devise a coherent strategy for involving all
committee members while still dealing adequately with all the relevant issues. 57 And a
fourth would be that the decision process is considerably shorter, even while still allowing
full outspoken participation by every member, for the smaller committees. Size can be the
enemy of true and reciprocal deliberation.
The pragmatic advantage of a larger committee is that they are harder for any group
or interest to "capture" and harder as well for any single individual to dominate. Also
important is the fact that it allows for more groups, more interests, more categories of
individuals to be "represented" on the committee ‐‐ more levels of the court system, more
lawyers' organizations, more public representatives drawn from a wider range of
community organizations and reflecting wider demographic diversity. The Ontario JAAC is
the largest of the committees, so it illustrates this point the most completely: it includes
lawyers from five different lawyers' organizations (the Law Society, the Canadian Bar
Association, the criminal lawyers' association, the district law societies, and the
francophone lawyers' associations); it includes Muslim, Jewish, Catholic and Protestant
57 Which is presumably why the nine‐member New Brunswick committee hands off the interview to a smaller
group of three ‐‐ the present CJ of the province (or a past CJ), the present CJ of the PC (or a past CJ), and one of
the two public members. See Roger Bilodeau & Denis Roy, "Le processus de consultation et d'evaluation
entourant les nominations au cour provinciale du nouveau brunswick" Alberta Law Review Vol. 38 (2000),
867 at 877. Curiously, Alberta follows the reverse logic: it is a six‐member Judicial Council that does the initial
screening, but a larger eleven‐member committee that conducts the interview.
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members; it includes visible minorities, businessmen, business women, a former educator,
a former school board member, a member with experience in local government
administration, and at least two members from northern Ontario. Diversity in the outcome
(a broadly representative judiciary) is perhaps a more important consideration; but
diversity in the process (a broadly representative committee) is important as well, not least
for the fact that it is an implicit invitation to a wider and more representative set of
candidates.

How people get to be on the committee: types of member
There are essentially three different types of member who serve on the various
councils and committees that are involved in the process of appointing provincial judges in
Canada. These three are:
1. members who serve ex officio
2. members who are named by outside group
3. members who serve by order‐in‐council appointment
The table shows the distribution of these three types in the councils and committees
currently operating.
Table 9: Composition of councils/committees, by type of appointment
Ex officio
Outside
Order in
Province
Members Appointment Council Total
British Columbia
4
0
5
9
Alberta (Council)
4
0
2
6
Alberta (Committee)
2
0
9
11
Saskatchewan
4
2
2
8
Manitoba
1
3
3
7
Ontario
0
6
7
13
Quebec
0
2
1
3
New Brunswick
0
7
2
9
Nova Scotia
0
4
4
8
Prince Edward Is.
1
2
2
5
Newfoundland
2
1
2
5
TOTAL
18
27
39
84
The first type of member is the ex officio member ‐‐ a person who holds a position
(such as Chief Judge of Provincial Court, or Chief Justice of the province, or President of the
Law Society) where that position is specifically indicated as including a membership on the
council/committee. One purpose of such a designation is of course to ensure the
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representation of the specific body within which the position exists (the court of appeal, or
the law society, or whatever), but this specific form of such representation carries a further
very strong implication ‐‐ nobody has the capacity or the opportunity to manipulate the
designation process, but instead participation in the appointment process simply follows as
a secondary by‐product of a completely independent decision process. This is the smallest
category of membership; it makes up a significant part of only four councils/committees,
and does not exist at all for an equal number.
To make the most obvious point: ex officio memberships are almost exclusively an
attribute of the multi‐purpose Judicial Councils that perform appointment‐screening
functions in four provinces (B.C., Alberta, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland); indeed, they
make up an absolute majority of the members of these committees. Most of the ex officio
members are judges (the chief judges or justices of various courts within the province); the
others are Presidents of the relevant Law Societies. The prominence of this type of
member may be a product of the time period ‐‐ these councils were all established between
1969 and 1978. But it is more likely a product of the fact that these are multi‐purpose
bodies that also perform a number of other functions (most importantly dealing with
complaints against judges, but also involving responsibilities for reforms of the judicial
system and some judicial education). Judicial independence issues are heightened when
such matters are engaged, and ex officio service is the most tamper‐proof of all forms of
membership. But take these multi‐purpose judicial councils out, limit the focus to
appointment advisory committees only, and there are only four ex officio members in three
different provinces (Alberta, Manitoba and Prince Edward Island), half of them being the
chief judge of the provincial court chairing an ad hoc committee. If one feature, then, of
appointment screening bodies in recent years is the move from multi‐function judicial
councils to single‐purpose advisory committees, then an accompanying trend is the move
away from ex officio service on these committees.
The second type of membership on these committees involves one or more
members who being named or elected by some official actor other than the Minister of
Justice. For example, the New Brunswick lists as a member "a judge of the Court of Appeal,
named by the Chief Justice" and so on for the other courts in the province. A variant is the
way that lawyer organizations are represented on those committees that do not specify
"the President" as a member ‐‐ membership is assigned to a lawyer named by the lawyer
organization (always the law society, sometimes the provincial branch of the Canadian Bar
Association, occasionally some other organized group of lawyers), or alternatively to a
bencher elected by the benchers. Manitoba's committee includes a provincial court judge
designated by the judges of that court; Saskatchewan's judicial council includes two
provincial court judges elected by the judges of that court meeting en banc. The New
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Brunswick committee has three lawyer members, each named by each of three lawyer
organizations in the province.
The third type of membership on this committees is the "order in council"
appointees ‐‐ those indicated as being chosen by the Minister of Justice, or by the cabinet.
(In the latter case, I am assuming that the Minister of Justice is the most active, and perhaps
the only active, member involved in the selection, at least to the extent that there is no
reason to make a sharp distinction between the two.) These are by far the most common of
the three types of member, but in many ways they are the most problematic. The feature of
all of these council/committees is that they serve to constrain what would otherwise be the
relatively unfettered and closeted discretion of the Minister; but a large proportion of the
members of these council/committees are chosen by the Minister, in a comparably
unfettered and closeted way. The term in the literature that identifies the largest danger
for nominating committees is "capture" ‐‐ the possibility that the committee (and through
them, an expanding corner of the judiciary) can be captured by a specific set of interests
and priorities that will henceforth enjoy some advantage. Order in council appointments
are the most susceptible to such capture, or to the possibility of such capture, or to the
appearance of having been captured. To heighten the dilemma: there are of course other
mechanisms, other identifiable formal bodies, that can be used to name judges and lawyers
to the committee, but it is difficult to see where the public representation could come from
if not from order in council appointments. One of the reasons for being interested in the
U.K. appointments bodies is the fact that they have found a way out of this impasse.
A minor caveat: I have presented three categories of member, but in fact the
boundaries are not quite that sharp. For most (eleven of the eighteen) of the ex officio
members, their inclusion on the list is qualified by the phrase "or designate." On the
assumption that this is a persisting rather than a casual designation (that is to say: not
"who can make the council meeting next week for me?" but rather "who is willing to make
this council part of their duties for the next year?"), this effectively turns it into an
appointment to the council/committee by an outside actor. From my interviews in the
1980s, it was obvious that the designation for service from the provincial superior courts
was emphatically an ongoing one, with specific judges serving for extended periods.
Similarly, some of the order in council appointments ‐‐ the two lay members in
Saskatchewan, the lawyer member in Quebec ‐‐ are qualified by the need for "consultation"
(with the Chief Judge and the Chief Justice in Saskatchewan, with the president of the law
society in Quebec), which makes them as well more like the "appointment by an outside
actor" category.58 This does suggest something of a solution to the hyper‐discretionary
58 "Consultation" can be a fuzzy concept ‐‐ the precise meaning of the term as it used in the postsecondary
learning act in Alberta, for example, has generated a steady stream of disputes that have gone to arbitration
or to court for clarification. I am assuming that the term carries a reasonably robust meaning in the advisory
committee process that is recognized and honoured by both sides.
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appearance of the order in council members that might be considered for wider use.
Alternatively: there has emerged the convention in British Columbia that one of the four
order in council appointments goes to the present, or a past, president of the provincial
judges' association, and a second goes to a judicial justice of the peace ‐‐ another of
constraint on an at‐first‐glance open choice.

Types of committee: the standing/ad hoc issue
There are two different types of committee: the first is standing committees, with a
stable memberships over a period measured in years,with members typically serving
staggered terms so as to ensure a degree of continuity and experience; and the second is ad
hoc committees, which are called into being to deal with a specific vacancy already existing
or reasonably anticipated, and ceasing to exist once that vacancy has been dealt with. I
have suggested above that an alternate way of thinking of this is to distinguish between
reactive councils/committees (reacting to a specific vacancy) and anticipatory
councils/committees, and for present purposes I will treat these two distinctions as if they
are the same, although (as I will discuss at the end of this section) Ontario's JAAC straddles
the dichotomy as the unique example of a standing reactive committee.
For a time, Alberta straddled the dichotomy in a different way. Since 1975, the
provincial Judicial Council has received applications, interviewed candidates, and
generated a "qualified/well qualified" list as a pool from with the Attorney General may
make appointments when necessary. In 1999, in response to a committee that reviewed
the appointment process, the Minister added a Provincial Court Nomination Committee
(initially five members, then eight, currently eleven). At first, this committee operated on a
reactive basis, drawing on names from the Judicial Council approved list in response to a
specific vacancy, and making recommendations to the Minister targeted on this single
specific vacancy. Uniquely, this gave Alberta a standing anticipatory Judicial Council, and a
standing reactive Nominating Committee, with candidates having to be approved by both
before they could be appointed. Subsequently, however, this practice was abandoned, and
the PCNC is now also an anticipatory committee, dealing with applications just as soon as
they clear through the Judicial Council. At one time, when there was still a back‐log, the
PCNC members individually prioritized applicants for interview; now, with the backlog
cleared, they can schedule interviews so very promptly after the names come from the
Council.59
The advantage of a reactive ad hoc committee is that its deliberations can be focused
on a specific vacancy and the specific demands and requirements of that vacancy. The
point is that although it might once have made sense to talk about provincial court judges
My comments are based on a short telephone interview with the secretary of the Provincial Court
Nominating Committee in July 2010.
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in terms of the now dated but once pervasive notion that "a judge is a judge is a judge" ‐‐
that is to say, that judges can to some very large extent simply be rotated from one position
to another within the provincial court, as caseload pressures require ‐‐ this is increasingly
less convincing.60 Provincial courts now tackle a wide variety of issues, and have organized
themselves to deal with them in ways that often call for a considerable specialization on the
part of the judges ‐‐ criminal court, civil court, youth court, family court, addicts court (or
dependency court), and so on. The "therapeutic justice" approach suggests this shift
toward specialization; the increasing emphasis on alternative processes and on mediation
does so as well. "One size fits all" is no longer the best way to approach the matter; by
extension, it may no longer be the best way to design an appointment advisory committee.
For those appointments that require unusual experience or unusual skills that are not
equally applicable to other segments of the court, it may be useful not only to alter the
criteria but also to alter the specific individuals who are assessing the application against
those criteria in terms of their particular experience and priorities.
The disadvantage of a reactive ad hoc committee is precisely the flexibility of the
allocation of personnel to serve in the screening function; it is one thing to set things up so
that a committee can be fine‐tuned in terms of its credentials and experience, but another
thing altogether to ignore the fact that the fine‐tuning can be used to serve a variety of
purposes, some less defensible than others. The more opaque the process for selecting the
individuals involved, the greater the possibility for manipulation, or for the appearance of
manipulation, or for the strategic opportunity to allege manipulation whether or not it is
present. If executive discretion is the problem (and by defining the process in terms of a
constraining of executive discretion, I have been assuming that it is), then the solution
cannot be even more executive discretion.
A further more practical disadvantage is the time factor ‐‐ if one is waiting for an
actual or reasonably anticipated vacancy, advertising to solicit applications, structuring a
committee de novo to review those applications and set up interviews and discuss the
candidates and make a recommendation, then one is creating a very real possibility for
significant time delays. (This is indeed one of the complaints about the new English
procedure, which I will discuss below.)
Finally, a system which uses a string of ad hoc committees, without any built‐in
assurance of continuing members, creates continuity problems for both standards and for
procedures. By definition, ad hoc committees have no memory. The point is not that any
specific committee behaves inappropriately, just that successive committees may behave
perfectly reasonably but, nonetheless, substantively differently. And to the extent that the
In my interviews 25 years ago, many of the judges I interviewed did talk about the "judge is a judge"
approach, although even then they suggested that it was coming into doubt, and there were some branches of
the provincial court (especially family court) where it was not strictly true.
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system as a whole is trying to move toward a more representative judiciary, a "one shot" ad
hoc committee cannot really take this into consideration, let alone build it into its
deliberations systematically, because each committee is there for a single competition on
which it can only declare that a specific set of candidates is qualified. This structural
problem is the most critical for Quebec, where it need not be the case that a single member
carries over from one committee to any future committee (although actual practice may in
fact create some degree of continuity); the other two ad hoc committees (Manitoba and
Prince Edward Island) both include the Chief Judge of the provincial court (and without the
"or designate" option), which ensures a degree of continuity, of institutional memory and
the learning process that implies.
An advantage of a standing anticipatory committee is that it is creating, and then
constantly replenishing, a "pool" of qualified candidates from which the Minister may make
prompt appointments whenever necessary ‐‐ unanticipated vacancies are therefore no
more of a problem than anticipated vacancies, and can be dealt with just as promptly.
Because the membership is relatively stable, and the same for all candidates, there can
never be any appearance of "stacking" the process for a particular favoured candidate;
because the committees are typically larger than the ad hoc committees, there are lots of
people to bring up any possible objection, the more so because most committees reach
their recommendations by a voting system more demanding than a simple "more yeses
than no's". The fact that the different responsibilities of different provincial court judges
call for different experience, credentials and skills can be accommodated by increasing the
size of the committee to include enough members from enough backgrounds to permit the
accurate assessment of all of these different elements, with specific members playing a
larger or smaller role with respect to different applicants as appropriate.
Experience has shown that these comments are a little naive ‐‐ put simply, it does
not always work out this way. Alberta is one of the provinces (one of the six) whose
procedures generate a pool of qualified candidates from which any vacancy will be filled;
but there has been a recurrent concern in that province about whether the skills and
experience of the candidates are being appropriately matched to the demands of the
specific vacancy. This came to something of a peak in 2007 after the Supreme Court of
Canada sent a case back for retrial, criticizing the provincial trial judge in the process; a
newspaper account broadened the concern to point out that more than half of the criminal
division trial judges appointed in the previous eight years had had little or no criminal
experience as lawyers.61 This does not reflect directly on the Alberta advisory committee
(which under the established process could only say whether or not the person was
qualified to be a provincial judge, not whether or not they were qualified for a particular
specialization within that court), and it is striking that the newspaper account suggested
61

"Who's Best for the Bench?" Edmonton Journal; August 12, 2007.
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that things were even worse for the federal government's superior court appointees; but
certainly it does suggest that the current system is not functioning with full efficiency.
Perhaps this could be remedied (for the pool‐generating standing committees) by allowing
them to indicate whether a candidate is particularly qualified for a particular branch of the
court; or, perhaps a little more problematically, whether the candidate is not particularly
qualified for one or more branches. As it is, the "qualified/not qualified" dichotomy (and
even the "well qualified/qualified/not qualified" trichotomy, which some but not all
committees use) risks simply repeating the outdated notion that "a judge is a judge is a
judge." Deploying the skills and experience of the committee on matching a specific
candidate to a specific appointment is something that anticipatory committees cannot do at
all, but reactive committees can do well.
The major disadvantage of the anticipatory committee is obvious: if the purpose of a
nominating committee is to restrain the degree of executive discretionary choice through
the transparent operation of an independent and representative committee working on the
basis of clearly stated criteria, then the problem with an anticipatory committee is that it
minimizes this constraint and maximizes the discretion. The "pool" of qualified candidates
in Alberta includes about one hundred names, which (crudely) is at least ten times as many
as will be needed in any single year;62 the pool in Saskatchewan is about thirty names,
which implies a comparable ratio.63 Whatever priorities the Minister might have in mind
once the "qualified" hurdle is clear, a pool of this size creates enormous scope for
discretionary choice. And if we could be sure that the priorities were always impeccable,
then surely the department could run its own competence screening operation at least as
effectively.
The procedure that finesses these distinctions is the Ontario JAAC, which manages
to have it both ways. On the one hand, it is a reactive committee ‐‐ it receives notification of
a vacancy, advertises the position, and deals with the applications as they come in, making
recommendations after a round of interviews. That is to say: its recommendations can be
directly targeted on a specific position and the specific expertise that it calls for,
distinguishing appropriately between a candidate who would make a good criminal
division judge and one who would make (say) a good family court judge rather than simply
adding both names to a "qualified" list and hoping that the distinctions will not get lost
along the way. At the same time, because it is a standing committee, it will tend to be larger
62 My logic is based on the fact that over a 19 year period, the Ontario JAAC has seen appointments from its
recommendations that total slightly less than the entire complement of the Ontario provincial court. So,
roughly, the Ontario judicial complement is completely replaced in twenty years, which means that about 5%
of the total complement is replaced in any single year. Running this estimate against the total complement of
the Alberta provincial court (114 judges) and the Saskatchewan provincial court (50 judges) permits a rough
estimate of the number of appointments per year.
63 In both provinces, of course, an application only remains active for three years, although it can be renewed
through an expedited procedure.
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and therefore more representative; and it has the capacity to learn from its own
experiences while observing a higher degree of continuity, contributing to the inter‐
commensurability of its assessments from one "competition" to the next.
Finally, the Ontario committee can, when necessary, turn itself into something of a
pool‐type committee ‐‐ that is to say, given a sudden unexpected vacancy, it can draw on its
"also‐rans" from recent competitions to quickly identify individuals that definitely are
qualified and might still be interested; and should it be the case that the last competition's
runner‐up is better than any of the current set of applicants, it can report this fact as well.

Screening, recommending and nominating: locating committees within the process
There is a dimension of the committee role in the appointment process that is not
fully captured by the procedural descriptions given above; but the issues that this raises
about how we are to understand the committee, and where we are to locate it conceptually
within a wider process, I wish to step back first to establish the broader conceptual
framework within which this discussion can take place. This framework is presented in
Table 10; the basic idea is taken from a report prepared for the government of Hong Kong,
although I have considerably amended and expanded it for present purposes.64
The point of this table is to unfold the most elaborate and complete process
imaginable into a discrete series of logical steps. I am not aware of any appointment
procedure in any country (and certainly not of any within Canada) that have an identifiable
actor for each of these nine stages; in practice, different procedures fold different sets of
these stages into a single block, handled by a single actor. Consider, for example, the
prototypical "English" style pervasive in Canada as recently as the 1960s and still followed
in countries like New Zealand and Australia. Effectively, every stage from initiating
through selecting is under the purview of the relevant minister of justice, who may or may
not parcel out some fragments of it to personnel within the department under his or her
supervision; and the only other relevant actor is the lieutenant‐governor or governor in
council, who makes the formal appointment. For a procedural model this simple, the table
is unnecessary embellishment; for the more modern period, the table is a useful way to
organize thinking and to make comparison more rigorous.

Liu, Eva, and Wai‐lam Cheung. 2001. The Process of Appointment of Judges in Hong Kong and Some
Foreign Countries: Overall Comparison. (Hong Kong: Research & Library Services Division, 2001).
Accessed online at http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr00‐01/english/library/erp01.pdf.
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Table 10: Conceptual framework of stages in the appointment process
Stage in process
Initiating actor
Screening actor
Consulting actor
Recommending
actor
Nominating actor
Selecting actor
Vetoing actor
Appointing actor
Endorsing actor

Descriptor
Has the practical or official capacity to generate names that are "in
play" as part of the field for consideration for appointment
Has the practical or official capacity to screen out initial names that
lack critical credentials or qualifications or information.
Has the practical or official capacity to offer nonbinding advice that
will be part of the process whereby the selection pool is narrowed.
Has the official or practical capacity to create a modest list of
potential appointees from the broader pool of initiated/screened
names, these names being the only ones eligible to be considered
further.
Has the official or practical capacity to create a short list of potential
appointees, possibly ranked in order of preference, from which the
final selection will be made.
Has the de facto capacity to make the final choice on the appointment
of judges by selecting the single name from some longer list.
Has the official or practical capacity to block and nullify the action of
the selecting actor, forcing an alternative choice.
Has the official state capacity to appoint the judge.
Has the official capacity to confirm or endorse or ratify the choice of
the Selection Authority.

The initiating step involves putting a set of names in play for consideration for
appointment. Under the old Canadian practice, we have some reason to think that names
were put forward by people within the political party who had some claim to influence;
some biographies of Supreme Court of Canada justices, for example, mention the leverage
that was deployed on their behalf; and it is obviously the case that some individuals
pressed their own case as well.65 More recently, when Prime Minister Trudeau and Justice
Minister John Turner began to reform the federal appointment process in the late 1960s,
one element of these changes was to develop a network that would generate suggested
names from a variety of sources. For the modern provincial court in Canada, this is now
almost exclusively a matter of individuals putting their own name forward in a formal
application process ‐‐ only a couple of the provinces retain language anywhere in the
process that implies having names put forward by anyone else.
But the pool must be narrowed, because the initial number is usually too large. The
formal language of statutes and regulations tends to be focused on the candidates who
come through (the "why is this person a judge?" question); I think it is more useful to think
Fitzpatrick, who in 1906 moved directly from serving as Minister of Justice in the federal cabinet to being
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, may well be an example.
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of the process from the reverse angle of eliminating names to arrive at an outcome. To take
the obvious sports analogy in this the summer of 2010: from one angle, the World Cup is
indeed the story of the Spanish team's journey to glory, but it is also the story of how an
initial field of more than 200 competing national teams was over a four year period
reduced to 32 teams that went to South Africa, sixteen of which survived to the "knock‐out"
rounds, eight into the quarter‐finals, and so on. Similarly, the final official press release
announcing the appointment of a provincial judge is actually the final step in a process that
has taken an initial field of applicants for judicial appointment and narrowed to one specific
person.
The continuum of terms that is useful to explore this process is: screening,
recommending, nominating and selecting. By "screening" I mean an initial process of
ensuring that the applicant is a serious candidate. For example, when I was interviewing
members of Judicial Councils in the 1980s, one exchange included a suggestion by one
judge that literally anyone could apply, including someone like myself with neither a law
degree nor (obviously) membership in a law society, and we would even be interviewed,
although we should not "get our hopes up". With respect, this would have been a grossly
inefficient process; people lacking the most basic credentials should be culled early in what
is essentially a clerical function. More problematic would be someone just short of the
normal minimum for the years of experience, since many of the formal statements say that
such appointments can be considered only in unusual circumstances ‐‐ it is something
more than a clerical function to decide what circumstances are unusual enough to trigger
this.
But if this were all that an advisory committee did, it would not amount to much.
For example, when the British Columbia Judicial Council looked at 50 applications over a
three‐year period for appointment as a justice of the peace (something that it does in
addition to reviewing applications for judicial appointment), it approved 47 of them. It is
not trivial that the three people were screened out; but such numbers suggest that the
committee really is not adding very much to the process. With respect to applications for
judicial appointment, the BC council is considerably more aggressive ‐‐ over the same three
year period, there were 176 applications of which about half (79) were approved for the
next stage of the process, which is a formal interview of the candidate by the committee.
I am using the term "recommending" to discuss a further narrowing of the candidate
pool, looking for more than basic credentials but still leaving a range of choice for some
higher‐level decision‐maker at a later stage in the process. As the process works in the
Canadian province, this is clearly where the most important work is done. Information is
collected, the committee (usually but not always) meets to process the information and to
work through the list of candidates, applicants are approved for interviews (almost always
by the council or committee itself) that are scheduled and conducted and then discussed
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again, and this information is processed to generate lists of names of "qualified" applicants
(and sometimes lists of "well qualified" applicants as well). Using the British Columbia
example again (the only one that provides the full set of numbers for me to work from), of
the initial 176 and the interviewed 79, 36 were recommended for appointment.
I am using the term "nominating" to suggest something that is even more intrusive
in the applicant‐to‐appointee narrowing process, namely the generation of a "short list" of
candidates from which an appointment may be made. Requiring a council/committee to
make the "qualified/well qualified" already implicitly moves their responsibility from my
"recommending" category toward this "nominating" category; and it may be that
sometimes, at least in some provinces, the number of well qualified candidates is small
enough that the distinction I am trying to make does not matter. But some committees are
given a more explicit mandate ‐‐ for example, Manitoba, where the committee must
generate a list of "not less than three and not more than six" names for any specific vacancy
to be filled; and Ontario, where the committee describes itself as presenting the attorney‐
general with a "short ranked list" than includes at least two names.66
The final category along this continuum is "selecting", which implies narrowing the
"surviving" set of candidates to the single person who is to be appointed. One could
imagine a Council or Committee taking this final step, but in fact none of the Canadian
bodies have been assigned or have assumed this function. The English selection
committee, that I will discuss below, does so, but this is a move that has not been emulated
on this side of the ocean. In the Canada provinces, this final selection process is performed
by the Minister of Justice. And since most councils/committees are in the recommending
rather than the nominating category (especially the pool‐generating anticipatory
committees), the Minister is making this choice from a fairly large rather than from a
narrowly constrained list.
My continuum is interrupted by a "consulting actor" category. This is clearly an
important part of the process ‐‐ we would not think very much of a totally insulated system
which simply received applications but then declined to do a wider sweep for information.
For all those provinces where there is any formal description provided of the procedure
that is to be followed, the police and the provincial law society are firmly on this list ‐‐
consent forms for a CPIC enquiry, and for a release of information from the Law Society, are
a routine part of the initiating paperwork. British Columbia uniquely identifies the
Canadian Bar Association (B.C. Branch) as a formal actor whose written assessment of
candidates is sought, and the CBA(BC) has created its own standing committee to respond
66 In the 2007 report, the JAAC reports that it recommended 31 candidates of whom 6 were appointed;
assuming that the 31 recommendations were for the six positions (that is, that there were not
recommendations for vacancies that were in the end not filled), this implies that at least in this one year,
there were on average five people nominated for each of the vacancies.
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to this expectation. In practice, of course, the consultation net is spread rather wider; all
the procedure descriptions include, and the application/information forms caution, that
"discreet but thorough" enquiries will be made through a number of channels, and
although confidentiality is sought it cannot be completely guaranteed. I was informed in a
telephone conversation that the Saskatchewan Council "of course" assumes that the judicial
members of the committee (which in that province include the provincial superior courts
as well) will make enquiries of the other judges on their court; I think it is reasonable to
assume that something similar is true in all provinces. For a full understanding of the
process in any province, we need a feeling for what this zone of consultation might be and
where it fits in the narrowing process. This is all the more necessary because the
consulting process may not in fact treat all candidates equally; presumably there are
certain groups within the legal community, defined in a variety of ways from demographic
factors through type of law practiced and in what size of community, that are less involved
with the people who are normally consulted, and who therefore cannot expect that positive
boost of a supportive commentary. What seems to one person like normal and convenient
channels might to another smack of an "old boys' network".
The bottom sets of cells on my conceptual table are more formal in content. At one
time, some provinces had Judicial Councils that performed a simple potential veto function
‐‐ the Attorney General proposed the name of a person he or she intended to appoint to as a
provincial judge, and the council reviewed and assessed (and sometimes interviewed) the
person before formally stating whether or not they approved the candidacy, an
appointment taking place only if their conclusion was positive. This was how the Ontario
and Saskatchewan Councils functioned in the early 1980s; it was how the Newfoundland
and Alberta Councils were initially intended to function, although in practice they inserted
themselves into rather a different stage in the process.67 At the moment, New Brunswick is
the only province that contemplates such a process (in the form of the ad hoc interview
committee that assesses a proposed appointee that the Minister has selected from the pool
of qualified candidates approved by the Provincial Judicial Appointment Review advisors).
Formal appointment in our parliamentary system rests with the governor‐in‐
council, but this is largely a formality ‐‐ it is difficult to imagine the circumstances when the
provincial cabinet would challenge its own minister of justice, harder still to imagine when
a lieutenant‐governor might balk.

67 This is in itself an interesting statement about the evolution of practice against a statutory background.
Equally interesting is the fact that although the Saskatchewan legislation was never amended, the "veto
council" that I interviewed in the early 1980s had become a screening council at some point early in the
1990s. In Ontario, on the other hand, the veto role of the Judicial Council was formally and intentionally
supplemented and then replaced by the completely different body I have described above.
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The endorsement stage in some ways duplicates my veto stage, and the prime
example is the United States Senate with its power of "advice and consent" with respect to
United States Supreme Court and Federal Court judges. I include it as a separate logical
stage because of Wood's argument that unlike my veto stage (where a negative assessment
by a veto committee prevents an appointment), the appropriate language in the United
States is to describe the President as making an appointment which subsequently is either
ratified, or fails to be ratified, by the Senate.68 In practical terms, the two can be considered
as essentially similar; and, in any event, this is a null category in current Canadian
provincial practice.
Table 11: Applying the conceptual framework
Stage in process
Initiating actor
Screening actor
Consulting actor
Recommending actor
Nominating actor
Selecting actor
Vetoing actor
Appointing actor
Endorsing actor

Descriptor
Applicant (all provinces)
Alberta JC
CBA(BC)
BC JC; Alberta PCNC; Sask JC; Que sc; PEI JAAC;
NB PJAR advisors; NS ACPJA; Nfld JC
Ontario JAAC; Manitoba JNC
Attorney general (all provinces)
NB [interview committee]
Governorincouncil (all provinces)
[No Canadian examples]

Table 11 applies the conceptual framework to the existing models and practices for
the appointment of provincial court judges in Canada. Overwhelmingly, the center of
gravity of the table is on the "recommending" option: in eight of the ten provinces, there is
a council or a committee or a group of advisors whose function is to take a broader set of
appropriately credentialed applicants, and from that starting point to generate a more
constrained (but not "short") list of candidates who are evaluated as being qualified and/or
well qualified for appointment, this almost69 always involving an interview with the
candidate.70 The size of the approved pool varies, as does its ratio to the number of
appointments to be made in any given time period, but it is usually fairly large ‐‐ for the
provinces where I could find a number, it was in the dozens. Two provinces give their
committees a somewhat stronger role ‐‐ the purpose here is not to generate an extensive
68 Rebecca Wood, "Comparing Judicial Selection Systems in Common Law Systems: A Framework for
Analysis" paper presented at the 2006 annual meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association; Chicago,
Illinois; April, 2006. Accessed on‐line on the MPSA website.
69 P.E.I. indicates that there "may" be an interview; Saskatchewan will dispense with the interview if the
person is well known to the members of the council, something which does not happen often but can happen.
70 New Brunswick is the odd man out, because its set of advisors do not meet as a committee and because the
recommending process does not involve an interview.
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pool but rather to present a short list (for Ontario, a ranked short list) from which the
appointment is to be made. A single province (New Brunswick) employs a supplemental
potential veto process whereby an ad hoc committee interviews and assesses an individual
who has been chosen by the Minister from the broader pool, this is all that is left of the
"veto council" procedure initiated by Ontario at the very beginning, imitated or sort of
imitated by three other provinces, but now abandoned by all of them.
The veto council appears in some ways to be the most powerful of the options ‐‐ it is
the only variant of the process that allows an outside body to take a Justice Minister's
declared preference for a new provincial judge and stop it dead in its tracks. But this
appearance is entirely illusory, as my interviews with several members of the 1980s
councils made clear. For one thing, a veto council is making its "up or down" choice in
something of a void ‐‐ in the words of one of my interviewees, he worried that they never
got to see "the other fish in the sea." They could only say whether or not a candidate was
qualified in some absolute and abstract sense, not by way of saying that the candidate was
or was the best for the job, or even better than some alternative. For another thing, a veto
council is necessarily involved in a direct confrontation with the Minister, and the more
public the nomination, the greater the political embarrassment of a veto council that
actually uses its veto. It is therefore not surprising that as far as I could find out, none of
the veto councils had ever actually vetoed an appointment.71
For this reason, "later in the process" does not necessarily equate with "a stronger
role" for councils and committees, and the conceptual frame is only a first step between
adequately assessing this role. I would suggest that a reasonable measure of the impact of
any of these councils or advisory committees is some combination of two different ratios.
The first is the ratio between the number of applicants that it receives and the number of
names that it passes on to the next stage in the process; this measures how high the
standards established by the committee stand when measured against the normal
performance of the discipline ‐‐ how much better than the average do you need to be to be
recommended as a judge? This is an important measure of how seriously the committee is
(or is allowed to be) about enforcing a strict notion of merit, and therefore links very firmly
to the first of the reasons for creating a committee in the first place. The second is the ratio
between the number of names that the committee sends on, and the number of judges to be
appointed, but this really works only for the reactive committees that are working toward
the filling of a specific vacancy; for the anticipatory committees, such a ratio seriously
overstates their impact.

Although I note that Lennox is not quite so dismissive of the possibility, saying of the "older" Ontario veto
council system, that was first supplemented and then replaced by the JAAC, that it approved the Minister's
choice in "the vast majority of cases" (op.cit., p.1) ‐‐ which seems to deny my suggestion of "never".
71
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How public?: The transparency/confidentiality issue
The judicial selection process has historically and traditionally been the most
closeted of procedures. But this clashes with the modern preference for openness and
transparency, with the expectation of an assurance that the right things were considered,
and the wrong things were rigorously excluded. To be sure, a degree of confidentiality
attaches to any hiring decision (which, at its core, judicial selection is); it is hardly to be
expected that committees would make available a list of all the applicants, with a note as to
which ones were not admitted for interview or not recommended after interview (although
some jurisdictions do, for example in the United States). And, without exception, the
Canadian committees do not.
Beyond that, however, there is no good reason for basic information about the
existence, the structure, the membership and the procedures of the committee not to be
widely available, and the same should be true of regular reports about what it has done.
Malleson indicates that the first element relevant to assessing the openness of an
appointment system is "the extent to which the mechanics of the process and the selection
criteria which are adopted are made known to the public." 72 It seems to me that in the
twentieth century, the normal mechanism for this availability would be the internet, but
the Canadian performance on this score is not very impressive.
In only two provinces does the relevant council/committee have its own website,
those two being Ontario73 and British Columbia.74 These websites are of course also the
source of information about the procedure and the criteria for judicial appointment, and of
the relevant application or information forms. Not surprisingly, these are the two
provinces in which the relevant council/committee produces regular reports of its
activities (every year for Ontario, every two or three years for B.C.) running to more than a
dozen pages, and these are available (and follow the same format for the presentation of
similar material, facilitating the tracking of various aspects of performance over a sequence
of years) for the last decade. But in both cases, the website is actually a "page" within the
provincial court website, following the same format and with the same internal nav bars as
every other such page in the site, rather than a visibly freestanding and self‐contained site
that is simply accessed from the provincial court site. Compared with other jurisdictions,
this is distinctly sub‐par ‐‐ and yet none of the other provinces offer anything even vaguely
comparable. Ontario is also the only province where there is any conscious attempt to
Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The Effects of Expansion and Activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth,
1999) p. 92.
73 The Ontario Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee has its own "page" on the Ontario Court of Justice
website (as distinct from its own independent website, with a link from the OCJ website), at url
http://www.ontariocourts.on.ca/jaac/en/.
74 The B.C. Judicial COuncil has its own "page" on the B.C. Provincial Court website (as distinct from its own
independent website, with a link for the BCPC website), at url
http://www.provincialcourt.bc.ca/judicialcouncil/
72
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educate a broader public about the process; its members make themselves available to
speak to a wide variety of groups about the judiciary and the appointment process, and
annual reports include counts of how often these talks take place.
The Saskatchewan Judicial Council has a single page on the Saskatchewan Provincial
Court website, with links to the relevant statute (the Provincial Court Act) and to a "judicial
candidate information form." The webpage provides the statutory description of the
members, but does not give the names of the actual current members; it also provides
information about the procedures and the criteria. However, the Council being a multi‐
purpose body, there is considerably more information on the webpage about the complaint
process for provincial court judges; and there is nothing even vaguely to an annual report,
or any description of past activities.
The Nova Scotia committee has no website, and no webpage on any other
government or court website. If you want to access information about the body and its
process, it takes a bit of a search. Use the right search terms, and eventually you find the
Nova Scotia Department of Justice Court Services website, which has a cryptic single
sentence entry with links to two pdf documents. The first is "appointment guidelines",
which is a five‐page document describing the procedure and the criteria for the
appointment of provincial court judges; this is indicated as having been "Approved by
Executive Council" in 2009, which is to say there is neither reference nor link to any statute
or regulation. The second document is a "judicial application form." Once you find them,
the procedure and the criteria are a useful outline ‐‐ but that is all that there is to find, and
there are no links that would take you to any other information.
For Alberta, the Judicial Council is described in a four‐line entry on the Justice
Department website, with a link to the relevant statute (not the Provincial Court Act, as one
would expect and as is the case in most provinces, but rather the Judicature Act, which
deals with the provincial superior courts); there is no further information about the
membership of the council or the procedures for appointments. The more recently created
Provincial Court Nominating Committee also has its own page on the Justice Department
website, but this is a simple two‐line description with no links to any other site. This body
is not mentioned in any statute; if it was created by regulation, I was not able to find it.
Neither the Judicial Council nor the Nominating Committee ever produce any report of any
kind; given that the chair of one is chosen by the members, and the chair of the other is
named by the minister, even that information is not available anywhere. This is
particularly ironic because when the Minister announced the creation of the PCNC in the
legislature (just as an announcement, not connected to any piece of legislation because the
PCNC is not a statutory body), it was in terms of making the appointment procedure in
Alberta more open and transparent to the people of Alberta. As open as a bank vault; as
clear as an oil spill. However, every press release about a provincial judicial appointment
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does include a brief description of the Judicial Council and the PCNC, and the fact that they
are involved in the process.
The Cour du Québec website links to the Quebec government regulation regarding
the nominating committees, but without any description of the structure or the procedure
that is involved. For this information, one needs to go to the Barreau du Québec webpage,
which does provide a single page with a description of the process, and the committee
membership set by the regulation, and a short statement of the relevant criteria. There are
no useful links off this page, and no easily available information on the activities of
selection committees over any time period.
The Manitoba Provincial Court website provides a single‐sentence description of the
membership of the nominating committee, but the only link is to a Judicial Candidate
Information Form. Curiously, the description does not even mention that the committee
has a statutory foundation (in the Provincial Court Act), let alone provide a link to it. The
Provincial Court does issue its own annual reports, but they make no mention whatever of
the nominating committee or of the appointment process.
For the Newfoundland Judicial Council, there is no website and no webpage on any
other government or court site. Using a more general search engine, you can find an
application form, but the links on that form are no longer valid even though the form was
put online just last year. The structure of the council can of course be found in the
Provincial Court Act, but no court or government information is provided up front about
this.
The New Brunswick process is briefly described in a single sentence on the New
Brunswick Provincial Court website (as a screening process conducted by a committee),
but there is no further information about either this "committee" or the appointment
process. It is not mentioned in any statute or (so far as I can tell) in any regulation; the only
information about it that I have been able to track down is in two academic sources, one
from 1995 (Friedland's "A Place Apart" report) and one from 2000 (Bilodeau & Roy's
article in the Alberta Law Review). Press announcements of appointments in the province
do not mention the advisors' group or describe the process at all.
This does not add up to very much; with the very important exceptions of Ontario
and British Columbia, the average citizen is still very much in the "just trust us" era when it
comes to the judicial appointment process. There is little or no information available about
the process, or about what advisory councils or committees might be involved, or about the
criteria that are being applied. Even the press releases for new provincial court
appointments do not, in many provinces, include any reference whatever to the screening
committees or the advisory process, a truly jarring oversight.
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As Malleson points out, the second aspect of a truly open procedure is that
candidates know whether or not they have been accepted and if not, why not.75 Canadian
practice on this score is evolving, but is clearly well short of what Malleson is suggesting. In
several provinces (Ontario, British Columbia, Manitoba) the procedure makes it clear that
an applicant will not be told whether or not she has been recommended for appointment
(let alone why);76 in Alberta (which in the 1980s followed a similar practice), applicants are
told fairly promptly whether or not they have been recommended, but not why (and not
whether or not they have been "highly" recommended). If the judicial appointment process
for provincial court judges in Canada is coming out of the shadows in which it has
historically been hidden, it is clear that it has not come out very far.

Addendum: A note on the numbers
As a social scientist, the above descriptions do not completely satisfy me; it is one
thing to know about structures and procedures and reporting tracks, but I want to get
some feeling for what the systems really look and feel like on the ground and in practice.
How much of a workload, how much of a time commitment, are the members of the
councils/committees really committed to?77 How seriously do they reduce the applicant
pool when they make their recommendations; and (related but not the same question) how
narrowly do they constrain the discretionary choice of the political official? Seeing the map
of the highway system is one thing; I want to know a bit about the traffic flow.
Not very many provinces provide enough information to give any feeling for this;
British Columbia and Ontario are the exceptions. The "annual" reports of the British
Columbia Judicial Council (actually, one multi‐year report every second or third year) give
information for a ten year period (1999 through 2008). On this basis: the Council during
that period has considered 668 applications, or just under 70 per year, of which 157
(23.5%) were approved. These 157 approved applications resulted in 60 appointments,
which means that one approved application in every 2.6 (38%) is appointed. Over the
period, the ratio of applications to appointments was eleven to one. Similarly, the Ontario
reports give complete numbers for nine years (1999 through 2007), during which period
the Ontario JAAC considered 1149 applications (about 130 per year), of which 478 (41%)
were recommended to the Minister resulting in 119 appointments;78 one recommended
Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The Effects of Expansion and Activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth,
1999) p. 92.
76 Malleson herself suggests (p. 147) that the JAAC has adopted formal procedures for informing applicants
about the progress of their application at various stages of the process, but this seems flatly contradicted by
the JAAC's own statement about its procedures, which says that candidates will not and cannot be informed of
whether or not their name has been included on the recommended short‐list to the minister.
77 The Ontario JAAC actually provides an estimate of this time commitment in its annual reports; the three
U.K. bodies also do so, in terms of the "days per month" for which members are paid a nominal daily stipend.
78 The New Zealand government's public consultation paper says that the Ontario JAAC received 2000
applications for judicial appointment in calendar 2001 alone. I think they simply misread the relevant table
75
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applicant in every four (25%) is appointed. Over the period the ratio of applications to
appointments was (just under) ten to one.79
This is one part of the equation; the other question is, how many positions need to
be filled in the average year? One can generate a rule of thumb from the experiences of the
Ontario JAAC. Its report for calendar 2007 indicated that over a period of 19 years, a total
of 266 appointments had been made to the Ontario court, this in the context of a total
provincial court complement of 286. Roughly speaking, then, the complete complement of
the Ontario court "turns over" in twenty years, which means that about five per cent of its
complement is replaced every year. The figures for British Columbia are slightly different:
their sixty appointments in ten years, against the background of a total provincial court
complement of that has fluctuated between 140 and 150, suggests a complete turnover
period of something closer to twenty‐five years, and a per‐year replacement rate closer to
four per cent.
Putting these two numbers together ‐‐ a normal pattern of ten to a dozen
applications for a position, and a position availability ratio of four to five per cent of the
total complement ‐‐ generates a delightfully neat result: a judicial appointments
council/committee should expect to see a number of serious applications for judicial
appointment equal to roughly one half of the total number of judges. The fact that these
two numbers are so similar for these two provinces, one of which has a reactive and the
other an anticipatory committee process, is striking, although the ratios may be somewhat
different for smaller provinces.80

on page 20 of the JAAC annual report for 2001. The "2152 applications" is actually the total for thirteen years
of which calendar 2001 was the last, and the single year number for 2001 is a much more modest 100 (the
second lowest count for the thirteen years). See New Zealand Government, "Appointing Judges: A Judicial
Appointments Commission for New Zealand?" (Public Consultation Paper; April 2004) accessed online at
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/global‐publications/a/appointing‐judges‐a‐judicial‐appointments‐
commission‐for‐new‐zealand‐a‐public‐consultation‐paper‐april‐2004
79 (Then) Chief Justice of the provincial court Brian Lennox presented a paper in which he suggested a slightly
higher number, saying that the Ontario JAAC interviews fifteen applicants for every position ‐‐ see Brian
Lennox, presented at the International Conference and Showcase on Judicial Reforms; Makati City,
Philippines; November, 2005. (access online at
http://jrn21.judiciary.gov.ph/forum_icsjr/ICSJR_Canada%20%20(B%20Lennox).pdf.) The more precise
number, compiled from the JAAC annual reports, is just below ten interviews per appointment. Lennox also
speaks of a process of going through the applications to decide which ones should be interviewed; with
respect, I think this is misleading, because from the JAAC reports, it would seem to be very rare (less than 5%
of the time) that an applicant is not interviewed.
80 Alberta currently has about 100 names on the approved list, and a complement of 140 judges, while
Saskatchewan has an approved list of about 30 judges and a complement of 40 judges; since applications
remain active for three years, I think these numbers are reasonably consistent as well.
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Part 3: Trial Court Appointment Procedures: Other Jurisdictions
A. Canadian Federal Appointment Procedures
Since 1988, the federal government has used Judicial Advisory Committees as part
of the process of making appointments to the provincial superior courts and the federal
courts (trial and appeal).81 The normal process begins with the receipt of applications, and
the statistics kept for the committees use this label for the cases that are considered,
although there is also provision for other persons to nominate qualified individuals for
consideration for appointment.82 Initially, currently sitting provincial or territorial court
judges who wished to be considered for appointment to a provincial superior or federal
court were deemed qualified for the appointment without being assessed by the relevant
committee; this practice was changed in 1999 to provide that such applications were sent
to the relevant committee for "non‐binding comments" that were attached to the file, which
still automatically went into the "qualified" category.
The committees initially consisted of five members ‐‐ a nominee of the relevant
provincial or territorial law society, a nominee of the relevant branch of the Canadian Bar
Association, a judge nominated by the Chief Justice of the relevant province or territory, a
person nominated by the relevant provincial attorney‐general or territorial minister of
justice, and one person appointed by the federal Minister of Justice to represent the general
public. This was adjusted in 1994, increasing the number of persons appointed by the
Minister of Justice from one to three, two of whom are lay people and one is a lawyer.83
More recently, the Harper government announced changes to the membership of the
committee in November 2006, adding a new position in the form of a person nominated by
the relevant law enforcement community; at the same time, the judicial member of the
committee was made a non‐voting member except in case of a tie vote between the other
members of the committee. These changes were, and remain, highly controversial, and I
will discuss them further below. Members are appointed to the committees for three year
terms and can be reappointed once.
One thing that is worth noting about the membership is that the "nominee" labels in
the above paragraph do not mean that the person serving on the committee is directly
81

There is also a separate Judicial Appointments Committee for the Tax Court of Canada.
The New Zealand government's consultation paper attributes to Malleson the observation that "The committees are
advisory and do not actively recruit candidates. They respond to names submitted by the executive." [NZ Gov't Appointing
Judges: A Judicial Appointments Commission for New Zealand? A Public Consultation Paper April 2004; Appendix 2.
Accessed online at http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/global‐publications/a/appointing‐judges‐a‐judicial‐
appointments‐commission‐for‐new‐zealand‐a‐public‐consultation‐paper‐april‐2004/appendix‐two‐judicial‐
appointments‐practice‐in‐selected‐overseas‐countries] This is not correct; individuals apply and, subject to a credential
check by the office of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs, the applications are forwarded to the relevant
committee for consideration.
83 Information summarized from Andre S. Millar, "The 'New' Federal Judicial Appointment Process: The First Ten Years"
Alberta Law Review, Vol. 38 (2000), 616.
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named to that position by the relevant person or organization (even though this is a
reasonable reading of the apparently similar language for provincial judicial selection
committees); rather it means that a list of names for each position is submitted to the
Minister of Justice, who makes the choice as to which one will serve.
The chairmanship of the committee has been reported in the relevant sources in two
different and contradictory ways. The current information on the website of the Office of
the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs is that each committee selects its own chair;
but the discussions following from the Conservative government's 2006 changes constantly
referred to the judicial member becoming a non‐voting rather than a voting chair.84 This
may mean that although committees select their own chair, the general practice was for the
person selected to be the judicial member, this not as a requirement but as a general
pattern.
There were initially twelve committees for the ten provinces and two territories.
This was changed in 1994, to expand the number of committees for Ontario from one to
three, and the number of committees for Quebec from one to two, all defined on a
geographical basis. A further committee was added for the territory of Nunavut when it
was broken away from the Northwest Territories in 2000. As a result, there are now 16
Judicial Appointments Committees for the provinces and territories, and a seventeenth for
the Tax Court of Canada. There are annual meetings of the federal Minister of Justice with
the Chairs of all the committees, a practice that was formalized in 1999.
The committee receives credential‐cleared applications from the Office of the
Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs, and undertakes "extensive consultation" with the
legal and non‐legal communities. Its mandate includes "respect" for diversity, and an
admonition to consider all legal experience, including that which may have taken place
outside of a "mainstream" legal practice. There is no indication in any of the source
material that a personal interview with some or all of the candidates is part of the process.
The committee discusses each candidate and decides whether or not they can be
recommended for appointment. Initially, they were to divide applicants into "Qualified"
and "Not Qualified" categories. In 1991, this was changed to the three categories of "Highly
Recommended" and "Recommended" and "Unable to Recommend"; and in 2006, this was
changed again to the two categories of "Recommended" and "Unable to Recommend".

84 See for example the CBA "Background on the Federal Judicial Appointment Process" released in response to
the 2006 changes; accessed online at http:www.cba.org/cba/advocacy/pdf/judicial‐appointment.pdf. See
also Joseph Ziegel's Dec 3/2009 entry on the University of Toronto Law School Faculty Blog: "The judicial
member is reduced to a vote‐less chair."
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Table 12: Statistics for Federal Appointments Committees 20049

Year
2004/5
2005/6
2006/7
2007/8
2008/9
TOTAL

Applications
Highly
Applications
Received
Recommended Recommended from judges Appointed
562
170
62
54
38
481
151
76
16
8
550
146
‐
21
75
552
228
‐
23
63
460
171
‐
14
68
85
2605
1004
128
252

Table 12 summarizes the workload and output of the federal judicial appointments
committees for a five year period.86 (The numbers are also very consistent with the figures
for the period from 1989 to 1999 that are presented in the Millar article.) The committees
receive just over 500 applications each year, and between 35% and 40% of them are
recommended for appointment, or about 200 each year; and the average number of
appointments per year is about 50. These numbers are also surprisingly parallel to the
numbers from British Columbia and Ontario referred to in the Addendum above ‐‐ roughly
the same proportion of applicants are recommended, from an applicant set that averages
about ten applicants for every appointment. And, finally, the number of appointments per
year for federally appointed judges is exactly on the 5% replacement per year that was
suggested by the B.C. and Ontario figures, reinforcing the extent to which this provides a
turnover prediction for any comparable jurisdiction.
The committees' assessments remain valid for two years (before 1999, it was three
years), and during this period they constitute a pool from which the Minister may select the
people that he or she will recommend for any appropriate vacancy. There is nothing in the
formal mandate of the committees which absolutely requires the Minister not to appoint
anyone who has not been recommended by a committee; this practice rests on a "personal
undertaking" by the then Minister of Justice in 1994. This undertaking has been honoured
since that time, but never put on a more formal basis. Before recommending a name from
the list, however, the Minister conducts his or her own extensive consultations with the
judiciary, the legal community, the relevant provincial or territorial minister, and members
of the general public.
For my purposes, looking at the federal judicial appointment process is useful for
two purposes, although both are cautionary rather than something worthy of emulation.
For my first point, I would suggest that one useful way of looking at judicial selection
85
86

Includes both "recommended" and "high recommended"
Statistics from website of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs.
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committees and procedures is with a sceptical, even a cynical, eye ‐‐ applying something
akin to Oliver Wendell Holmes' "bad man" theory of the law to the motives of the Ministers
who put the system in play. On this count, the federal process is flawed in several ways.
For one thing, it does not have a statutory basis but instead is subject to the changing
discretion of the minister, such that the membership can be expanded, or terms changed, or
the mandate expanded (to judicial applicants) or narrowed without notice or due process.
For another, the actual composition of the committee is largely the product of the
Minister's will as well. As it is now constituted, most of the positions are filled from a list of
nominees submitted for the Minister's choice, and the rest are order‐in‐council appointees
of the Minister directly. For yet another, because the committee is an anticipatory rather
than a reactive one, it cannot say "this candidate is the best fit for this position" but can
only say more abstractly "this person has the qualities to be a judge" ‐‐ and since 2006, they
cannot even say whether or not the person is particularly well qualified. For yet another,
the committees' solicitation of input through consultation is not the complete process but
only part of it, because the Minister will subsequently undertake a parallel set of inquiries
in any event. Finally, the Minister is not absolutely bound to remain within the list of
names recommended by the committee, because this constraint exists only as a "personal
undertaking" from a particular minister fifteen years ago. From the cynical point of view,
this is just going through the motions ‐‐ scrutiny if necessary, but not necessarily scrutiny.
The second is that the most recent set of changes to the committee transparently
has the fingerprints of partisan politics and ideology all over it; and it does not take a
sceptic to find them, because the Minister and the Prime Minister have said so in public. As
the Prime Minister said in the House of Commons, speaking to the announced changes: "We
want to make sure we're bringing forward the laws to make sure we crack down on crime,
that we make our streets and communities safer....We want to make sure our selection of
judges is in correspondence with those objectives."87 This is a point that is often made in
theoretical terms ‐‐ the staffing of committees, and the ratios between various types of
actors with their own implicit priorities is an important part of the design of these
committees ‐‐ but the Prime Minister's comments shows that this is literally true in an
immediately practical way, so much so that one can watch and understand the redesign as
it is going on. This suggests a strong need to work through the initial design carefully, and
then to entrench its provisions at least in legislation so as to prevent their casual
manipulation.

House of Commons Debates, No. 110 (14 February 2007) at 1400; quoted in Carissima Mathen, "Choices
and Controversies: Judicial Appointments in Canada" University of New Brunswick Law Journal, Vol. 58 (2008)
53 at 61.
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B. American state court appointment procedures
At the federal level, the prevailing method of selecting American judges is that of
executive appointment followed by confirmation by the legislature (in this case, the
Senate). Recent American experience suggests the problems that such a procedure can
generate during a period of intense partisan division ‐‐ it is not just that almost every
federal (Article III) judicial appointment has become a battle that needs to be fought hard,
not just that not all those battles can be won even by the nominal majority party, but that
the process can so seriously delay any appointments being made at all.88 The brief
experiment surrounding the Rothstein appointment notwithstanding, Canada no longer
seems seriously interested in this procedure even for the appointment of Supreme Court
judges; there is no point in exploring it in the context of the immediate enquiry.
But if the US federal judicial selection process is so easily summarized, the situation
for the states is quite different. Initially, the dominant method of judicial selection was
direct appointment ‐‐ sometimes by the governor, sometimes by the legislature, and
sometimes by the governor subject to confirmation by the legislature. However, the era of
Jacksonian democracy saw strong dissatisfaction with this method on democratic grounds;
appointment was seen as "a tool to reinforce privilege and deny the common person of her
right to popular sovereignty."89 The swing toward the democratic device of the partisan
election of judges was well under way by the 1830s, and by the time of the U.S. Civil War,
two thirds of the states elected all or almost all of their judges; all the states admitted for
the next hundred years adopted this same pattern.90
But the problems with direct elections drew the attention of reformers in the
twentieth century; especially in the major cities, the predictable result had been to deliver
the election of judges into the hands of sometimes corrupt party machines. "By the early
See e.g Carl Tobias "Why Filling the 100 Federal Lower Court Vacancies Is a Key Priority" Commentary;
January 8 2010 accessed on line at http://writ.news.findlaw.com/commentary/20100108_tobias.html. The
occasion for this comment was the fact that the number of vacancies in the federal court (trial and appeal)
had that day risen to 100, or just over 11% of their nominal total strength. See also Sarah Binder and Forrest
Maltzman, "Senatorial Delay in Confirming Federal Judges 1947‐1998" American Journal of Political Science,
Vol. 46 (2002) 190.
89 Rachel Paine Caufield, "How the Pickers Pick: Finding a Set of Best Practices for Judicial Nominating
Commissions" Fordham Urban Law Journal, Vol. 34 (2007), 163 at 167
90 Although one of the frequent current arguments against electing judges is that it compromises the
independence of judges by making them reluctant to make unpopular decisions, one of the arguments in
favor of electing judges in the 19th century was precisely the expectation that elected judges would be more
independent than hand‐picked friends of governors. See Caleb Nelson, "A Reevaluation of Scholarly
Explanations for the Rise of the Elective Judiciary in Antebellum America" American Journal of Legal History,
Vol. 37 (1993) 190. See also F. Andrew Hanssen, "Learning About Judicial Independence, Institutional
Changes in State Courts" Journal of Legal Studies Vol. 33 (2004) 431: “Judicial elections were intended, first
and foremost, to provide judges with an independent power base that would enable them to stand up to
legislative pressure.”
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twentieth century, elective judiciaries were increasingly viewed as plagued by
incompetence and corruption."91 The first response, early in the 20th century, was to turn
to nonpartisan elections ‐‐ if party machines were the problem, then excluding parties
might be the solution that still allowed direct elections. But although some states found it
satisfactory (more than a dozen still use the method today, twice as many as still use direct
partisan elections92), the idea failed to catch on more broadly, largely because of concerns
about the capacity of many citizens to make informed choices without even party guidance
to assist them, and about the very low turnout that resulted. The American Judicature
Society began to promote the idea of merit nominating commissions as a solution, an idea
first adopted by Missouri in 1940 (hence the frequently used label "The Missouri Plan",
although it could just as plausibly be called the AJS Plan). This idea did catch on with a
wave of adoptions in the 1960s and 1970s, and is now used by a majority of states.93
But Malleson's general caution ‐‐ that the idea of merit nominating commissions is
not an "off the shelf" model of a "one size fits all" nature, but rather a set of variables that
can be adjusted in many different ways depending on local context94 ‐‐ is perfectly
illustrated by the spread of the idea in the American states. Even the names vary: there are
councils, committees, commissions and boards; they are described as nominating or
selecting or screening or advising ‐‐ ironically, although the standard rubric is "merit
nominating committees",95 there is only a single one on the whole list, and that one of the
most recent adopters (South Carolina 1996), that uses the word "merit" in its title.96 They
Stephen P. Croley, "The Majoritarian Difficulty: Elective Judiciaries and the Rule of Law" University of
Chicago Law Review, Vol. 62 (1994) 689. (The title is, of course, a play on Bickel's famous comment about the
"counter‐majoritarian difficulty" in the notion of judicial power.)
92 see American Bar Association, "Judicial Selection: The Process of Choosing Judges" (ABA; 2008), p. 7.
Accessed online at http://www.abanet.org/justice/pdf/judicial_selection_roadmap.pdf.
93 Although it is clear that the momentum toward merit commissions has dissipated, and there may even by a
backlash taking states in another direction, probably toward nonpartisan elections. See Editorial "Saving the
Missouri Plan" Judicature Vol. 91 (2008) p.160, arguing that the merit system is under "concerted
coordinated attack." Similarly, Geyh notes that "non‐partisan judicial elections have a renaissance" to such an
extent that the American Bar Association has retreated from its advocacy of merit commissions to a more
nuanced position that supports non‐partisan elections as an option. See Charles Gardner Geyh, "The Endless
Judicial Selection Debate and Its Implications for the Future of Judicial Independence" Indian School of Law at
Bloomington Legal Studies Research Paper Series, Research Paper Number 85, September 2007. Accessed
online through ssrn. On the other hand, recent court decisions (such as Republican Party of Minnesota v.
White 416 F.3d 738 (8th.Cir.) (2005)) have created some doubt that the boundary line between partisan and
nonpartisan elections can survive free speech concerns.
94 Kate Malleson, "The New Judicial Appointments Commission in England and Wales: New Wine in New
Bottles?" in Kate Malleson & Peter Russell (eds) Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical
Perspectives from Around the World (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p.40.
95 Armitage objects to the label "merit nomination commission" because it implies that advocates of other
selection methods are not interested in merit, but grudgingly yields to the fact that this has become
established as the standard label for this approach. See Kelley Armitage, "Denial Ain't Just a River in Egypt: A
Thorough Review of Judicial Elections, Merit Selection, and the Role of State Judges in Society" Capital
University Law Review, Vol. 29 (2001‐2) 625 at 625.
96 Judicial Merit Selection Commission.
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may be constitutional in their foundation, or statutory, or simple products of executive
order. They vary in size from Alabama's five to Massachusetts' 21 (or Georgia's 18, or
Tennessee's 17); the most popular sizes are 7 (11 states), 9 (8 states) and 11 (6 states).
(Most have committees with odd numbers of members, but eight have even numbers.)
Some apply to some courts in the state but not others; some states have different
commissions for the different levels of court, and some states have different committees of
differing composition for different counties within the state.
Even a simple count of the states that use merit nominating commissions is a little
tricky, partly because there is such an incredible diversity of bodies and structures and
procedures, and partly because states change their practices so quickly that one is really
looking at a moving target. There are two obvious sources for lists and categories ‐‐ one is
the National Council of State Courts, which maintains a website that includes a
considerable range of tabular data on state courts, including selection methods; and the
other is the American Judicature Society, which is still aggressively supporting the reform
ideas of merit selection committees, and therefore has an immediate interest in keeping
track of how this idea is progressing. But the most current data on these two sites is not
consistent; not only is their count different, but the categories to which they assign
particular states varies. The NCSC shows Pennsylvania as a MNC state; the AJS does not,
and the Pennsylvania state website flatly states that Pennsylvania does not use and never
has used this method. On the other hand, the AJS excludes South Carolina, even though
they amended the state constitution in 1996 to require merit nominating committees.97
And what are we to make of the three states (Maine 2003; Ohio 2007; New Jersey 2010)
that have within the last seven years created by executive order advisory committees that
issue nonbinding advice to governors on judicial appointments? Are these the weakest
form of MNC's? Or the strongest form of something else? The NCSC and the AJS are not
completely consistent on this. My solution has been to distinguish between the legal basis
for the relevant committee (constitutional, statutory or executive order), treating these
three as progressively weaker forms of legal foundation.
The table that follows is therefore my best take on the current practices of the
American states on the selection of judges, sometimes generalizing to the whole state
practices that only apply to most but not all of their courts, and keeping intact the
distinction between those states that use the MNC's only for interim (between general
election) appointments and those that use them for regular appointments (for at least most

For information on the South Carolina Merit Selection Committee, see the website at url
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/html‐pages/judmerit.html. An unusual feature of this merit nomination
committee is that judges are appointed not by the governor but by the legislature, and it is to this body that
the committee reports on its findings about candidates for judicial office.
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courts). 98 It does not jibe perfectly with the counts that appear elsewhere in the literature
(the number I keep seeing is 32 states and the District of Columbia), but I think this is
partly a reflection of dated comments caught by evolving practices, and partly reasonable
but differing choices on what to do with some of the more unusual sets of state
arrangements. My list is drawn from the AJS documentation, adjusted in the light of the
NCSC information, and double‐checked against the state court websites for those states
where the information seems inconsistent or uncertain.
Table 13: Merit Nomination Commissions in US State Judicial Selection
Interim appointments

Constitutional
Kentucky
North Dakota
Nevada

Regular & interim appointments Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Hawaii
Iowa
Kansas
Missouri
Nebraska
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Wyoming

Statutory
Idaho
Minnesota
Montana
West Virginia
D. of Columbia
Indiana
Tennessee

Executive Order
Georgia
Ohio
Wisconsin
Delaware
Maryland
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York

The center of gravity of this table is clearly the nineteen states that have
constitutional provisions covering both regular and interim appointments; and, in a
different sense, the 29 (28 states plus the District of Columbia) that have some legal basis
(constitutional, statutory or executive order) by which merit nominating commissions deal
with all appointments ‐‐ but, at the same time, the ten states with more limited provisions
of whatever sort for these commissions are part of the phenomenon in its broadest sense.
primarily based on American Judicial Society, Judicial Merit Selection: Current Status (American Judicial
Society, 2010); accessed on the AJS website at
http://www.judicialselection.us/uploads/Documents/Judicial_Merit_Charts_0FC20225EC6C2.pdf
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Put differently: there are only a dozen states that make no use of merit nominating
commissions at all. The three different modes for the legal basis of the commissions surely
reflect a firmness of commitment to the practice that declines as one moves from left to
right across the table ‐‐ but it is important to remember that American states are constantly
amending (and on occasion even completely replacing) their constitutions, so
constitutional entrenchment is not quite so final as Canadian experience might lead us to
assume.99
Table 14: Summary Table, Merit Nominating Commissions
Constitutional Statutory Executive Order Total
Interim appointments
Regular & interim appointments
Total

3
19
22

4
3
7

3
7
10

10
29
39

As a first question, what do these commissions look like? Although they vary in size,
it is reasonable to think of nine or eleven as a fairly typical size. Usually (but not always)
there is judicial representation on the commission; even then, usually (but not always) it is
a single judge.100 (New Mexico and North Dakota are the major outliers, on commissions of
fourteen and nine respectively.) The other members are either lawyers or lay‐people
(defined as "not lawyers or judges"); usually, the ratio between these two is specified
closely, but sometimes it is left fairly open (just "not judges"). Sometimes the commissions
are dominated by lawyers ‐‐ in Florida, they are six of nine, in Minnesota they are eight of
thirteen, and in New Mexico they are eight of fourteen. (Maine's new commission is
exclusively lawyers with no other member groups, as is Wisconsin's, but this makes them
unusual.) Sometimes they are dominated by laypeople (Arizona is the outlier in this
respect, with ten laypeople on a commission of sixteen). More typically, however, there is a
rough balance between the two groups, often strict equality. So, to the extent that we can
speak of a typical commission, it is something like four lawyers, four laypeople, and one
judge (although only Kansas and Nebraska have precisely these numbers, and only Iowa
has the parallel 5/5/1 for an eleven member commission.) The Vermont Judicial
Nomination Board is quite different again, with three lawyers, two laypeople and six
elected representatives (three from the lower and three from the upper house), but this is
highly atypical.

See James A. Gardner, Interpreting State Constitutions: A Jurisprudence of Function in a Federal System
(Chicago University Press, 2005) p.28; Alan Tarr, Understanding State Constitutions (Princeton University
Press, 1998) p. 3.
100 See Mary L. Clark, "Judges Judging Judicial Candidates: Should Currently Serving Judges Participate to
Screen and Recommend Article III Candidates Below the Supreme Court Level?" Pennsylvania State Law
Review Vol. 114 (2009), Appendix A for a state‐by‐state list of judicial involvement in selection committees.
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Most judicial members serve ex officio,101 and most of the remainder are named by a
Chief Judge or Chief Justice. Lawyers are usually chosen by the state bar association, or by
some more local or more specialized lawyers' organization; a minority are named by the
governor, most commonly in the executive order commissions. Most of the laypeople are
named by the governor, sometimes after consultation with one or more other people (such
as legislators or judges or other members of the commission or ‐‐ one example only ‐‐ the
deans of the state's law schools). The most common length of term for members is four
years; three years or two year terms are also reasonably frequent; and a few are as long as
six years. Several of the Executive Order commissions work with a term length that is
defined as the governor's term in office, with a new commission being the consequence of
the election of a new governor or the re‐election of an incumbent.
Merit nominating commissions typically place advertisements, receive applications,
review supporting material, conduct interviews, and make recommendations of qualified
candidates ‐‐ usually to the governor, sometimes to the legislature. There are usually strict
rules as to the number of names that must be submitted, with three being by far the most
common (although a dozen commissions work with higher numbers, typically 5 or 6 or 7).
Many states stipulate that the names must be submitted in either random or alphabetical
order (that is to say, not a ranked list), although about half the states have no standing
rules on this aspect of the process. There are also rules on the submission by the
commission of additional material to support those names; most states do require varying
sets of material to be submitted for each of the recommended candidates. The rules about
confidentiality also vary; there is, for example, something of an even split between those
states where the recommended list is published and those where it is not allowed to be
published.102 In most states, the recommendations of the commission are binding ‐‐ that is
to say, a selection (by the governor or by the legislature, as appropriate) must be made
from the list ‐‐ but a minority of the states allow the list to be rejected and a new set of
names submitted. Some of the more recent executive order commissions are non‐binding,
in that the governor may ignore the list in making the subsequent appointment.
Merit commissions are typically (but not always) linked to a democratic legitimation
process in the form of a retention election that takes place after an initial term. As Dann
and Hansen note, "Twenty states use some form of judicial retention election for appellate
court judges and justices, and twelve states use retention elections for at least some of their

Which in American practice means that they do not have a vote; see Clark, op.cit., p.57.
For example: a recent story in a Massachusetts newspaper reported the resignation of the chair of the
Judicial Nominating Commission and the need to appoint a replacement, at the same time giving the names of
the three recommended candidates for each of a number of vacant judgeships.
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trial court judges."103 (These comments are ten years old, and may be slightly dated.) They
note that the result of retention elections is almost always the confirmation of the judicial
appointment (only 1% go the other way, and half of those are in the single state ‐‐ Illinois ‐‐
which requires a 60% affirmative vote for the judge to remain in office), but also that the
average level of support in the confirmation vote is trending downward, and that there
have been some very dramatic retention election battles that sound a troubling note.104
The most important aspect of these nominating commissions, however, is one that is
implicit rather than explicit in the description of membership and scope and powers and
procedures ‐‐ and that is the fact that they are deliberately and consistently bipartisan in
nature. The concern was (in part) to move the appointment of judges away from the purely
internal calculations of a single political party, and the way that is achieved is by involving
both political parties in the process. I do not say "involving both political parties equally"
because that is a counsel of perfection and not even a goal of most processes; after all, in
the end it is formally a governor (less often, formally a legislative chamber) that narrows
the shortlist to a single appointee, and this means that a single political party is dominating
the final choice in any event.
This aspect of the American system is not easily exported, because the American
party system is quite unusual. The same two (and only two) parties are active and
significant at the national level and in every one of the states; partisan political activity
extends down into (most) city politics as well; and the national/state/local party links are
stronger and tighter and more consistent in the United States than they have been in
Canada, where even the opening premise (of two parties, only two, the same two
everywhere) does not apply. As well, Americans are much more willing than (say)
Canadians to self‐identify on a consistent and persisting basis with a single party, and to be
completely comfortable with this identification penetrating their personal and their
working lives.
The consequence of this bipartisanship is, as Malleson suggests, often compromise
that screens out unusual candidates.105 One of the critiques of the commission system
generally is that it tends toward blandness, favouring uncontroversial moderates to more
colourful alternatives; this may or may not be true at some level of generalization (although
surely the argument for wanting the occasional colourful outside‐the‐box judge has more
B. Michael Dann & Randall M. Hansen, "Judicial Retention Elections" Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review, Vol.
34 (2001) 1429. See also Larry Aspin, "Judicial retention election trends, 1964‐2006" Judicature Vol. 90
(2007) 208.
104 The most famous was the retention election battle in 1986 involving Chief Justice Bird of California, who
was defeated in a campaign that focused heavily on a number of death penalty appeal court decisions.
105 Kate Malleson, "The New Judicial Appointments Commission in England and Wales: New Wine in New
Bottles?" in Kate Malleson & Peter Russell (eds) Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical
Perspectives from Around the World (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p.45.
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attraction for multi‐judge appeal panels than it does for solo trial judges in any event), but
it is more plausibly true of state judicial nominating commissions.
Compared with Canadian nominating councils/committees, the American examples
are (despite their variety) more of a kind, which is to say that they are all structurally
separate and distinct from the judicial councils (for handling complaints and for other
purposes) that also exist in most states. In terms of membership, and again making
allowances for considerable diversity on both sides of the border, they are similar in the
proportion of lay members to legal professions; within the ranks of the legal professionals,
judges are fewer in number (and sometimes not present at all) while lawyers are
correspondingly more numerous. In terms of their powers, in terms of the
screening/recommending/nominating/selecting continuum that I have suggested above,
the American committees are all further to the right‐hand side of that set, nominating
candidates through a short‐list of set length (most commonly, three names) that is referred
for decision to the final decision maker. Like the Canadian bodies, the committees are
vulnerable to partisan political capture (that is to say: a significant proportion of the
members are named at the discretion of an elected official), and like the Canadian
councils/committees, all leave the final choice to an elected official. If movement from the
left side to the right side of the continuum is positive, then the American committees score
at least slightly better than almost all of the Canadian examples.

C. South African judicial appointment procedures
South Africa has devised two judicial appointment committees. The more broadly
noted is the Judicial Service Commission, which deals with the staffing of the higher courts;
its lower‐court counterpart, which is more directly relevant to trial court judicial selection
procedures, is the Magistrates Commission. Since both are very similar in their structure
and their procedure (the largest difference being the fact that the JSC is entrenched in the
constitution, whereas the MC is a statutory creation), I will assume that many of the
comments and evaluations of the higher profile JSC can be carried over to the lower‐profile
‐‐ and more relevant to appointment procedures for trial court judges ‐‐ MC. Both have,
incidentally, been challenged on constitutional grounds ‐‐ the JSC in the First Certification
case106 in 1996, and the MC in the 2002 van Rooyen case107 ‐‐ but both have been upheld as
valid by the constitutional court (the latter reversing the High Court decision). To further
complicate comparisons, the Magistrates Committee does, but the Judicial Service
Committee does not, have the additional responsibility of dealing with complaints against
magistrates, grievances on the part of magistrates, and with salary and service conditions.

106
107

In re: Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC)
van Rooyen v. The State, 2002 (5) SA 246 (CC)
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The Judicial Service Commission consists of:
a) the Chief Justice, who presides at meetings of the Commission.
b) the President of the Constitutional Court;
c) one Judge President designated by the Judges President;
d) the Cabinet member responsible for the administration of justice,
or an alternate designated by that Cabinet member;
e) two practising advocates nominated from within the advocates
profession to represent the profession as a whole, and
appointed by the President;
f) two practising attorneys nominated from within the attorneys
profession to represent the profession as a whole, and
appointed by the President;
g) one teacher of law designated by the teachers of law at South
African universities;
h) six persons designated by the National Assembly from among its
members, at least three of whom must be members of
opposition parties represented in the Assembly;
i) four permanent delegates to the National Council of Provinces
designated together by the Council with a supporting vote of at
least six provinces;
j) four persons designated by the President as head of the national
executive after consulting with the leaders of all the parties in
the National Assembly; and
k) when considering matters relating to a specific high court, the
Judge President of that Court and the Premier of the Province
concerned.
The Magistrates Commission consists of:
(i) a judge of the High Court of South Africa, as chairperson, designated by
the President in consultation with the Chief Justice;
(ii) the Minister or his or her nominee, who must be an officer of the
Department of Justice;
(iii) two regional magistrates, one to be designated by the respective regional
magistrates and the other by the President after consultation with the
respective regional magistrates;
(iv) two magistrates with the rank of chief magistrate, one to be designated
by the respective chief magistrates and the other by the President
after consultation with the respective chief magistrates;
(v) two magistrates who do not hold the rank of regional magistrate or chief
magistrate, one to be designated by the magistrates profession and
the other by the President after consultation with the magistrates
profession;
(vi) two practising advocates designated by the Minister after consultation
with the advocates profession;
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(vii) two practising attorneys designated by the Minister after consultation
with the attorneys profession;
(viii) one teacher of law designated by the Minister after consultation with
the teachers of law at South African universities;
(ix) the Head of the Justice College;108
(x) four persons designated by the National Assembly from among its
members, at least two of whom must be members of opposition
parties represented in the Assembly;
(xi) four permanent delegates to the National Council of Provinces and their
alternates designated together by the Council with a supporting vote
of at least six provinces; and
(xii) five fit and proper persons appointed by the President in consultation
with the Cabinet, at least of two whom shall not be involved in the
administration of justice or the practice of law in the ordinary course
of their business.
As summarized by the Constitutional Court: "The Commission thus consists of a
judge, six magistrates, four legal practitioners, a teacher of law, eight members of
Parliament and five nominees of the executive. In addition, the Minister and the head of
Justice College are members of the Commission. On its face this is a diverse body of
persons, nearly half of whom consist of members of the judiciary and the legal profession.
The rest are nominees of Parliament and the executive." (para. 40) These are very large
committees;109 their membership is summarized and compared in the table below.
Table 15: Composition of Judicial Appointment Commissions, South Africa
Judicial Service Magistrates
Commission
Commission
Judges
3 (4)
7
Lawyers
4
4
Ministers
1 (2)
1
10
8
Legislators
Academics
1
2
Laypeople
4
5
TOTAL
23 (25)
27
108 "The Justice College provides vocational training to all officials of the Department of Justice and
Constitutional Development. It also presents training to autonomous professions such as magistrates and
prosecutors." South African Goverment Information website, at url
http://www.info.gov.za/aboutgovt/justice/structures.htm
109 Although Malleson overstates the extent of this unusual size by comparing it to American state nominating
commissions where, she says, the "most common" size is five members; see Kate Malleson, "Assessing the
Performance of the Judicial Service Commission", South African Law Review, Vol. 116 (1999) 36 at 38 fn.5. in
fact, only a single U.S. state (Alabama) uses a nominating commission this small, and seven (eleven examples)
or nine (eight examples) are the most common. To be sure, this is still considerably smaller than either of the
South African commissions; only Massachusetts, with a committee of 21, comes close.
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The (slightly) larger size of the Magistrates Commission reflects the fact that it is a multi‐
purpose body, rather than a single‐purpose nominating committee, and that it is divided
into committees for at least some of these functions.
The most obvious feature of the two South African commissions is the presence of a
significant number of elected representatives, as well as the Minister of Justice; together,
they constitute just under a majority of the JSC and one third of the MC, although this
impact is diminished by the fact that they are not all from the same political party.
Malleson describes this as having been the outcome of fierce debate during the drafting of
the constitution, with the composition of the Judicial Service Committee reflecting a clear
victory for those who wanted a strong elected political presence within the appointment
process. However, she suggests that in practice it has not worked out quite as those
numbers suggest, and that the judicial members enjoy an influence that is quite out of
proportion to their numbers ‐‐ so much so, on some occasions, as to prompt complaints
about an undue judicial influence.110 As well, she suggests that most of the
parliamentarians also have had a legal background, which makes the professional element
of the commission more numerous than might appear. On the other hand, Gordon and
Bruce suggest that "some people believe that the JSC includes too many politicians and
political appointees and thus permits excessive political influence in the appointment of
judges" to such an extent as to compromise judicial independence.111 But Malleson
counters that the very fact that the ANC leadership has often complained of the JSC's slow
progress toward an appropriate racial balance in the judiciary, to the extent of threatening
constitutional amendments should it gain a large enough legislative majority, is in itself
testimony to the extent to which the JSC has displayed a genuine independence. And she
has suggested a reason why this may be so: the real key to a functionally independent
nominating commission, she says, is for the members to develop a genuine group identity
that transcends what might look like prior commitments flowing from the connections that
led to their appointment, and she thinks that the JSC has accomplished this.112 If there is a
lingering worry, it is that the JSC (in the absence of clearer guidelines as to a definition of
merit) leans too heavily on prior experience in a judicial position, which gives the Minister
(through his discretionary designation of acting judges, a frequent practice) an indirect but
significant influence.113

Malleson, "Assessing the Performance" p.38.
A. Gordon and D. Bruce ‘Transformation and the Independence of the Judiciary in South Africa’ in
After the Transition: Justice, the Judiciary and Respect for the Law in South Africa (Centre for the
Study of Violence and Reconciliation, 2007) 50 accessed at url http://www.csvr.org.za.
112 Malleson, "Assessing the Performance", p.39.
113 Gordon & Bruce, "Transformation", p.51
110
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This partisan political presence is understandable, perhaps, in terms of the unique
circumstances of the emergence of modern South Africa from the conditions of white‐
dominated apartheid. The word that runs through all the discussions of the judicial system
is "transformation", and the critical challenge has been to frame a judicial system that will
maintain a degree of continuity with the past without compromising the move toward a
multi‐racial society, that will reflect the new realities of power in South African politics and
society without simply having the new victors totally displace the group from whom they
wrested power. This transformation is simultaneously social, political and legal; the courts
cannot be a brake on the process, and so they must be a part of it. A strong political
presence, tempered by a comparably strong professional presence, is a logical way of
accomplishing this. However, it drastically limits the exportability of the model, given that
for countries like England and Canada the purpose has been to constrain the discretion of
the political leaders in judicial selection, not to embrace it; and it may hold some problems
for South Africa in the future, if the ANC's overwhelming dominance remains such that it
becomes what Sujit Choudhry has termed a "dominant party democracy" with the dangers
of incremental autocracy that this involves.114
It was a change in the composition of the MC, expanding the number of elected
representatives serving on the commission, that provoked the van Rooyen challenge, and
part of the argument was that judicial independence is compromised by inappropriate
partisan political sway over the appointment process.115 Although it failed in the
immediate case, this is an argument that is receiving a better hearing in many countries
(including, for example, England) than would have been the case a decade ago ‐‐ at one
time, we could say that in strictest logic, how the judges get their positions is one thing,
how independent (how protected from direct political pressure) they are in the exercise of
that office is another and completely separate thing; but this is an idea that is clearly on its
way out of the discourse. The South African constitutional court did not disagree with the
proposition that appointment bears on independence; it disagreed that the MC, either
before or after the amendments, was so constructed as to be transparently an agent of
majority political will.
The Judicial Service Committee solicits nominations (and its members can make
additional nominations), screens candidates, conducts interviews, and recommends names
to the President, who makes the appointment. For the constitutional court, the rule is that
it submits three more names than the number of vacancies, although the President can, but
so far has not, request additional names to be added to the list; for the other courts in the
114 Sujit Choudhry “'He Had a Mandate': The South African Constitutional Court and the African National
Congress in a Dominant Party Democracy" Constitutional Court Review, Vol. 3 (2010) (forthcoming). Accessed
online through ssrn.
115 It is interesting that almost all of the judicial authority cited, and certainly all of the non‐South African
judicial authority, is comprised of decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada.
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JSC's remit, the appointment must be made from the Commission's list. What is most
striking about the JSC process is that the interviews it has been conducting were (after a
brief initial period of closed interviews) open to the public, which in practical terms and
most importantly means "to the media". Interviews with at least a subset of the stronger
candidates are a normal part of the judicial selection process in many countries today, but
open interviews definitely are not.
For obvious reasons, the representativeness issue is the central challenge of the JSC
and the MC. As Wesson and du Plessis note, "the promotion of a diverse judiciary is a
constitutional imperative."116 It is also a tightrope that the JSC and the MC must walk, with
the white population constantly on the lookout for signs of victor's justice, and the other
elements of the population suspicious of any signs of "business as usual."117 The fact that
the JSC is simultaneously being assailed by the ANC for not proceeding briskly enough with
the racial transformation of the bench, and criticised because it has "focused more on race
and gender than on legal competence when making judicial appointments"118 may be the
best sign that it is keeping its balance on the tightrope. A more basic problem, however, is
the "lack of clear standards for assessing the suitability and competence of candidates"
given that the Constitution requires only that judges are “appropriately qualified” and “fit
and proper persons,” but neither the constitution nor any other official document lays out
the criteria for selection in terms of more specific guidelines.119 The suggestion that a lack
of clear criteria complicates the process of finding a proper balance between merit and
representativeness is something that I will return to in a later Part of this report.
My comments have necessarily focused on the Judicial Service Commission, as it has
drawn the bulk of academic analysis, evaluation and criticism, although its overshadowed
counterpart, the Magistrates Commission, is more directly relevant to the immediate
enquiry. It seems to me that the basic lesson from the South African experience is the
enormous power of public openness as a means of permitting even a controversial body
working in a very tricky area to accomplish significant things with a reasonable degree of
independence; as Rickard suggests, "the value of open hearings" goes deep in terms of
meeting the expectations of the public. Indeed he goes further, warning that "even if you
change the system to the finest you can think of, but it operates behind closed doors, then
Murray Wesson & Max du Plessis, "The Transformation of the Judiciary" (Fifteen Year Policy Review, South
African Presidency; accessed online at
http://www.thepresidency.gov.za/docs/reports/15year_review/jcps/transformation_judiciary.pdf
117 A further complicating factor was the belief, among the white population and to some extent abroad, that
at least the appellate levels of the white judiciary under apartheid had been "fearless fighters" for "the
unrepresented majority." Contemporary scholarship has dismissed this belief as "a myth" based on a very
selective reading of isolated events. See Hugh Corder "Judicial Authority in a Changing South Africa" Legal
Studies Vol. 24 (2005) 253 at 255.
118 Gordon & Bruce, "Transformation" p. 47.
119 Gordon & Bruce, "Transformation" p.50
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you have lost the battle to persuade people that anything has changed at all."120 On the
other hand, what runs through the literature on the South African models is a warning is to
be cautious about too deep a penetration of explicitly partisan political representation into
the process, for both its substantive and its symbolic implications.

D. United Kingdom judicial appointment procedures
D.1 The Judicial Appointments Commission for England and Wales

The Judicial Appointments Commission for England and Wales was established in
April, 2006, as part of a package of judicial reforms following the Constitutional Reform Act
of 2005 (the most dramatic of which was the ending of the House of Lords as the highest
court for many matters,121 and its replacement with a Supreme Court of the United
Kingdom). Although there had been concerns about the judicial appointments process for
some time, culminating in a Commission for Judicial Appointments that was established in
2001, the promptness with which the reforms were undertaken, and the extent of the
reforms that were introduced, is still controversial.
The Judicial Appointments Commission has fifteen members, six of whom are lay
members, five are judges, two are lawyers (one barrister and one solicitor, acknowledging
the divided nature of the practice of law in England), one is a member of a tribunal, and one
is a lay judge. The Chair must be one of the lay members, although legal professionals make
up a majority of the committee.122
Three of the judicial members are selected by the Judges' Council, a structure which
dates back to the 19th century but had fallen into disuse and was revived in 1988 as a
means for judges of the High Court and the Courts of Appeal to give advice to government;
in 2002, it was expanded to include judges from the District and Circuit benches and from
the House of Lords, and in 2005 it was expanded again to include some representation
from the tribunals as well (currently three members).123
All the other members of the JAC ‐‐ the two other judges, the lawyers, the tribunal
member, the lay judge, and the lay members ‐‐ are selected through an open competition, a
120 Carmel Rickard, "The South African Judicial Selection Commission" paper presented at the Conference on
"Judicial Reform: Function, Appointment and Structure", held by the Centre for Public Law, University of
Cambridge on 4 October 2003. Accessed online from the University of Cambridge Faculty of Law website at
url http://www.law.cam.ac.uk/faculty‐resources/conference‐papers/17
121 More precisely: it replaces the Lords of Appeal in Ordinary, the dozen members of the House of Lords who
were appointed to carry out the judicial functions of that House.
122 Information drawn largely from the JAC website, and its 2009 annual report which can be accessed on the
website at url http://www.judicialappointments.gov.uk/index.htm
123 Robert Carnwath, "Comment: The Judges' Council", April 2006; Council on Tribunals Website at url
http://www.council‐on‐tribunals.gov.uk/adjust/item/comment_judges.htm.
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consideration which is important enough that it is repeated several times in the annual
report and on the website. This competition involves creating independent panels (and
apparently separate panels for each such competition). Each panel has a chair, selected by
the Lord Chancellor with the consent of the Chief Justice, but who cannot be either a
judicial official of any kind or a member of the House of Commons; the other members are
the Chief Justice or his nominee, a person selected by the chair of the panel, and the Chair of
the JAC. Members are appointed for a fixed term which is not to exceed five years, and no
person can serve for a total of more than ten years regardless of whether or not the service
is consecutive; however, the annual report shows that although most of the members are
part way through five year terms, five of them have actually been appointed for one year
terms, and the terms for twelve of the fifteen members will end in January 2011, which is
somewhat curious. Eight of the fifteen members of the JAC are women, one whom is the
chair; two are visible minorities, one of whom is the chair.
The JAC is responsible for most judicial appointments in England and Wales,
including paid lay judges and members of tribunals. It is not responsible for appointments
to the new U.K. Supreme Court; there is a separate committee for this purpose. Nor is it
responsible for appointments to the unpaid judicial positions that are an unusual but
important part of the English system. (This latter is a source of mild concern, in that
practical experience is a valued element in the selection process, such that unpaid judicial
work is thought of as a stepping stone to full time and paid judicial work, and yet access to
these positions is not handled through an independent merit system.) However, it is
responsible for everything in between these two extreme ends of the system, and this
implies a workload that is far beyond anything contemplated by any Canadian selection
committee; the Ontario JAAC recommends candidates for, on average, about fifteen
appointments per year, but the English JAC is responsible for about 450 appointments each
year, thirty times as many. And where the Ontario JAAC handles about 150 applications
per year, the English JAC must process something between 3000 (the 2009 figure) and
3500 (the 2008 figure). The completely predictable result is that the JAC has been obliged
to step back from the details of the process and to assume more of a supervisory and
capstone role.
The procedure of the JAC is as follows: It begins with a vacancy request from the
Lord Chancellor, targeting a specific position and including minimum eligibility
requirements as well as any special statutory conditions that might apply to the particular
position. The JAC draws up an application form and an information package for each
"selection exercise", and applicants can apply online, or by email, or by hard copy. A
shortlist is developed from these applicants, based either on a "paper based sift" or a
qualifying test; the balance has been shifting gradually from the paper sift to the test, and
considerable work goes into to designing and reviewing an appropriate test for different
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types of position. The applicants who make the short list, which tends to involve two or
three individuals for each position, are then invited to a "selection day", which involves an
interview and possibly a role‐play exercise as well. Their performance is assessed by a
panel that consists of a panel chair, a judicial reader, and an "independent" member, with
the panel chair preparing a report which is presented to the Commissioners. The same
report is simultaneously submitted to the Lord Chief Justice and one other person of
comparable experience; these are the "statutory consultees" who will give their view on the
suitability of each candidate, and whose comments must be taken into account by the
Commissioners and reasons given if the Commission decides differently. The Commission
then makes the final decision, recommending a single name to the Lord Chancellor for
appointment to the vacancy.
The Lord Chancellor can return the name to the Commission for reconsideration,
something which happened once, in 2008, although ultimately the same name was
recommended a second time with an explanation and the appointment went ahead. It is
not completely clear what the parameters of this reconsideration power are, or what
criteria might legitimately trigger it, but it has been resorted to so seldom in the very
important early going that it seems inappropriate to attach too much concern to it.
The scale of operations of the English Judicial Appointments Commission is
considerable. Each "selection exercise" involves generating an application form targeted
on the specific position to be filled, and similarly generating a set of criteria for
appointment that is in part generic (as reproduced in Appendix B) but in part focused on
the immediate position; since there are a large number of distinctly different positions in
its remit ‐‐ the JAC website lists sixteen selection exercises currently in process, but these
involve ten distinctly different positions. As the emphasis shifts from a paper sift to a
specifically designed qualification test, there is additional work involved in designing and
field‐testing each test, not to mention the coordination of the "selection days" and the
selection panels. As well, there is an outreach function to make the information about the
new selection process more widely available. At present, the Commission has a permanent
staff of about 100 people, and the cost of the commission is about ten million pounds
sterling per year (or about sixteen million dollars at current exchange rates).
The Judicial Appointments Commission has been receiving mixed reviews. On the
one hand, it is often treated as the poster‐child of the selection reform process, the
brightest star in the appointment system sky, and all the more surprising for that because it
happened in England, whose traditional practices are still emulated and celebrated in
countries like New Zealand and Australia. The JAC does not merely screen, or recommend,
or even nominate ‐‐ it selects, which is to say that it presents a single name, in
circumstances that almost never result in a request for a reconsideration. On the other
hand, it has been criticized for the length of time that it takes to make decisions ‐‐ a concern
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cogent enough that the JAC has made something of a reply in its 2010 report.124 And it has
been criticized as well for not having made sufficient progress toward a more
representative judiciary (that is to say: more women, more visible minorities, more
solicitors as distinct from barristers, more people from more diverse backgrounds than
"Oxbridge"). As a result, the government has announced that it will be reviewing the body
and its procedures and powers in the immediate future (something which the simultaneous
ending of most of the terms was already pointing to in any event).
The representativeness criticism is particularly cogent, because the principal
motivation for the creation of the JAC was the fact that "the narrow background from which
the [English] judiciary is drawn, particularly at senior levels, ha[d] become its Achilles'
heel."125 But this is simply one of the two horns of the dilemma on which most of the
judicial selection commissions are caught ‐‐ the stronger their powers and the higher the
hopes that accompanied their introduction, the grimmer the dilemma. The other horn of
the dilemma is, of course merit ‐‐ if a commission is not (like the English JAC) criticized for
not pursuing diversity aggressively enough, then it is (like the Ontario JAAC) criticized for
compromising too much with respect to merit.126 In my conclusion, I will try to suggest a
way out of the diversity/merit "choose how to lose" bind; for the moment, I will simply
endorse Malleson's observation that a totally fair selection committee is not enough to
achieve a diverse judiciary, and it has to be accompanied by an aggressive campaign to
make sure that candidates other than the traditional ones apply, and that they are
appraised on terms that do not take the traditional candidates as the standard.127
Compared with the other judicial selection committees surveyed in this study, the
English JAC operates at a much more remote level. In many ways, it is the selection panels
that are more like the Canadian provincial judicial appointment commissions, or the
American merit nominating committees; these are the bodies that take a full set of
applicants, evaluate them against some notional threshold in terms of published guidelines,
and then decide which names (plural) should remain in consideration. Unlike the practice
in many Canadian provinces, what goes on to the next level is not simply the names, or the
names accompanied by the application forms, but rather a carefully drafted report to which
Judicial Appointments Committee, Annual Report 2009‐10, p. 18‐19. Accessed online at the JAC website at
URL http://www.judicialappointments.gov.uk/static/documents/JAC_AR10.pdf
125 Kate Malleson, "The New Judicial Appointments Commission in England and Wales: New Wine in New
Bottles?" in Kate Malleson & Peter H. Russell (eds) Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power (University of
Toronto Press, 2006) p.42
126 see F.L. Morton, "Judicial Appointments in Post‐Charter Canada: A System in Transition" in Kate Malleson
& Peter H. Russell (eds) Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power (University of Toronto Press, 2006)
p.70.
127 "If the appointment process seeks to find candidates who are identical in every way to those currently
selected apart from their sex or race it is unlikely that many will be found." Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary:
The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth, 1999) p. 122.
124
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is appended the critical comments of the statutory consultees. The English JAC is a
capstone committee, taking the processed results of the short‐listing and then turning this
into the selection of a single person whose name will be passed on to the officials with the
formal power of appointment. But it is this final selection power ‐‐ the "reduce the list to
one" capacity ‐‐ that puts it one stop further down the road than other commissions.
In terms of its composition, the JAC is unusual for its high proportion of judicial
members ‐‐ five out of the fifteen, although depending how one wants to count the lay judge
and the tribunal member, a case could also be made for a count of seven out of fifteen, just
short of a majority. There are six lay members and two lawyers, although the balance is
slightly tilted again by the fact that the chair of the commission must be one of the lay
members. Paterson is very critical of the decision to include so many judges, at the expense
of foregoing the chance of a lay majority; he worries that it "ensured that little would
change from the status quo" because of the "potential for cloning" in that judiciary would
tend to select for people like themselves.128 In a more positive vein, it is one of the few
commissions where there has been a serious attempt to give the lay members a more
competitive, objective and independent role by freeing them from the direct favour of the
Minister, either in terms of initial appointment or in terms of reappointment, both of which
are handled in a more transparently "hands off" way. (This is partly offset by the curious
way that the terms of appointment are being handled, such that several lay members are
serving single year terms.)
In terms of outreach, the Judicial Appointments Commission maintains a most
impressive website with a wealth of information about its origins, its members, its
processes, and the guidelines that it follows in developing the criteria for appointment ‐‐
and it is transparently its own website, with its own logo and format and colours, not some
corner of somebody else's website. It publishes an annual report that remains available in
pdf format on its website, and this is something more than the "words and tables" of most
such reports with a more impressive and attractive appearance; on the other hand,
government reporting requirements require it to vanish into pages of budgets and
accounting practices. The site advertises vacancies (and offers an email newsletter service
promising information about future vacancies, should you wish to subscribe), it describes
current and past selection exercises, it provides advice about judicial careers and about
how to apply, and it offers an online application form. It is in a different league altogether
from the online presence of any of the Canadian committees, and a solid demonstration of
what transparency and openness look like in the internet age.

Alan Paterson, "The Scottish Judicial Appointments Board: New Wine in Old Bottles?" in Kate Malleson &
Peter H. Russell (eds) Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p. 20
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D.2 The Scottish Appointments Board

The Scottish Appointments Board grew out of the same concerns, and against the
same cultural and political background, as the English JAC. Indeed, it was under the "New
Labour" British government after 1997 that politicians began to talk openly about
establishing an independent and neutral commission; although the government in London
retreated (temporarily, as it turned out), the coalition government in Scotland persisted,
first with their 1999 Programme for Government and then in 2000 with a consultation
paper entitled Judicial Appointments: An Inclusive Approach.129 In 2001, the government
announced that it would go ahead with a non‐statutory judicial appointments board; the
body came into effect in June, 2002, and made 45 judicial appointments in its first full year.
The decision to proceed on a non‐statutory basis was vigorously criticized on the grounds
that it robbed the board of any real effectiveness; this omission made the board "just
another ad hoc board" without any "power or authority." 130 Before long, the government
responded to these objections by making the board an advisory non‐departmental body
under the provision of the Judiciary and Courts (Scotland) Act (2008) which took effect on
June 1, 2009 (and which otherwise kept the powers, structure and procedures of the board
intact).
The composition of the board was equally controversial. It consists of ten members
(unusually for such bodies, an even number), five of which are lay members, three are
judicial members (a Judge, a Sherriff Principal, and a Sherriff) and two are legal members (a
barrister and a solicitor, again reflecting the British division of the legal profession). As if
this were not unusual enough, the defining rules stated that the chair of the board must be
one of the lay members. The article in the Law Society journal found this to be an
"extraordinary" choice that made the body "unique in Europe" where judicial appointments
are in the purview of "judicial self‐governing bodies."131 (Presumably this choice is less
extraordinary now that the English JAC followed suit four years later.)
Similarly to the process later followed in England, the five lay members and the two
lawyer members were all appointed by an independent committee following open
advertisement, civil‐service style short‐listing, a checking of references, and an interview.
(Paterson found this selection process to be very good; the Scottish law society was
somewhat more sceptical.) The membership of the board was simply carried over when
the status of the board was changed from non‐statutory to statutory; the members are

129 Alan Paterson, "The Scottish Judicial Appointments Board: New Wine in Old Bottles?" in Kate Malleson &
Peter H. Russell (eds) Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p. 13
130 See e.g. Jamie Gilmour, "The Judicial Appointments Board ‐‐ a Misnomer" in The Journal Online: the
Members' Journal of the Law Society of Scotland August 1 2002. Accessed online at URL
http://www.journalonline.co.uk/Magazine/47‐8/1000263.aspx
131 Gilmour "Judicial Appointments Board" op.cit.
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appointed to terms of four or five years (presumably in the interests of creating staggered
memberships), and they can be reappointed for a second term.
The Scottish Board advertises vacancies, receives applications, does a "first sift" of
applicants with the stronger files moving on to referee's consultation and assessment
forms, followed by a "second sift" with the stronger applicants moving on to interview.
After considering stronger alternatives, the Scottish government decided on a nominating
commission rather than a selecting commission for the more important judicial positions,
and the board submits a ranked short‐list on the understanding that the government will
not depart from the list or the ranking without good reason which (Paterson indicates) has
not happened yet.
The most interesting aspect of the Scottish procedure is the position that it has
taken on personal enquiries and consultations by the board members. It is taken for
granted in most commissions that part of the duties of the legal and especially the judicial
members is to take what in Britain are called "secret soundings" ‐‐ that is, to go to their
colleagues and ask for candid and confidential comments on specific candidates. This
process is obvious, but it is also problematic, first because it favours certain types of
candidates more than others (which undermines the diversity objective and offends the
principle of equality), and secondly because candidates whose applications are negatively
affected will never know why and will never have any chance to present their side of what
may be a more nuanced story. The Scottish Board, at the behest of the lay members,
therefore decided not use the "secret soundings" route, even at the cost of doing without an
information source that might sometimes be useful; and, further, they decided not to allow
the judicial members to articulate any personal knowledge about any of the candidates.
The way that the board decided to compensate for the loss of this information was to
"develop the application form into a formidable document in which candidates are
required to demonstrate (with examples from their own experience) how they meet the
published criteria for judicial appointment. The referees forms are structured and focused
on the same competencies, as is the questioning in the interviews with the short‐listed
candidates."132
The advantage both of the competitive process for most of the appointments and of
the banning of secret soundings is that the process is put on a more objective basis with
more elements that must be articulated ahead of time in some detail rather than being left
to assumed knowledge. This clearly serves the interests of objectivity and transparency,
thereby enhancing the operations of the board.
Like the JAC, albeit on the smaller scale (handling about one tenth as many
appointments each year) the Scottish Board has its own modest secretariat and offices,
132
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budgeting about a quarter of a million pounds each year. Again like the JAC, it has its own
website presenting information about the board, its members, its procedures, and any
running or anticipated competitions.
D.3 Northern Ireland

The Northern Ireland Judicial Appointments Commission (NIJAC) is essentially a
variation on the same theme as the other U.K. commissions, and it grows out of the same
context and the same discussions, having been established in 2005 as an executive non‐
departmental public body under the Justice (Northern Ireland) Acts of 2002 and 2004.133
These pieces of legislation are not available on the BAILII website, but from the language
on the NIJAC website ("established under" not "established by") it would seem that the
commission is not specifically identified within the Act, which instead contains more
general and permissive language, such that the NIJAC (unlike the English JAC and the SAB)
should probably be thought of as an executive order body rather than a statutory body.
The Northern Ireland Judicial Appointments Commission has thirteen members ‐‐
six judicial members, two lawyers (a barrister and a solicitor, echoing the distinction in the
other U.K. commissions), and five lay members. It is chaired by the Chief Justice of
Northern Ireland, who also names the five other judicial members, one from each tier in the
Northern Ireland Judicial hierarchy; judicial members serve a five year term. The five lay
members are named by the Lord Chancellor for a four year term. The lawyers are chosen
by their respective societies, and serve three year terms. The terms are renewable; the
website indicates that the first term for the lay members was recently completed, and all
the lay members who wished to be continued for a second term were reappointed.
Table 16: Composition of U.K. judicial appointments commissions

English Judicial Appointments Commission
Scottish Appointments Board
Northern Ireland Judicial Appointments
Commission

Judicial
members
7
3
6

Legal
Members
2
2
2

Lay
Members
6
5
5

Total
Size
15
10
13

The composition of the NIJAC is very similar to that of the English JAC (the more so
because both are a "loose count" that includes a lay magistrate as well as the more formally
designated judges), and more like the English JAC than the SAB in that judicial members are
the most numerous group, just short of an absolute majority. This is slightly more
pronounced for the NIJAC in that one of the judicial members is the ex officio chair of the
commission, unlike the JAC where one of the lay members served as chair. The difference
From the Northern Ireland Judicial Appointments Commission website at URL
https://www.nijac.org/default.htm.
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between the membership of the two bodies is that the NIJAC has a very centralized process
for selecting members (five are named by the Chief Justice, and five are named by the Lord
Chancellor on a completely discretionary basis), where the English JAC has a deliberately
decentralized member selection process that gives no individual a comparable potential for
leverage. If one were guessing who is the most influential single member, the answer for
the NIJAC is clearly the Chief Justice of Northern Ireland; the answer for the English JAC is a
little less obvious, but it is probably either the lay Chair or the senior judicial member.
The NIJAC is responsible for recommending appointments to the courts and the
tribunals of Northern Ireland (a total of about 700 positions), and it is also responsible for
recommending reappointments to the (term specific) appointments to deputy posts and
fee‐paid posts. During the calendar year covered by its most recent annual report,134 it
made recommendations for 25 judicial appointments (three court appointments and
twenty‐two tribunal appointments) and 32 reappointments, a case‐load which would seem
to make it roughly comparable to the Scottish Appointments Board (although this is to
some extent comparing apples and oranges, because reappointments are quite different
from appointments). The NIJAC has a staff of 17 (12 seconded from the Lord Chancellor's
department, 5 hired directly) and a total annual budget of about 1.5 million pounds.
The application process is straightforward. Notification of a vacancy results in
advertising in a number of media, and an information pack is developed which identifies
the position and the skills and competencies that are relevant to it. Applications are sifted
against eligibility and qualification requirements, and consultations are undertaken with
respect to the remaining candidates, after which a short‐list is generated for interviews
with the commission. It is clearly established that the commission's responsibility is to
come up with a single name that is recommended for the position, and although it is
reasonable to assume that the Lord Chancellor to whom the recommendations are sent
may have some further recourse in unusual circumstances, there is no indication on the
website or in the report that any recommendations have not been followed through with
appointment.
NIJAC has a reasonably extensive website at http://www.nijac.org/default.htm, and
they issue an annual report which is accessible from the website, along with brief
biographical information about all the members of the commission. They accept a modest
outreach mandate, mostly in the forms of written material such as their own 46‐page Guide
of Judicial Careers in Northern Ireland, and articles and other short pieces for the print
media. They publish no generic "criteria for appointment" statement, but part of their
process is to draw up a Judicial Selection Framework identifying relevant skills and

NIJAC Annual Report and Accounts 2008‐2009 (accessible on the NIJAC website at URL
https://www.nijac.org/publications/documents/annualreports/NIJAC_Annual_Report2008_2009.pdf
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competencies, and this is part of the Information Pack which is sent out with the
application form. (No examples, current or past, could be accessed from the website.)

E. European trial court appointment procedures
How are the judges of the civilian systems of continental Europe selected? In a word,
there are picked by competitive examinations. In France135 and Spain136 and Portugal, we
would emphasize after‐degree training and examinations. In Germany137 and the
Netherlands,138 we would emphasize relevant work experience and examinations. In
Sweden,139 we would talk about examinations flexibly graded so as to take account of prior
experience. In Italy,140 we would just talk about examinations, period. But what they all
have in common is an emphasize on a set of formal examinations, marked so as to assign
grades that rank the people who took the exam; exams that are strict enough that most of
those writing fail to gain a post, but those with marks above a cut‐off point earn judicial
employment and higher marks within that category claim the better of the jobs available.
This is the public service merit‐driven system, a comparison that has more positive
overtones in Europe than in North America ‐‐ to such a point that there a top‐level public
service career is normally the preferred option. There are judge‐dominated organizations
with authority over these entrance decisions, and over the promotion decisions that mark
the resulting careers, but they are less like the "interview all the candidates" commissions
that have dominated this report, and more like a public service commission that makes
sure that the rules are clear and that they are followed.
This represents a distinctly different notion of the judicial career and the
appropriate access points to such a career from those taken for granted in the common law
systems, where the emphasis instead is on tested and experienced professionals. In the
common law countries, a judgeship is not an entry level position, but one that can only be
accessed after success as a practising lawyer.
There are a number of practical consequences to this. On the one hand: if a
judgeship is an entry‐level position straight out of university (as it is in France), then
starting salaries will be low and the ranks of the lower‐level judges can be correspondingly

135 Doris Marie Provine and Antoine Garapon, "The Selection of Judges in France: Searching for a New
Legitimacy" in John Bell, Judiciaries within Europe: A Comparative Review (Cambridge University Press, 2006).
136 John Bell, Judiciaries within Europe: A Comparative Review (Cambridge University Press, 2006) ch. 4 "The
Spanish judiciary"
137 John Bell, Judiciaries within Europe: A Comparative Review (Cambridge University Press, 2006) ch. 3 "The
German judiciary."
138 Leny E, De Groot‐van Leeuwen, "Merit Selection and Diversity in the Dutch Judiciary" in
139 John Bell, Judiciaries within Europe: A Comparative Review (Cambridge University Press, 2006) ch. 5 "The
Swedish judiciary"
140 Mary L. Volcansek, "Judicial Selection in Italy: A Civil Service Model with Partisan Results" in
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more numerous.141 On the other hand: if almost all judges must start their judicial career as
school‐leaving entry‐level functionaries, then there has to be a meaningful judicial career
that involves "progress through the ranks" for almost everyone, and quicker progress to
higher ranks for the most capable. If the general picture of judges in the common law
world is that they are white, middle‐aged and male, the general picture of judges in Europe
is that they are young and female, the logical consequence of the difference in the two
career routes I have described.
The civilian approach assumes that the duties of a judge are something that can be
taught in university level courses ‐‐ a set of techniques that can be taught and examined.
This fits with the ethos of the code system, where the rules are straightforward, their
application is mechanical and transparent, and judges are not supposed to provide "value
added" interpretations to the codes that express the will of the legislature. It can be
doubted that this was ever a complete understanding of how the judiciary operated ‐‐
Lasser's Judicial Deliberations teases out a much more complex story of how the judiciary
married policy concerns to the flat application of code provisions through formal
syllogisms142 ‐‐ but it defines the tone of a system and the shape of a career. If nothing else,
the civilian system ensures that the more complex issues of law in the more important
cases are handled by judges who have gained years of experience as they work their way
into the higher courts.
I have over‐simplified slightly ‐‐ for one thing, all I have described is the main entry
to the civilian judiciaries, and left out the lateral entry that is possible for people who have
started in another career, usually the public service. In France, there are three concours for
admission to the judiciary ‐‐ one for those leaving university, one for civil servants, and a
third for those of sufficient standing in a private sector profession ‐‐ but the first accounts
for more than 90% of the new judges.
The obvious advantage of such an approach is its objectivity and replicability ‐‐ the
performance on the examination, and its translation into a number that can be directly
compared with what others have done, and the fact that the examination can be re‐graded
on appeal if necessary all move us away from the opaque judgment calls of interviews and
secret soundings. The challenge is the design of appropriate examinations that adequately
assess the necessary knowledge in a transparent way, without any built‐in biases of the
sort that (for example) law school admission tests have been struggling for many years ‐‐
these are exams that would have to be accepted as reasonable and rigorous both by the

141 Indeed, in Italy entrance to the magistrature is prohibited to anyone over the age of thirty; see Volcansek,
p. 163.
142 Mitchel Lasser, Judicial Deliberations: A Comparative Analysis of Judicial Transparency and Legitimacy
(Oxford University Press 2004)
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people taking the examinations and the members of the profession that they would be
joining.
There has been some talk of examinations in the context of the common law system.
The South Carolina Judicial Merit Selection Commission has established as one element in
its process the taking of an exam in the court procedure relevant to the particular
appointment,143 and an American academic has suggested that candidates should be
required to pass an exam before being allowed to run for judicial office144 ‐‐ but both of
these are tangential examples, and in any event are probably sifting exercises of a pass/fail
sort rather than nuanced ranking systems.
There is a more immediate example in the form of the English Judicial Appointments
Commission, and its move from a "paper sift" to qualifying exams; it is clear from the
description on the JAC website145 that this is considerably more demanding than a
multiple‐choice or short answer quiz, and that it would sort candidates in a considerably
more nuanced way than a simple pass/fail. However the similarity to a civilian system
competitive selection exam should not be overstated. The JAC's qualifying exam is an early
part of the sifting process, that helps to narrow the full set of applicants to the short‐list
that will be invited for a "selection day" interview and role‐play for a selection panel, which
in turn will provide a substantive assessment report that will be reviewed by the statutory
consultees before going to the Commission itself for a final choice on the successful
candidate. This is at best a modest step toward convergence rather than anything like a full
realization. However, if it is somewhat surprising that it should be England that of all the
countries in the Commonwealth is taking the boldest and most innovative steps in the
judicial selection process, it is comparably surprising that it should be England as well that
is on the way to adopting a formal structured exam as an access to the judiciary that bears
some real similarity to the European style selections. To refer again to the conceptual
frame identified in Part Two: a formal and objective exam can be part of the broader
judicial selection process without necessarily being the final selection tool, and that is
perhaps the lesson we should take for the English echo of the continental practice.

143 "Overview of the Judicial Merit Process", on the South Carolina Legislature website at URL
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/html‐pages/judmerit.html
144 Russell D'Costa, "'The Bench Exam' ‐‐ A Potentially Effective Mechanism to Gauge Judicial Candidates'
'Merit'" Westchester Bar Journal, Vol. 34 (2007) 18.
145 http://www.judicialappointments.gov.uk/selection‐process/19.htm
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Conclusions and Recommendations
To begin with the obvious: the judicial selection methods adopted in any country
reflect a particular set of challenges which those methods are designed to meet. (This is
analogous to the traditional "nuisance rule" in the common law interpretation of statutes:
what is the "nuisance" that the statute was responding to?) The higher the congruency in
the challenges, the more likely the particular set of responses can be penetrated for useful
lessons. This is not to deny that once reforms to the selection process are underway in any
set of countries, they will have to cover a common set of elements; but it does highlight the
nature of the project as it unfolded down these different tracks.
In the United States, the unique central problem is the counter‐majoritarian
difficulty, the problem of reconciling the professionally grounded rule‐of‐law drive for
objectively correct answers with the will of the people and the sovereignty of the notional
average citizen. The term "counter‐majoritarian difficulty" was framed by Bickel in The
Least Dangerous Branch,146 and it has bedeviled the question of judicial power, at least in
the United States, ever since.147 Some generally parallel concerns can be found in the
discussion of judicial power in other countries, but it would be a serious mistake not to
understand the driving central importance of this concern and their need to find
intellectually satisfactory institutional or procedural answers.
In South Africa, the unique central problem is the challenge of overcoming the
country's recent apartheid past, and of building a multi‐racial but majority black society
that would serve the needs of all of its citizens. This transformation was primarily a
constitutional and secondarily a political challenge (and "transformation" is a central
notion that shows up again and again in the literature), and one with which the courts and
their personnel had to be transparently in harmony. Both the highly unusual degree of
public‐ness in the process (most notably the open interviews with candidates for higher
courts) and the heavy involvement of political representatives from different parties and
different chambers reflect this unique imperative; but the uniqueness limits the
exportability of the model.
In Britain (intentionally including England & Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
in a single group), the central challenge is inclusiveness, using this to embrace at one and
the same time class issues, gender issues, and the racial issues of an increasingly polyglot
society that is the product simultaneously of Britain's colonial past and her European and
Alexander Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics (2nd ed.) (Yale
University Press, 1986)
147 See Barry Friedman's five‐part series, but especially Barry Friedman, "The Birth Of An Academic
Obsession: The History Of The Countermajoritarian Difficulty, Part Five", Yale Law Journal Vol. 112
(2002) 153. See also Mark A. Graber, "The Countermajoritarian Difficulty: From Courts to Congress to
Constitutional Order" Annual Review of Law and Social Science, Vol. 4 (2008) 361.
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globalized present. The design of the appointments commission, the language of its
mandate, and the terms of its more recent critique all reflect this critical dimension.
In Europe, the central challenge historically was the containment of judicial power,
which had always meant in practice royal (or at least aristocratic) power; the solution was
first to reduce law to the transparent and complete codes, then to reduce the role of the
judge to the straightforward application of those codes to the factual circumstances of
particular cases, and finally to generate the skill set that was necessary for this fairly
mechanical application and teach it in a testable way to the emerging cohort of judges.148
Put this flatly, there was probably always an element of unreality to such a description, but
the de facto expansion of the judicial role challenges this model at a very fundamental level.
149 In the meantime, the bureaucratic merit recruitment methodology reflects both the
centrality of the civil service and the contained nature of a judgeship.
Of the four, the British concerns are the closest to those that we would find in
Canada. There is a subtext here of a lingering concern with political patronage, but this was
always directed more to federal appointments than to provincial ones;150 concerns about
the possibility of corruption (of the sort that drove the shift to merit nominating
commissions in so many U.S. states) have been, at most, a very minor sub‐text. The
primary thrust, here as in England, is with a judiciary that is representative in the sense of
being inclusive, and that has been recruited through a transparent process that resists
capture or colonisation by any smaller or more vested interest. The range of interests that
are to be included and "represented" is of course debatable in itself, and constantly
evolving in any event, as has been the notion of merit and the way this plays off against
representativeness, and this too is part of the reality to which institutional design must
adapt.
The following are the lessons which in my opinion follow from the empirical
investigation in the earlier Parts of this report.
An independent nominating commission is the appropriate way to accommodate the
traditional mechanism of executive appointment to the new expectations of a democratic
age, satisfying the demand for transparency, objectivity and accountability in the judicial
selection process. The "old" way of complete executive discretion is inappropriate; it
represented, in Paterson's words, "an executive‐dominated, covert and non‐transparent
Mitchel Lasser, Judicial Deliberations: A Comparative Analysis of Judicial Transparency and Legitimacy
(Oxford University Press 2004). For a broader discussion of these themes, see Nick Huls, Maurice Adams and
Jacco Bomhoff (eds), The Legitimacy of Highest Courts' Rulings: Judicial Deliberations and Beyond (The Hague;
T‐M‐C Asser Press, 2009).
149 Mitchel Lasser, Judicial Transformations: The Rights Revolution in the Courts of Europe (Oxford University
Press 2009)
150 See Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot;
Ashgate/Dartmouth, 1999) p. 146
148
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procedure with its perceived potential for political patronage, cronyism, and personal
prejudice."151 Nominating commissions are, as Malleson notes, "likely to become the most
popular selection system in the twenty‐first century."152 It is also inescapably true that a
concern with the process of judicial appointment becomes more acute as the visibility and
importance of judicial institutions becomes more visible. The Charter is only part of the
reason for this; even more pervasive is the escalating policy of "legalized accountability"
that shapes the practices of public and private bureaucracy to legal standards and open
accounting.153 In a democratic society, the exercise of power invites the demand for
accountability, and this is just as true of judges today as it has been of other institutions in
the past. Although accountability is a tricky concept in connection with a robustly
independent judiciary, a transparency in the selection of the personnel who exercise this
steadily expanding power is a critically important first step.
At the same time, as Malleson cautions us elsewhere, such a commission "is not an
'off the shelf' product that can be adopted wholesale, but a system that must be constructed
to accommodate the particular legal, political and cultural conditions of the country."154
"Should we use a judicial nomination committee in the judicial selection process" is
therefore the first and easiest question; more challenging is the question "what should this
committee look like and what exactly should it do."
A singlepurpose committee is preferable to a multipurpose judicial council. This is the
biggest lesson of the quarter century or so during which Canadians have used independent
committees to screen candidates for judicial appointments. The "first generation" of these
devices was tilted heavily toward the use of judicial councils whose primary function was
handling complaints against judges in the interests of finding the appropriate balance
between judicial discipline on the one hand and judicial independence on the other. Most
of the earliest provisions for a screening procedure used the judicial council for this
secondary purpose as well, since the basic features (a mix of judicial, legal and lay
members; independence from the direct influence of government; a direct link to the
judicial independence principles that became more important with the entrenchment of
the Charter) served both purposes. But the membership of a complaint‐reactive Judicial
Council should (indeed, from Supreme Court jurisprudence, must) be tilted heavily toward
151 Alan Paterson, "The Scottish Judicial Appointments Board: New Wine in Old Bottles?" in Kate Malleson &
Peter H. Russell (eds), Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from Around the
World (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p.13
152 Kate Malleson, "Introduction" in Kate Malleson & Peter H. Russell (eds), Appointing Judges in an Age of
Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from Around the World (University of Toronto Press, 2006), p.6
153 see Charles R. Epp, Making Rights Real: Activists, Bureaucrats and the Creation of the Legalistic State
(University of Chicago Press, 2009)
154 Kate Malleson, "The New Judicial Appointment Commission in England and Wales" in Malleson & Russell,
(eds), Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from Around the World (University of
Toronto Press, 2006) p.40.
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a dominant judicial membership, which drastically curtails both broader representation
and the encouragement of full lay member participation. In the discipline context, the
dominance of the judicial members is entirely appropriate; in the judicial selection context,
it is less so. As Paterson suggests, a preponderance of judicial members on such a
committee sends the strong signal "that little would change from the status quo."155
A single‐purpose committee can be driven by a different logic both as to the size of
the committee and the proportion of the various types of member, which logically should
be tilted away from the judicial members and toward the lay/public members. Separating
the two functions (as, initially, only Quebec did) permits the two different logics to be
pursued more efficiently, without demanding unnecessary trade‐offs between the different
functions.
A standing committee is preferable to an ad hoc committee because this:
1. concretely realizes the idea of an independent professionally grounded body
outside of the Department and separate from the Minister
2. more reasonably accommodates a larger and more representative membership;
3. contributes to a high degree of continuity;
4. creates an ongoing body that can issue public reports on its own activities over a
period of time and in a consistent way; this is more useful than having some
other body report "from the outside" what a series of transient committees has
done.
5. creates the potential for members who can contribute to an ongoing process of
outreach and public education that will better serve the long term purpose of the
procedures
6. transparently and necessarily moves the center of gravity of the appointment
procedure from the Minister to the committee
A larger committee is preferable to a smaller one because
1. it permits a larger degree of visible representation
2. it contributes to a dynamic in which the lay/public members achieve a critical
mass that facilitates and encourages their full participation.
3. It facilitates a balance between the continuity that allows consistency and a
learning from shared experiences, and the regular turnover in membership that
ensures an openness to fresh ideas
4. it is inherently less prone to "group think" or to domination by an individual or a
small number of individuals
Alan Paterson, "The Scottish Judicial Appointments Board: New Wine in Old Bottles?" in Kate Malleson &
Peter H. Russell (eds), Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from Around the
World (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p. 20
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5. it is inherently harder to "colonize" or "capture"156 by any specific interest or
actor
A reactive committee is preferable to an anticipatory committee because it focuses the
committee's efforts and attention on a more meaningful task ‐‐ that is to say, on matching
the qualities of specific candidates against the requirements of a specific judicial post in
circumstances where that action is going to have fairly immediate consequences. The
problem with an anticipatory committee is that it is not asking "can this person do this
job?" but rather "would this person make a good judge?" when the referent for the word
"judge" has to be left as vague, abstract and general as possible because it could be cashed
in a such a diversity of ways. The anticipatory commit has to answer abstract questions in
a manner which maximizes the mystique of the judicial position and consequently
maximizes the outsider status of the public members.
A shortlist committee is preferable to a "pool" creating committee because it visibly and
directly constrains the discretion of the Minister and reinforces the purpose of moving the
appointment of provincial judges to a more independent, professional, public, transparent,
representative process. The short‐list committee minimizes, and the pool‐creating
committee maximizes, the discretionary power of the Minister and the extent to which it
can be deployed (or can be perceived as having been deployed) to undesirable ends such as
party patronage or worse. The "pool" approach leaves the Minister with the real choice
(and typically a very wide degree of choice) while the presence of the committee deflects
any criticism.
A rankedlist committee is preferable to a shortlist committee, and a single‐name selection
committee is better yet, because it focuses the attention of the committee and clarifies the
arms‐length position of the Minister in the appointment of judges. For the "first
generation" of judicial selection committees, it may have counted as progress they
screened out the quarter or so of the least qualified applicants; today, the goalposts have
been moved by the practices of provinces like Ontario and countries like England and
Scotland. A well‐designed committee is perfectly capable of doing the heavy lifting of
selecting judges, rather than being limited to the preliminary work of a first sift.
A statutory committee is preferable to an executive order committee because it underscores
the independence of the committee and makes it more difficult and more public for a
government to impose its own agenda by changing the committee's structure or mandate.
156See e.g. Lennox, op.cit.: "While the fact that the Attorney General appoints more than half of the members of
the
[Ontario Judicial Appointments Advisory] Committee could have presented an opening for political
interference, the size, composition and structure of the Committee, as well as the processes it has adopted,
have prevented that from happening and the independence of the Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee
is now well‐established and widely‐accepted." p. 2.
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This is particularly important for the end‐point of the committee's process, where a
Minister may for his or her own reasons want to be able broaden the choice by asking the
committee to give a longer list of possible names, or by rejecting a name or a list of names
to ask for others. The Scottish Appointments Board would be stronger if some basis other
than recent practice made its ranked short‐list all but binding on the executive; the federal
judicial appointment committees would be stronger if it were statute, and not a past
minister's personal assurance, that no appointment would ever be made except from their
recommended list; the role of the Ontario JAAC would be more clearly established if the
Minister could not override any short‐list by demanding more names; and so on. Recent
Canadian experiences with the Harper government dramatically demonstrate the extent to
which a government can deliberately manipulate the process for partisan purposes if a
ministerial fiat is all that is needed to accomplish significant changes.157
A single committee is preferable to a procedure that allocates different stages of the process
to different committees because it clarifies the responsibility and enhances the status of the
committee. Alberta's split between a screening Judicial Council and a nominating
Committee is an unnecessary duplication of effort, even apart from the disappointing
structure of the second committee; and New Brunswick's division between a group of solo
advisors that can be ignored, and an ad hoc interview committee that can only veto, would
have been disappointing for a first generation process and is totally inadequate today.
A substantial and active lay/public member component is preferable to a small and token
one. Creating the opportunity for meaningful lay participation is the central challenge to
institutional design for judicial selection committees, and the one that they usual fail.
Twenty‐five years ago, judicial members told me that they wished the lay‐members would
speak up more;158 Malleson reports legal and judicial members of US state merit
nominating commissions thinking of lay‐members as "an irritant";159 and although Rickart
welcomes lay participation in the huge South African committees, he admits it doesn't often
amount to much beyond the boy seeing that the emperor has no clothes160 ‐‐ an
unfortunate metaphor that reduces the lay members to children in a world where legal
professionals are the adults. Moves that might help to enhance lay participation:
If Canadian provinces had real constitutional documents of some more‐than‐statutory significance, one
could argue for constitutional entrenchment for nomination committees, but unlike the United States, this is a
constitutional law issue that Canada has never worked through.
158 Peter McCormick, "Judicial Councils for Provincial Court Judges" Windsor Yearbook of Access to Justice, Vol.
6 (1986) p.181.
159 Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth,
1999) p.134
160 Carmel Rickart, "The South African Judicial Selection Committee"p.5; A paper from the Conference on
"Judicial Reform: Function, Appointment and Structure", held by the Centre for Public Law, University of
Cambridge on 4 October 2003. Accessed online from the University of Cambridge Faculty of Law website at
url http://www.law.cam.ac.uk/faculty‐resources/conference‐papers/17
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1. Make it clear what the lay member's selection role is supposed to be by avoiding the
"judicial mystique" trap161 and the "merit shibboleth"162 in favour of a clear list of
selection criteria that are derived from the necessary skills and abilities in
objectively identifiable ways, and on which the lay members can usefully comment.
2. Focus the decision on matching a specific set of applicants to a specific skill set
linked to a specific judicial assignment.
3. Create a "critical mass" of lay participants by making them the majority or at least a
plurality of a reasonably large committee, and by considering making provision for a
lay chair.
4. Devise an objective selection process for lay members that moves beyond naked
ministerial discretion to create a contest focused on objective qualities such as
o experience with interviewing and selection techniques in other
organizations163
o demonstrated public service experience with groups that are engaged in
dealing with and responding to the social realities that generate much of the
caseload
o experience related to alternative dispute resolution techniques in a variety of
settings
An extended formal set of criteria for appointment is preferable to short cryptic statements
or to "everybody knows" understandings because
1. it reinforces the objectivity of the decision making
2. it enhances the communication to a broader public of the purpose of the process
and the nature and workload of the modern judiciary
3. it sends clear signals to potential candidates about the expectations that attach
to appointment
4. it provides a clear and coherent basis for organizing the committee's procedures
for collecting and processing information
5. it avoids the "judicial mystique" that discourages lay participation by
emphasizing an inside game that they are not well equipped to play
6. it avoids an emphasis on "personal qualities"164 that privilege insiders with a
better chance to observe and a better basis for comparison

161 Malleson speaks of "the traditional mystification which shrouds the work of judging which the judiciary
has often perpetuated." Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot;
Ashgate/Dartmouth, 1999) p.96.
162 "Merit selection is one of the shibboleths which dominates past and contemporary discussions of judicial
appointment." Alan Paterson, "The Scottish Judicial Appointments Board: New Wine in Old Bottles?" in Kate
Malleson & Peter H. Russell (eds), Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from
Around the World (University of Toronto Press, 2006) p. 15
163 see Paterson, "Scottish Judicial Appointments Board" op.cit. p.20.
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Ex officio memberships (possibly softened by "or designate" provisions) are preferable (up to
a point) to more casual or permissive provisions because
1.
2.
3.
4.

it enhances the independence of the committee
it enhances the public stature of the committee
it forecloses any appearance of "stacking" a committee
it provides for the direct participation of informed people whose experience and
expertise is directly relevant

But I qualify this with "up to a point" because a committee dominated by ex officio
members, who will necessarily be lawyers and judges, is likely to intimidate the lay
members, who may "defer inappropriately to the legal insiders, particularly senior
judges."165 Judicial input is important, but it should not be decisive because of the potential
for "professional cloning" and the danger of a judicial profession that becomes too closed
unto itself. A core of ex officio members is useful; a dominant bloc of them is a mistake.
The avoidance of executive ("order in council") appointments is preferable, because





First, it creates the potential for the Minister to have undue and covert influence
through the appointment and reappointment of such members, and
Second, it creates the appearance of the Minister being able casually to deploy such
influence, to the detriment of the credibility of the commission by making it
vulnerable to unanswerable challenges.
Third, it undermines the capacity of lay members to establish a basis for making
their own independent but useful contributions to the process by leaving them
under the Minister's shadow (even if that shadow is appearance only).

Malleson suggests that when there are such executive appointments, they should be for
long terms (so that the member can fully adapt to the expected role) and they should not be
renewable (so as to avoid the appearance or the temptation of "playing to the gallery" in
the form of the Minister with control over the option of reappointment);166 in fact, as Table

Carmel Rickart, "The South African Judicial Selection Committee"p.4; A paper from the Conference on
"Judicial Reform: Function, Appointment and Structure", held by the Centre for Public Law, University of
Cambridge on 4 October 2003. Accessed online from the University of Cambridge Faculty of Law website at
url http://www.law.cam.ac.uk/faculty‐resources/conference‐papers/17
165 Kate Malleson, "The New Judicial Appointment Commission in England and Wales" in Malleson & Russell,
(eds), Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power: Critical Perspectives from Around the World (University of
Toronto Press, 2006) p.48.
166 Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth,
1999) p.134.
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1.4 in Part One has shown, the tendency is precisely the opposite ‐‐ appointed members
serve short terms, and can usually be reappointed an indefinite number of times.167
It is preferable for the committee to have a continuing membership over a reasonable period
of time. Malleson suggests that the ultimate necessity for a committee to follow an
independent course even through some controversy is that the members come to see
themselves as committed to the group as an ongoing entity with its own values and its own
imperatives.168 This is harder to achieve with a group that has a rapid turnover of members
or that seldom meets.
It is preferable for the committee to have a visible public face through the chair of the
committee so as to give the committee some degree of consistent public appearance; the
relative invisibility of most such councils/committees today compromises their impact on
public opinion relating to the judiciary, and undermines their capacity to reinforce the
reputation of the judiciary through a visibly independent role in the judicial selection
process.
It is preferable for the committee to have an independent and separate presence, not just to
be something on one more page of the Chief Judge's website or (worse yet) the Minister's
departmental website. The logic is similar to that followed in Alberta in the 1970s ‐‐ the
first priority to help legitimize the new provincial court was for them to have their own
building and not (as had been the case with the earlier magistrates court) to continue to
share a building with the police station. A separate appearance does not guarantee
independence; but the lack of a clear separate appearance will clearly undermine it and
(equally important) undermine the appearance of independence. For this reason, it
requires separate secretariat of some sort; it cannot simply be part of the department; nor
(although this is less undesirable) should it present itself simply as an as extension of the
office the Chief Judge of Provincial Court, even when this person is a member. Much better
is a degree of freestanding independence, although this may only be practical for larger
provinces.
It is preferable to have a firm (preferably statutory) annual public reporting requirement;
and the report should be a public one that is widely available, not just for the Minister or
the department. The report establishes credibility over time, it demonstrates continuity, it
provides a basis for performance comparison over time, and it reinforces the public
openness and transparency that is a key part of the judicial selection committee process.
Too long a term might be a problem in its own right, because it might imply such a long commitment as to
deter some lay members from accepting it; an option might to emulate what seems to have been the practice
in Northern Ireland, which is that there is a term of moderate length, but that term will be renewed (we might
qualify that to "once only") for any lay member who indicates they wish it.
168 Kate Malleson, "Assessing the Judicial Service Commission" South African Law Journal, Vol. 116 (1999) 36
at 38
167
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It is preferable that all announcements of judicial appointments should attribute the selection
to the committee and briefly rehearse the process that is followed. This is a solid practice in
some provinces (for example, Alberta) but an extremely infrequent one in others (for
example, in New Brunswick, where press releases about provincial judicial appointments
never mention a process but simply attribute the decision to the Minister of Justice. The
omission is unwise and inappropriate; a committee cannot contribute to a public
awareness of an open and transparent process if nobody outside the very narrow circle of
the directly involved even knows that the committee exists. Reiterated inclusion in
appointment announcements reinforces the visibility of the committee and the importance
of its role, and contributes to the process of educating the public (and the legal profession)
about the new realities of the judicial selection process.
It is important to defuse the merit/representativeness169 dilemma. The nature of this bind is
demonstrated by the fact that the South African Judicial Service Commission is criticized
for letting merit concerns distract it from making the judiciary more representative more
quickly; while the Ontario Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee is criticized for make
good progress on representativeness but at the price of letting merit slip. Put this way,
there is no way out of the trap. The first step, therefore, is to redefine the target: "If the
appointment process seeks to find candidates who are identical in every way to those
currently selected apart from their sex or race it is unlikely that many will be found,"170
which in turn means "If judges from wider backgrounds are sought, then the criteria will
have to be adapted to give recognition to the qualities which such candidates bring to the
bench."171 Merit cannot be thought of as an abstract quality in itself; rather, we identify a
set of criteria, devise measurements related to them, and use "merit" to describe a strong
performance across a good range of those criteria. If those criteria do not differ to some
extent from those we have taken for granted in the past, then any drive for
representativeness must fail.
It is important not to expect the judicial selection committee to solve the representativeness
issue on its own. The under‐representation of identifiable segments of the population must
be directly addressed on several fronts.



First: there must be a fair set of standards against which to judge applicants
Second: there must be a fair process for that evaluation, and a committee that can be
entrusted to do it fairly, which suggests

The word "representativeness" is problematic in itself, because it begs the question of which groups
should be (better) represented ‐‐ as the critics of the proposed English JAC would taunt, what is the quota for
drunk drivers and people on probation? The preferred phrase in the literature is "fair reflection" or possibly
"inclusiveness."
170 Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary: The effects of expansion and activism (Aldershot; Ashgate/Dartmouth,
1999), p122.
171 Kate Malleson, The New Judiciary p.122.
169
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Third: the committee must itself be representative (that is, "inclusive" in the sense
of not systematically including any appropriate group)
Fourth: judicial vacancies must be openly and widely advertised to avoid creating an
unnecessary insider advantage
Fifth: the advertising of openings must go beyond the standard and obvious media
so as to target the groups from which greater representation is sought
Sixth: the openness and fairness of the process and the committee must be
aggressively publicized, preferably by the committee itself, in the interests of
persuading people to apply who have previously assumed that they would not be
treated as serious applicants
Seventh: successes in achieving greater heterogeneity in the judiciary must be
announced and celebrated as such

It is important that the committee have a visible public presence, which in current times
means an independent and complete website which describes the committee, celebrates its
accomplishments, and encourages the wider participation that we want to take place.
There is no Canadian example of such a thing; and the American state merit nomination
committees that I have seen are either very bland or else simply part of the website for the
more traditional office (the legislature or the governor's office) to which they report. The
three British committees (and especially the English) are a better example ‐‐ although even
the English site could be improved by realizing that although the legal community is its
primary target, there is a broader community to be addressed as well. The internet is
increasingly the medium through which people seek information about government and
public activity in its variety of forms, and the opportunity to use this medium to establish
the presence and reinforce the credibility of the committee cannot be shirked as dismally
as most provinces do today. My own difficulties in collecting the information for Part One
of this report are a case in point; that should have been, but was not, a very simple exercise.
Judicial selection committees cannot make the judicial appointment process open and
transparent if they are invisible.
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Appendix A: details of composition of provincial councils/committees
In British Columbia, the relevant body is the Judicial Council, which consists of:172







The Chief Judge, as Chair
An associate chief judge, as alternate chair
The President of the Law Society, or their designate
The President of the BC Branch of the Canadian Bar Association, or their designate
A judge appointed by the Minister (who by convention is President or past President
of the Provincial Judges Associate)
Four other members, one of whom by convention is a judicial justice of the peace,
one is a lawyer, and two are lay members.

In Alberta, the initial screening is done by the Judicial Council, which consists of:173
 the Chief Justice of Alberta or a designate of the Chief Justice,
 the Chief Justice of the Court of Queen’s Bench or a designate of the Chief Justice,
 the Chief Judge of The Provincial Court of Alberta or a designate of the Chief Judge
 the President of The Law Society of Alberta or a designate of the President, and
 not more than 2 other persons appointed by the Minister
Alberta has also more recently established a Provincial Court Nominating
Committee (responding to recommendations from a Judicial Selection Process Review
Committee in May 1998 and the Alberta Summit on Justice in January 1999). This
committee initially had five members,174 then eight members,175 and more recently eleven
members.176 The committee currently consists of one provincial court judge named by the
Chief Judge of Provincial Court, the President of the Law Society of Alberta or designate, the
President of the Canadian Bar Association (Alberta Branch) of designate, and eight other
people named by the minister. The ratio of lawyers to laypeople within this group of eight
is not fixed, and has varied from time to time, but at the moment it is four of each; so the
composition of the body is one judge, six lawyers, and four lay‐people.

172 Judicial Council of British Columbia Annual Report, 2007 & 2008 (available on the B.C. Judicial Council
website at http://www.provincialcourt.bc.ca/judicialcouncil/). Note that although it is referred to as an
"Annual Report", it is in fact not issued every year but rather every second or every third year, and includes
information for that multi‐year period since the previous report.
173 Judicature Act; revised statutes of Alberta, current as of November 2008; accessed from the Justice
Department website at http://www.justice.alberta.ca.
174 Government of Alberta news release; March 9, 1999; accessed from the Alberta Justice website.
175 Alberta Justice Annual Report 1999; accessed from the Alberta Justice website.
176 Edmonton Journal, "Who's Best for the Bench?" August 12, 2007.
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The screening of judicial candidates in Saskatchewan is done by the Judicial Council,
which is composed of the following members:177
 the Chief Justice of Saskatchewan, or a judge of the Court of Appeal designated by
the Chief Justice of Saskatchewan, who shall be chairperson;
 the Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench, or a judge of the Court of Queen's Bench
designated by the Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench;
 the chief judge, or a judge designated by the chief judge;
 the president of the Law Society of Saskatchewan or a bencher or former bencher of
the Law Society designated by the president;
 not more than two other persons appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council
after consultation by the minister with the chairperson of the council and the chief
judge;
 two judges elected by the judges at a meeting of the court en banc.
In Manitoba the Chief Judge, upon being informed that an appointment is to be made,
convenes a nominating committee composed of:178






the Chief Judge, as chairperson of the committee;
three persons, who are not lawyers, judges or retired judges, appointed by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council;
a judge designated by the judges of the Provincial Court;
a person designated by the president of The Law Society of Manitoba;
a person designated by the president of the Manitoba Branch of The Canadian Bar
Association.

Ontario has a standing Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee, which includes the
following members:179
 two provincial judges, appointed by the Chief Judge of the Provincial Division;
 three lawyers, one appointed by The Law Society of Upper Canada, one by the
Canadian Bar Association‐Ontario and one by the County and District Law
Presidents' Association;
 seven persons who are neither judges nor lawyers, appointed by the Attorney
General;
 a member of the Judicial Council, appointed by it.180
Quebec forms a selection committee to deal with a specific vacancy, the commission being
comprised of:181

Provincial Court Act; revised statutes of Saskatchewan, current as of May 2009; accessed from the CANLII
website.
178 Provincial Court Act; revised statutes of Manitoba, current as of March 2009; accessed from the CANLII
website.
179 Ontario Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee, Annual Report 2008; accessed from the Ontario Court
of Justice website.
180 In practice, this has always been a judge
177
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a judge of the Court of Quebec , on the recommendation of the Chief Justice of that
court , who serves as president;
a lawyer or a lawyer appointed after consultation with the Barreau du Québec ;
a person who is neither a judge nor a lawyer.

New Brunswick has a group of Provincial Judicial Appointment Review advisors that
includes:182
 one lawyer named by the Law Society of New Brunswick
 one lawyer named by the Canadian Bar Association (New Brunswick branch)
 one lawyer named by the association of francophone jurists
 one judge of the Court of Appeal, named by the Chief Justice
 one judge of the Court of Queen's Bench, named by the Chief Justice of that
court
 one judge of the provincial court, named by the Provincial Judges Association
 one lawyer named by the New Brunswick Criminal Defence Lawyers
Association
 two members, named by the Minister of Justice
The Minister of Justice is not limited to appointing only candidates who have been
approved for appointment by these group of advisors; the person that he wishes to appoint
is interviewed by a committee including
Nova Scotia uses a standing Advisory Committee on Provincial Judicial Appointments
composed of:183
 two lawyers appointed by the Council of the Nova Scotia Barristers’ Society;
 one judge of the Provincial Court and one judge of the Family Court, one of whom
may be a Chief Judge, appointed by the Chief Judges of the Provincial and Family
Courts;
 four members appointed by the Minister of Justice two of which must be public
representatives; a “public representative” is an individual who is not a member of
the Barristers Society .184
In Prince Edward Island, the Attorney‐General upon the occasion of a vacancy in the
provincial court creates a Judicial Appointments Advisory Committee, consisting of:185
 the Chief Judge of the Provincial Court, as Chair;
 a lawyer appointed by the Law Society of Prince Edward Island;
Louis Vaillancourt, "Je veux devenir juge: a qui m'adresser?" Revue generale de droit, Vol. 25 (1994) 269.
Roger Bilodeau and Denis Roy, "Le Processus de Consultation et d'Evaluation Entourant les Nominations a
la Cour Provinciale de Nouveau‐Brunswick" Alberta Law Review, Vol. 38 (2000) 867.
183 Document entitled "Provincial Judicial Appointments: Guidelines" (Approved by the Nova Scotia Executive
Council 2009); available on the Nova Scotia government website.
184 The 2004 version of the same document said "four lay persons"; apart from the shift from "lay persons" to
"public representatives", this is interesting for the fact that it implies that one or two of the people named by
the Minister may well be lawyers or judges ‐‐ or why make the change?
185 Office of the Attorney General of Prince Edward Island; Press release; July 28, 2005.
181
182
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a lawyer appointed by the PEI Branch of the Canadian Bar Association;
two other persons appointed by the Attorney General, after consultation with
the Executive Council, who are neither judges nor lawyers

The province of Newfoundland and Labrador uses a Judicial Council which consists of:186
 the Chief Judge of Provincial Court, as chairperson;
 a bencher of the Law Society of Newfoundland nominated by the benchers of the
law;
 two persons nominated by the minister; and
 the president of the judges' association.

Provincial Court Act; revised statutes of Newfoundland and Labrador, current as of May 2009; accessed on
the CANLII website.

186
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Appendix B: The provinces: criteria for judicial appointment
ONTARIO:
Criteria for Evaluating Candidates
Professional Excellence
• A high level of professional achievement in the area(s) of legal work in which the
candidate has been engaged. Experience in the field of law relevant to the
jurisdiction of the Ontario Court of Justice on which the applicant wishes to serve
is highly desirable but not essential.
• Involvement in professional activities that keeps one up to date with changes in
the law and in the administration of justice.
• A demonstrated commitment to continuing legal education.
• An interest in or some aptitude for the administrative aspects of a judge's role.
• Good writing and communications skills.
Community Awareness
• A commitment to public service.
• Awareness of and an interest in knowing about the social problems that give rise
to cases coming before the courts.
• Sensitivity to changes in social values relating to criminal and family matters.
• Interest in methods of dispute resolution alternatives to formal adjudication and
interest in community resources available for participating in the disposition of
cases.
Personal Characteristics
• An ability to listen.
• Respect for the essential dignity of all persons regardless of their circumstances.
• Politeness and consideration for others.
• Moral courage and high ethics.
• An ability to make decisions on a timely basis.
• Patience.
• Punctuality and good regular work habits.
• A reputation for integrity and fairness.
• Compassion and empathy.
• An absence of pomposity and authoritarian tendencies.
Demographics
The Judiciary of the Ontario Court of Justice should be reasonably representative of the
population it serves. This requires overcoming the under‐representation in the judicial
complement of women, visible, cultural, and racial minorities and persons with a disability.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA:
Criteria
The following are the Judicial Council’s stated criteria for applicants for appointment as a
provincial court judge (in no particular order of relative priority):
1. At least ten years in the practice of law. Those with less legal practice experience are
considered if they have a range of related experience.
2. Superb legal reputation, and a professional record review from the Law Society of British
Columbia.
3. Demonstrated excellence in the applicant’s area of law.
4. Experience in mediation or alternative dispute resolution.
5. Willingness and ability to learn and demonstrated commitment to continuing
professional education.
6. Knowledge of current issues facing the courts, the judiciary, and the justice system, and
awareness of the social context within which the court operates.
7. Ability to listen and communicate effectively.
8. Demonstrated personal characteristics such as decisiveness, evenness of temperament,
fairness, open mindedness, common sense, and courage.
9. Demonstrated compassion for those coming before the court and an understanding of
their circumstances.
10. Respect in the community.
11. Good health.
12. Passion and enthusiasm.
13. Balanced relationships with peers and subordinates.
14. Demonstrated adaptability and flexibility with respect to job changes.
15. Demonstrated balance of humility and confidence.
16. Appreciation of and experience with diversity.
17. Demonstrated dedication to public service.
18. Ability to cooperate and work with others.
19. Understanding of the role of the court in society and respective roles of the judiciary
and other participants in the justice system.
20. Willingness to travel and to sit in all subject areas.
NOVA SCOTIA:
The Committee will use the following criteria when evaluating Candidates:
1. Minimum Qualifications
• The Committee will not recommend a Candidate with less than fifteen years
standing at a Bar in a Canadian jurisdiction for appointment except where the
Committee feels that there are exceptional circumstances to warrant that
recommendation.
• The Committee will not consider the application of any Candidate who was a
member of the Committee until two years have elapsed from the date the
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candidate resigned from the Committee or the candidate’s appointment on the
Committee expired.
2. Personal Characteristics
• Respect for the essential dignity of all persons regardless of their circumstances.
• A reputation for integrity and fairness.
• Politeness and consideration for others.
• Moral courage.
• Punctuality ‐ good regular work habits.
• Good health except to the extent that any physical or mental disability would not
reasonably preclude performance as a Judge.
• Not involved in serious, unresolved professional complaints, civil actions or
outstanding financial claims such as unpaid taxes or insolvency proceedings.
• An absence of pomposity and authoritarian tendencies.
3. Intellectual and Judgmental Ability
• fair and open‐minded
• flexible (not unreasonably rigid)
• able to make decisions promptly or within a reasonable period of time
• patient and able to listen
4. Professional Excellence
• A high level of professional achievement in area(s) of legal work in which the
candidate has been engaged.
• Involvement in activities which keep one up to date with changes in the law and
in the administration of justice.
• An interest in and some aptitude for the administrative aspects of a judge’s role.
• Good writing and communication skills.
5. Community Awareness and Understanding
• A commitment to public service.
• Awareness of and interest in knowing more about the social problems which
give rise to cases coming before the courts.
• Sensitivity to changes in social values relating to criminal and family matters.
• Capacity to exercise the larger policy role conferred upon the judiciary by the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
6. Diversity
• The provincial judiciary should be reasonably representative of the population it
serves. This requires overcoming the under‐representation of women, racial and
ethnocultural minorities and persons with disabilities.
• Candidates will be invited to self‐identify as a diversity candidate. When a
candidate has self‐identified as such, this information will be supplied to the
Minister in the event that they are a recommended candidate.
7. Language
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•
•

It is important for the provincial judiciary to reflect the bilingual nature of the
Province.
Candidates will be invited to self‐identify as a bilingual candidate. When a
candidate has self‐identified as such, this information will be supplied to the
Minister in the event that they are a recommended candidate.

ALBERTA
Criteria for Appointment of Provincial Court Judges
Professional Excellence
• A high level of professional achievement in the area(s) of legal work in which the
candidate has been engaged.
• Involvement in professional activities that keep one up to date with changes in
the law and in the administration of justice.
• An interest in or some aptitude for the administrative aspects of a judge's role.
• Good writing and communication skills.
Community Awareness
• A commitment to public service.
• Awareness of and an interest in knowing more about the social problems that
give rise to cases coming before the courts.
• Interest in methods of dispute resolution, alternatives to formal adjudication and
in community resources available for participating in the disposition of cases.
Personal Characteristics
• An ability to listen
• Respect for the essential dignity of all persons regardless of their circumstances.
• Politeness and consideration for others.
• Moral courage and high ethics.
• An ability to make decisions on a timely basis.
• Patience.
• Punctuality and good regular work habits.
• A reputation for integrity and fairness.
• Compassion and empathy.
• An absence of pomposity and authoritarian tendencies.
Demographics
• The provincial judiciary should be reasonably representative of the population it
serves. This requires addressing any under‐representation in the judicial
complement of women, visible, cultural , and racial minorities and persons with
a disability.
SASKATCHEWAN
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The Council uses the following criteria when evaluating candidates. They are:
1. A minimum level of educational achievement;
2. Professional training and experience including mediation and alternative dispute
resolution;
3. Breadth of view and maturity;
4. Tolerance, compassion and sympathy;
5. An understanding and knowledge of the democratic process;
6. Capacity to grow and to develop intellectually and professionally;
7. Age and health;
8. Stability of character and judicial temperament;
9. Wisdom and common sense;
10. Ability to solve legal issues;
11. Peer judgments;
12. Community perception;
13. Good work ethic;
14. Sensitivity to cultural diversity;
15. Demonstrated dedication to public service;
16. Good listening, and oral and written communication skills; and
17. Good administrative and computer skills.
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Qualifications:
Persons are not eligible for appointment to the Provincial Court unless they are members
in good standing of the Law Society of Prince Edward Island, and have been members in
good standing of the bar of a province of Canada for at least five years immediately
preceding the date of appointment.
In formulating its assessments, the committee shall use the following criteria:
 personal suitability
 intellectual and judgmental ability
 professional achievement and experience
 community awareness and understanding
MANITOBA
[From the May 2010 ad for a provincial court vacancy in Dauphin:
The mandate of the Judicial Nominating Committee is to assess the professional excellence,
community awareness and personal suitability of candidates, while taking into account the
diversity of Manitoba society (c. 275, The Provincial Court Act).
QUEBEC
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Critères de sélection
C’est le comité qui détermine l’aptitude du candidat à être nommé juge. À cette fin, il évalue
les qualités personnelles et intellectuelles du candidat ainsi que son expérience. Il évalue
notamment le degré de connaissance juridique de cette personne dans les domaines du
droit dans lesquels le juge exercera ses fonctions, sa capacité de jugement, sa perspicacité,
sa pondération, son esprit de décision et la conception qu’elle se fait de la fonction de juge.
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Appendix C: Other jurisdictions: criteria for judicial appointment
Assessment criteria, candidates for Federal Judicial Appointment187
The following list of factors, though not exhaustive, is intended to provide a basis for
assessing the suitability of candidates for judicial appointment.
Professional Competence & Experience
(While courtroom experience is an asset, it is only one of many factors which may be
considered in assessing a candidate’s suitability for the role of judge.)










general proficiency in the law
intellectual ability
analytical skills
ability to listen
ability to maintain an open mind while hearing all sides of an
argument
ability to make decisions
capacity to exercise sound judgement
reputation among professional peers and in the general
community
area(s) of professional specialization, specialized experience or
special skills
ability to manage time and workload without supervision
capacity to handle heavy workload
capacity to handle stress and pressures of the isolation of the
judicial role
interpersonal skills ‐ with peers and the general public
awareness of racial and gender issues
bilingual ability









sense of ethics
patience
courtesy
honesty
common sense
tact
integrity









Personal Characteristics

from website of the Office of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs, at URL
http://www.fja.gc.ca/appointments‐nominations/assessment‐evaluation‐eng.html
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humility
punctuality
fairness
reliability
tolerance
sense of responsibility
consideration for others

Potential Impediments to Appointment





Any debilitating physical or mental medical condition, including
drug or alcohol dependency, that would be likely to impair the
candidate’s ability to perform the duties of a judge
Any past or current disciplinary actions or matters against the
candidate
Any current or past civil or criminal actions involving the
candidate
Financial difficulties including bankruptcy, tax arrears or
arrears of child support payments

Judicial Appointments Commission for England and Wales:

QUALITIES AND ABILITIES - GENERIC
1. Intellectual capacity




High level of expertise in your chosen area or profession
Ability quickly to absorb and analyse information
Appropriate knowledge of the law and its underlying principles, or the ability to acquire
this knowledge where necessary

2. Personal qualities






Integrity and independence of mind
Sound judgement
Decisiveness
Objectivity
Ability and willingness to learn and develop professionally

3. An ability to understand and deal fairly
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Ability to treat everyone with respect and sensitivity whatever their background
Willingness to listen with patience and courtesy

4. Authority and communication skills




Ability to explain the procedure and any decisions reached clearly and succinctly to all
those involved
Ability to inspire respect and confidence
Ability to maintain authority when challenged

5. Efficiency




Ability to work at speed and under pressure
Ability to organise time effectively and produce clear reasoned judgments expeditiously
Ability to work constructively with others (including leadership and managerial skills
where appropriate)

The precise qualities and abilities for each post will be published in the information pack for
each exercise.

QUALITIES AND ABILITIES - LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
1. Intellectual Capacity




High level of expertise in your chosen area or profession
Ability quickly to absorb and analyse information
Appropriate knowledge of the law and its underlying principles, or the ability to acquire
this knowledge where necessary.

2. Personal Qualities







Integrity and independence of mind
Sound judgement
Decisiveness
Objectivity
Ability and willingness to learn and develop professionally
Ability to work constructively with others.

3. An ability to understand and deal fairly



Ability to treat everyone with respect and sensitivity whatever their background
Willingness to listen with patience and courtesy.
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4. Authority and Communication Skills




Ability to explain the procedure and any decisions reached clearly and succinctly to all
those involved
Ability to inspire respect and confidence
Ability to maintain authority when challenged.

5. Efficiency



Ability to work at speed and under pressure
Ability to organise time effectively and produce clear reasoned judgements
expeditiously.

6. Leadership and Management Skills





Ability to form strategic objectives and to provide leadership to implement them
effectively
Ability to motivate, support and encourage the professional development for whom
you are responsible
Ability to engage constructively with judicial colleagues and the administration, and
to manage change effectively
Ability to organise own and others time and manage available resources.

The precise qualities and abilities for each post will be published in the information pack for
each exercise.

Judicial Appointments Board for Scotland
The Board has agreed a range of qualities, possession of which constitute merit and which
successful applicants for judicial office must demonstrate. These are as follows:
Legal Knowledge Skills and Competence




High level of legal knowledge and experience.
High level of skills and competence in interpretation and application of the law
Ability to apply the law to make sustainable decisions

Intellectual Capacity and Powers of Reasoning





Ability to marshal and analyse facts and competing arguments.
Ability to reason logically
Ability to reach form conclusions
Sound, mature judgement
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Ability to exercise discretion appropriately

Personal Characteristics









Integrity
Independent of mind and moral courage
Fairness and Impartiality
Commonsense
Understanding of people and contemporary society
Mature attitude and sound temperament
Courteous and considerate
Ability to command respect

Case Management Skills and Efficiency



Ability of manage cases efficiently and effectively
Resolution, conscientiousness and diligence

Communication Skills




Good communication and listening skills
Ability to communicate clearly with all court users
Ability to write clear, concise, well reasoned and legally sound judgements

